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“The problem of neurology is to understand man himself.”
Wilder Penfield
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Abstract
Epilepsy encompasses a great variety of aetiologies, and as such is not a
single disease but a group of diseases characterised by unprovoked seizures.
The primary aim of the work presented in this thesis was to use multi-
modal structural imaging to improve understanding of epilepsy related
brain pathology, both the epileptogenic lesions themselves and extra-
lesional pathology, in order to improve pre-surgical planning in medication-
resistant epilepsy and improve understanding of the underlying pathogenic
mechanisms.
The work focuses on 2 epilepsy aetiologies: focal cortical dysplasia
(FCD) (chapters 2 and 3) and mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (chapters
4 & 5). Chapter 2 of this thesis develops surface-based, structural MRI
post-processing techniques that can be applied to clinical T1 and FLAIR
images to complement current MRI-based diagnosis of focal cortical
dysplasias. Chapter 3 uses the features developed in Chapter 2 within
a machine learning framework to automatically detect FCDs, obtaining
73% sensitivity using a neural network. Chapter 4 develops an in vivo
method to explore neocortical gliosis in adults with TLE, while Chapter
5 applies this method to a paediatric cohort. Finally, the concluding
chapter discusses contributions, main limitations and outlines options for
future research.
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Chapter 1
An introduction to the analysis
of paediatric epilepsies with
structural magnetic resonance
imaging
1.1 Paediatric Epilepsies: clinical overview
1.1.1 Definition & Prevalence
Over 65 million people worldwide are estimated to suffer from epilepsy
(Ngugi et al., 2010), making it one of the most common chronic neuro-
logical diseases affecting around 1% of the general population. Similarly,
the prevalence in the paediatric population is also around 1% (Russ
et al., 2012). The International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) consider
epilepsy to be a disease of the brain defined by either two unprovoked
seizures over 24 hours apart; one unprovoked seizure and an over 60%
chance of further seizures in the next 10 years; or an epilepsy syndrome
diagnosis (Fisher et al., 2014).
1.1.2 Epileptic Seizures
An epileptic seizure is defined as “a transient occurrence of signs and/or
symptoms due to abnormal, excessive or synchronous neuronal activity
in the brain” (Fisher et al., 2014). Seizure incidence across the lifespan
peaks during infancy and childhood (Rakhade and Jensen, 2009). These
seizures can be generalized, i.e. involving bilaterally distributed networks,
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1.1 Paediatric Epilepsies: clinical overview
or focal, i.e. contained within one hemisphere and either localized to a
discrete area of the brain or involving a more disparate network (Berg
et al., 2010), or the onset zone may be unknown. Seizures can either
occur with or without impaired awareness. During a seizure with retained
awareness, the patient is aware of self and environment, even if they are
unable to respond. Whereas, during a seizure with impaired awareness, a
child is unable to respond to external stimuli and has abnormal responsive-
ness and awareness during the episode and its recall (Bancaud et al., 1981).
The recent ILAE seizure classification (Fisher et al. (2017), Table
1.1) subcategorises focal, generalised and unknown onset seizures into
motor-onset or nonmotor-onset, where seizures are categorised by the first
evident sign or symptom. If a seizure does not fall into another category
or there is insufficient information, it is unclassified. Seizure type is
extremely heterogeneous (Table:1.1), and futhermore, many paediatric
epilepsy patients will have multiple seizure types, such as tonic-clonic
seizures which are characterized by rigidity and uncontrolled jerking,
myoclonic seizures where are there brief shock-like jerks of muscles or
absence seizures which involve staring spells where there is a brief loss
and then return of consciousness.
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1.1.3 Treatment
Anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) are the mainstay treatment for children
with epilepsy. They are a heterogeneous group of medications including
membrane stabilisers, GABA mimetics, drugs reducing neurotransmitter
release, as well as calcium channel blockers and NMDA receptor channel
blockers (Howard et al., 2011). The precise relationship between the
mechanisms of action of these drugs and the anti-seizure clinical effects
are not fully understood. Yet, most patient’s seizures are effectively
managed with careful drug treatment.
However, studies have found that up to 1/3 of patients continue to have
regular seizures despite treatment with anti-epileptic medication (Kwan
and Brodie, 2001; Kwan et al., 2011). Drug resistant epilepsy is defined
as when two adequately chosen and tolerated anti-epileptic medications
fail to achieve seizure freedom (Kwan et al., 2010). For many paediatric
patients, growing up with poorly controlled epilepsy is associated with
developmental arrest, cognitive impairment, behavioural comorbidities
and poor academic achievement (Berg et al., 2008; Cormack et al., 2007;
Hermann et al., 2006a; Huttenlocher and Hapke, 1990; MacAllister and
Schaffer, 2007; Nickels et al., 2012; Parkinson, 2002). Structural brain
abnormalities are a significant cause of drug-resistant epilepsy (Cormack
et al., 2005; Hermann et al., 2010) and early intervention is crucial as these
problems progress and can be augmented by longer duration of epilepsy
(Hermann et al., 2006b), on-going seizures (Vingerhoets, 2006) and anti-
epileptic drugs (AEDs) (Bjørnaes et al., 2001; Ijff and Aldenkamp, 2013).
Non-pharmacological approaches are required in these drug-resistant
children. Surgery to remove the epileptic region is an option in focal onset
epilepsy, as it is a possible epilepsy cure or can reduce seizure frequency and
the need for AEDs. Importantly, improvements in cognition, behaviour
and quality of life have been reported following epilepsy surgery (Ryvlin
et al., 2014; Skirrow et al., 2011, 2015). However, surgical outcomes are
better when the structural abnormality can be visualised on MRI (Téllez-
Zenteno et al., 2010), as this allows accurate planning of the location and
extent of the surgery by the neurosurgeon and multidisciplinary team.
Identification of structural abnormalities is not always achieved as lesions
can be subtle and missed on visual inspection by radiologists. Further
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methods for structural assessment of MRI scans are thus required to help
characterise pre-surgical structural changes.
1.1.4 Aetiologies
Genetic, structural or metabolic causes can underlie epilepsy or the aetiol-
ogy can be currently unknown (Berg et al., 2010). According to the 2004
ILAE survey, which included 413 children, the four most prevalent aetiolo-
gies in paediatric epilepsy surgery patients are cortical dysplasia (42.4%),
tumour (19.1%), atrophy or stroke (not including Rasmussen’s syndrome)
(9.9%) and hippocampal sclerosis (6.5%) (Harvey et al., 2008) (see Table
1.2).
During my PhD, I have focused on investigating alterations in cortical
morphometry and intracortical tissue composition in children with focal
cortical dysplasia (FCD), the most common cause of medication-resistant
epilepsy in children, and another structural cause of paediatric epilepsy,
hippocampal sclerosis.
FCD
Focal Cortical Dysplasias (FCDs) are malformations of cortical devel-
opment that are highly epileptogenic. In fact, the dysplastic cortex
has been shown to have intrinsic epileptogenicity (Palmini et al., 1995).
In the ILAE survey mentioned previously, lobar or focal cortical dys-
plasias accounted for 59% of cortical dysplasias (Harvey et al., 2008)
and are the leading aetiology in children undergoing resective surgery
for drug-resistant epilepsy. The lesions can be located anywhere in
the neocortex and are extremely variable in size. Seizures can begin
at any age and the semiology is highly dependent on the location.
Histopathology of FCD
Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) encompasses a broad spectrum of histopatho-
logical abnormalities. The first detailed descriptions of FCDs were pro-
vided by Taylor and colleagues in 1971 (Taylor et al., 1971). Several
classification schemes have since been proposed to categorize the spectrum
of histopathological changes observed in FCD. The scheme by Palmini
and colleagues (Palmini et al., 2004) distinguishes lesions with cortical
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Table 1.2 Paediatric Epilepsy Surgery Aetiologies
Aetiology in descending order of frequency for paediatric epilepsy
surgery patients (n=413)
1. Cortical dysplasiaa
(a) Hemimegalencephaly
(b) Hemispheric CD
(c) Multilobar CD
(d) Lobar / focal
2. Tumour
(a) DNET
(b) Ganglioma
(c) Other tumour
3. Atrophy / stroke (not Rasmussen)
(a) Stroke
(b) Unspecific atrophy
(c) Trauma
4. Hippocampal sclerosisb
5. Gliosis / normal pathology
6. Tuberous sclerosis complex
7. Hypothalamic hamartoma
8. Sturge-Weber
9. Rasmussen syndrome
10. Vascular (not Sturge-Weber)
42.4% (n = 175)
10% (n = 17)
12% (n = 21)
19% (n = 34)
59% (n = 103)
19.1% (n = 79)
29% (n = 23)
28% (n = 22)
43% (n = 34)
9.9% (n = 41)
44% (n = 18)
49% (n = 20)
7% (n = 3)
6.5% (n = 27)
6.3% (n = 26)
5.1% (n = 21)
3.6% (n = 15)
2.9% (n = 12)
2.7% (n = 11)
1.5% (n = 6)
Aetiology frequency in paediatric epilepsy surgery patients from the 2004
ILAE survey. Adapted from (Harvey et al., 2008).
architectural changes only (cortical dyslamination, clustering of neurons,
and heterotopic neurons in the white matter) (Palmini Ia), from lesions
with giant or immature neurons (Palmini Ib). More severe lesions with
dysmorphic neurons are classified as Palmini IIa, while lesions with bal-
loon cells correspond to Palmini IIb. The newer classification scheme,
provided by the international league against epilepsy (ILAE) (Blümcke
et al., 2010) is a three-tiered classification system. According to the ILAE,
FCD type I has abnormal radial and/or tangential lamination, FCD type
II is associated with aberrant cytology and FCD type III occurs alongside
another lesion, e.g. hippocampal sclerosis (see Figure 1.1).
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Fig. 1.1 Histopathology of FCDs
FCD TYPE IA FCD TYPE IB FCD TYPE IIA FCD TYPE IIB
Adapted from (Blümcke et al., 2010). FCD Type Ia - radial dyslamination,
abundant microcolumns composed of more than 8 neurons are visible.
FCD Type Ib - tangential dyslamination, no cortical layers visible. FCD
Type IIa - dysmorphic neurons present. FCD Type IIb - balloon cells
within cortical mantle.
FCD ILAE Type I
FCD type I are isolated lesions in the neocortex that are characterised by
either radial (type IA) or tangential (type IB) cortical dyslamination or a
mixture of both (type IC).
FCD ILAE Type Ia
In FCD type IA the radial cortical dyslamination arises due to an in-
creased frequency of microcolumns and increased numbers of neurons
within these microcolumns. A “microcolumn” occurs when at least 8
neurons are aligned in a vertical orientation within the cortex. During
cortical development, radial units form that consist of cells that originate
from several progenitor stem cells, share the same birthplace, migrate
along the same pathway and reside in the cortex within the same onto-
genetic column (Rakic, 1988). Microcolumns resemble these ontogenetic
columns. The micro-columnar organization in FCD type IA is most
prominent within layer 3. Furthermore, the grey-white matter boundary
is usually less easily defined due to increased numbers of heterotopic
neurons. There may also be cellular abnormalities such as immature small
diameter neurones, hypertrophic pyramidal neurons positioned outside
layer 5 or normal neurons with disoriented dendrites (Blümcke et al.,
2010). These malformations of cortical development arise due to aberrant
radial migration and maturation of neurons.
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FCD ILAE Type Ib
In FCD type IB the normal 6-layered composition of the cortex is dis-
rupted. There may be no identifiable layers in the neocortex or disruptions
may be restricted to abnormal layering of layer 2, layer 4, or both. These
lesions are also normally characterised by a less well-demarcated grey-
white matter boundary and cellular abnormalities similar to type IA
(Blümcke et al., 2010).
FCD ILAE Type II
Focal cortical dysplasia type II is characterised by disrupted cortical
lamination and specific cytologic abnormalities, where FCD Type IIa has
dysmorphic neurons without balloon cells whereas FCD Type IIb has
both dysmorphic neurons and balloon cells (Blümcke et al., 2010).
FCD ILAE Type IIa
FCD type IIa features cortical dyslamination and dysmorphic neurons.
These neurons with enlarged diameters and enlarged nuclei can be dis-
tributed in any layer within the cortical mantle or in the underlying white
matter. There is usually blurring of the grey-white matter junction and
increased heterotopic neurons in white matter.
FCD ILAE Type IIb
The balloon cells that are characteristic of FCD type IIB have large
bodies, eosinophilic cytoplasm, which lacks Nissl substance, and often
have multiple nuclei. These cells can be located in any layer of the cortex
or in the underlying white matter. FCD type IIB always demonstrate
cortical dyslamination and blurring of the grey-white matter boundary.
Often these lesions have reduced myelin in the subcortical white matter
(Blümcke et al., 2010).
FCD ILAE Type III
These focal cortical dysplasias are characterised by cortical lamination ab-
normalities associated with a principal lesion. This lesion is hippocampal
sclerosis in Type IIIa, a tumour in Type IIIb, a vascular malformation in
IIIc and in Type IIId it is any other lesion acquired during development.
The lesions are normally adjacent to or affect the same cortical lobe as
the FCD.
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Radiological features of FCD
Radiologically, on T1w structural MRI scans, FCDs may be charac-
terised by abnormal cortical thickness, blurring of the grey-white matter
boundary and abnormal gyral-sulcal structure. On T2w/FLAIR imag-
ing, FCDs may exhibit increased signal intensity and FCD type IIB
can demonstrate the transmantle sign, a hyperintense signal extending
from the ventricle to the cortex (Barkovich et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2013).
Fig. 1.2 Radiological features of FCDs
T1 FLAIR
Example FCD: small bottom of sulcus FCD on T1w MRI (left), FLAIR
hyperintensity visible on FLAIR MRI (right).
It is important to note that FCDs can be subtle and are often missed
by standard radiological analysis (Besson et al., 2008b). Furthermore, it
is difficult to subtype FCDs based on radiological features. A study by
Kim and colleagues (Kim et al., 2012) investigated whether radiologically
identified MRI features could differentiate FCD type I and II. The MRI
abnormalities they analysed included cortical thickness, blurring of the
grey-white matter junction, increased cortical or subcortical signal on
the T2-weighted FLAIR images, presence of the transmantle sign, and
localized cortical thinning or atrophy. They also investigated whether the
presence of a mass or cyst-like appearance could differentiate histological
subtypes, as there have been previous reports that these have been ob-
served in FCD patients. They found that most MRI features were unable
to differentiate FCD type I and II, except the transmantle sign, which
was specific to type IIB.
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The ability to detect and phenotype lesions into histological subtypes
is of paramount importance in providing accurate and detailed pre-surgical
planning. First, surgical outcomes are highly dependent on MRI visual-
isation of the FCD (Téllez-Zenteno et al., 2010). Second, FCD type I
and type IIA have poorer post-surgical outcomes than type IIB (Tassi
et al., 2002). The difference in surgical outcome between type I and IIA
and type IIB may be explained by the fact that FCD type I and IIA
are often more subtle and their boundaries are more difficult to discern
(Blümcke et al., 2010; Hong et al., 2015; Tassi et al., 2002). Third, the
epileptogenicity of FCDs is related to their histopathological subtype
(Boonyapisit et al., 2003; Tassi et al., 2002, 2010). Increasing the ability
to detect and subtype FCDs is therefore useful for surgery planning,
improving surgical outcome, and to more accurately advise the patient
and their family of likely post-surgical outcome. Chapter 2 of this thesis
explores using surface-based techniques to improve the detection of FCDs
in paediatric epilepsy. A review on the potential for using quantitative
MRI for FCD subtyping in vivo is included in the supplementary material.
Genetics of FCD
In recent years, much evidence has cumulated for the common genetic
origin of focal epilepsy with FCD (Baulac et al., 2015), with causative
pathogenic variants present in the germ line of rare familial cases (see
Table 1.3). An interesting example is the DEPDC5 gene involved both in
pathogenesis of a typical genetic epilepsy syndrome (familial focal epilepsy
with variable foci - FFEVF) and of FCD (Baulac et al., 2015). DEPDC5
codes for a subunit of GATOR1 complex, an upstream regulator of the
mTORC1 protein. In addition, pathogenic variants in the DEPDC5 gene
have been identified in a case of hemimegalencephaly with the histological
pattern of FCD IIA (Mirzaa et al., 2016). Furthermore, a study of familial
cases of histologically confirmed FCD IIA identified germ line pathogenic
variants in NPRL3 gene, another mTOR regulator (Sim et al., 2016).
The mTOR pathway has generated great interest in the field of ge-
netic research of various malformations of cortical development, FCD
being among them. Indeed, the histological pattern of FCD IIB lesions is
identical or closely resembles that of cortical tubers in tuberous sclerosis
complex (TSC) and hemimegalencephaly (Majores et al., 2005). There-
fore, it has been hypothesised that, given their similarities, these lesions
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might share a common genetic background. Since pathogenic variants in
TSC1 and TSC2 genes have long been known to cause TSC, they have
also been studied in FCD lesions, and pathogenic variants of TSC1 gene
discovered in FCD IIB brain tissue samples (Becker et al., 2002). Fur-
thermore, interesting allelic variants of TSC2 gene have been observed in
FCD IIA samples (Majores et al., 2005), contributing to the evidence for
involvement of TSC1 and TSC2 genes, both upstream inhibitors of mTOR
signalling. In contrast to these findings, no clear causative pathogenic
variants were found for either TSC1 or TSC2 genes in brain tissue samples
from a different cohort of FCD patients (Gumbinger et al., 2009). Somatic
mutations of mTOR gene itself were discovered in FCD IIA (Lim et al.,
2015; Mirzaa et al., 2016) and FCD IIB (Lim et al., 2015) samples.
Located further upstream of the complex PI3K-AKT-MTOR pathway,
the AKT3 and PI3KCA genes contribute to mTOR signalling, and these
are primarily involved in severe cortical malformations associated with
complex megalencephaly and hemimegalencephaly syndromes (Rivière
et al., 2012). As previously mentioned, these malformations may share
similar histological features with FCD, and we might expect similar ge-
netic background underlying their formation; indeed, a somatic mutation
in PI3KCA was detected in an FCD IIA brain tissue sample (Jansen
et al., 2015). In addition, a somatic missense variant in exon 8 of PTEN
was described in an FCD IIB sample (Schick et al., 2006). Furthermore,
a chromosomal rearrangement in the region encompassing the AKT3
gene was identified in the brain tissue sample of a dysplastic frontal lobe,
showing the histological pattern of FCD IB (Conti et al., 2015).
The aforementioned examples point to the complex interplay between
many signalling molecules involved mostly, but not exclusively, in the
mTOR pathway. Further study of these molecules and their interactions
is warranted in order to understand the complex genetic background of
formation of FCD.
The intriguing possibility is that the interplay between genetic back-
ground and the formation of the cortex may provide defining features
that can be measured in vivo using structural MRI, in particular using
novel quantitative MRI parameters.
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Hippocampal Sclerosis
Hippocampal sclerosis (HS) is the most common epilepsy aetiology in
adults (Engel, 1996) and the fourth leading cause of drug-resistant epilepsy
in children (Harvey et al., 2008). The association of hippocampal sclerosis
and temporal lobe epilepsy was first described by Wilhelm Sommer in
1880 (Sommer, 1880) based on a series of 90 post-mortem cases. The
pathological findings described include neuronal loss in what is now known
as CA1, as well as in the dentate gyrus and CA4 (Thom, 2009) and gliosis.
However, although the histopathology of this aetiology is now well defined
(see histopathology section below), the relationship between the under-
lying aetiology and the generation of seizures is still a source of debate.
There is a known strong association between HS and a history of febrile
convulsions - 30-50% of patients with mesial temporal sclerosis had febrile
convulsions in childhood (Scott, 2014). This led to the hypothesis that an
initial precipitating injury damages or alters the hippocampus, leading to
the later development of HS. Alternatively, it has been suggested that an
underlying hippocampal abnormality predisposes to both febrile convul-
sions and HS. Prospective studies reveal definitive hippocampal changes,
including T2 hyperintensity, in the immediate aftermath following febrile
status epilepticus in some children (Scott et al., 2002; Shinnar et al., 2012)
and pre-existing mesial temporal sclerosis in others (Shinnar et al., 2012).
To date, not only is the cause of HS still unclear, but exactly how
HS leads to the development of seizures remains unclear. It has been
suggested that the epileptogenic process may be multifactorial involving
neuronal and network dysfunction with studies implicating mossy fibre
sprouting, interneuronal dysfunction, neuropeptide and neurotransmitters
alterations (Thom, 2014). More recently, glial dysfunction and disruption
of the blood brain barrier have emerged as other important mechanisms of
epileptogenesis (Devinsky et al., 2013; Rakhade and Jensen, 2009; Vezzani,
2014; Wetherington et al., 2008).
Unlike FCDs, temporal lobe epilepsy, due to hippocampal sclerosis,
may demonstrate characteristic seizure semiology involving auras such
as epigastric rising sensations and deja vu, motor phenomena such as
unilateral head deviation or facial contractions, behavioural arrest and
oral automatisms. Seizure spread to the contralateral hemisphere can lead
to altered consciousness, amnesia, motor automatisms, including tonic
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posturing, and autonomic phenomena (Blair, 2012; Commission, 1989).
Histopathology of HS
HS is characterised by cell loss and gliosis in the hippocampus. How-
ever, the topography of these pathologies can be very variable across
patients. The International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) recently
developed a classification system for HS ((Blümcke et al., 2013), Figure
1) where HS ILAE type I refers to severe neuronal cell loss and gliosis
predominantly in CA1 and CA4 regions. HS ILAE type II involves cell
loss and gliosis predominantly in CA1. In HS ILAE type III, the cell loss
and gliosis is predominantly in CA4 whereas, in HS ILAE type IV there
is gliosis only (see Figure 1.3).
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However, it is important to note that there are also histopathological
changes beyond the hippocampus. Postmortem studies indicate neuronal
loss and gliosis is also present in a proportion of patients in the amygdala
(Yilmazer-Hanke et al., 2000), entorhinal cortex (Du et al., 1993) and
temporal neocortex (Thom et al., 2009). In fact, remote neocortical
changes have also been documented, including both widespread atrophy
and gliosis (Blanc et al., 2011; Margerison and Corsellis, 1966).
Radiological features of HS
Classical radiological features of hippocampal sclerosis include hip-
pocampal atrophy on T1w imaging and T2 or FLAIR signal hyperintensity
(Blümcke et al., 2013) (Figure 1.4). The reduced volume of the hippocam-
pus on T1w imaging reflects neuronal loss (Bronen et al., 1991; Goubran
et al., 2015) whereas the T2 or FLAIR hyperintensity is related to gliosis
(Briellmann et al., 2002; Goubran et al., 2015).
Fig. 1.4 Radiological features of HS
T1 FLAIR
Figure: Radiological features of mTLE: hippocampal atrophy on T1w MRI (left), hippocampal hyperintensity 
on FLAIR MRI (right).
Genetics of HS
The genetic basis for HS remains largely unknown. However, there
is some evidence for genetic involvement in this aetiology. As previously
mentioned, there is a known association between febrile convulsions and
HS. Furthermore, several rarer epilepsy syndromes, such as Dravet syn-
drome, which has febrile seizures as a defining feature, are caused by
mutations in SCN1A. SCN1A encodes a sodium channel subunit. An
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impressive genome-wide association study including 1018 people with
mesial temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis and 7552 control
subjects as well as another large independent validation cohort found a
significant association for HS with febrile seizures in part of the SCN1A
gene (rs7587026) (Kasperaviciute et al., 2013). Interestingly, no associa-
tion to rs7587026 was found in individuals with febrile seizures who did
not develop epilepsy. This suggests the possible involvement of SCN1A in
mTLE with febrile convulsions. One other gene that has been implicated
is GAL, the galanin-encoding gene. Mutations in GAL were found in a
pair of monozygotic twins with mTLE but no visible HS on MRI (Guip-
poni et al., 2015). However, in 582 patients with TLE, no mutations in
GAL were found indicating that mutations in this gene are a very rare
cause of TLE.
1.1.5 Clinical Neuroimaging
Role of structural MRI
In the presurgical evaluation of children with epilepsy, structural MRI
scans are integral for lesion localisation and lateralisation, to help char-
acterise the nature of the epileptogenic lesion, to establish the position
of the focal lesion in relation to eloquent cortex as well as to exclude
the presence of any abnormality on the contralateral hemisphere (Cross,
2002; Raybaud et al., 2006). High-resolution 3D MRI sequences providing
T1 and T2 contrast are the initial scans used to detect epileptogenic
lesions (Wehner and Lüders, 2008). Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery
(FLAIR) sequences look similar to T2 weighted sequences except the
signal from CSF is attenuated and appears dark. The sequence begins
with an inversion recovery pulse of 180 degrees which is followed by a
conventional spin echo after T1 recovery.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), through sensitivity to the microscopic
movement of water molecules (Johansen-Berg and Behrens, 2013), may
also assist in the planning of resective surgeries (Widdess-Walsh et al.,
2006). However, alterations in diffusivity in the region of the lesion are
usually only visually appreciable ictally or in the immediate post-ictal
period (Wehner and Lüders, 2008). Usually post-processing techniques
are necessary to acquire useful information for the pre-surgical work-up of
epilepsy patients. For example, DTI tractography can successfully recon-
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struct the optic radiation and therefore be used as assess the proximity
of the epileptogenic lesion to the optic tracts (Winston et al., 2011).
Other neuroimaging tools
As well as structural MRI, other neuroimaging techniques are often
appropriate and illuminating for individual patients. Positron emission
tomography (PET) and single photon emission tomography (SPECT)
are metabolic imaging techniques capable of visualising metabolic alter-
ations of the brain in ictal and interictal states. These techniques may
have localising value in MRI negative patients with underlying FCDs
(Kudr et al., 2013; Salamon et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2015) or HS (Carne
et al., 2004). Whole-brain, quantitative analysis of PET data also has
the capability to dissociate anatomic areas of seizure onset (Adler et al.,
CLAE poster, Figure 1.5), i.e. to differentiate frontal lobe epilepsy due
to FCDs from temporal lobe epilepsy due to HS. In addition, language
and/or sensorimotor functional MRI is often helpful to non-invasively
identify areas of eloquent cortex (Wehner and Lüders, 2008) in order to
check at the individual level the possible functional sequelae of a proposed
resection. Lastly EEG-fMRI, which identifies brain regions with fMRI
changes associated with EEG events, can help better characterise and
localise brain areas involved in interictal spike generation (Lemieux et al.,
2001).
1.2 Whole-brain Structural MRI Analysis
1.2.1 Voxel-based techniques
Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) is a framework for neuroimaging anal-
ysis that measures differences in local concentrations of brain tissue per
voxel (Ashburner and Friston, 2000). It has the advantage over volumetry,
the manual delineation of regions of interest and subsequent calculation
of the volume of tissue, that it is automated and therefore not affected
by intra- or inter-rater variability. Furthermore, it can be applied to
the whole-brain to detect changes in grey matter (GM), white matter
(WM) or cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) (Figure 1.6). Classically, two groups
(e.g. patient vs control) are compared. However, VBM can also be used
to compare an individual MRI scan to a control group. It has most
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Fig. 1.5 Metabolic divergence of FLE and TLE
Metabolic divergence of epilepsy syndromes. FDG-PET differences (A)
and cortical thickness corrected FDG-PET differences (B) between TLE
and FLE patients. Findings were corrected for multiple comparisons at a
family wise error level (FWE) of 0.05.
frequently been based on T1-weighted images, but has been applied to
other sequences, such as T2-weighted / FLAIR.
Fig. 1.6 Voxel-based morphology
Segmentation of T1 and FLAIR using Tissue Probability Maps
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Voxel-based techniques require voxel-to-voxel correspondence between
subjects. This is achieved through non-linear image registration to a
standard brain template. Once all images are co-registered, differences
can be obtained by performing voxel-wise statistical tests.
Voxel-based techniques in FCD
In FCD, voxel-based studies have mainly focussed on lesion localisation.
These studies involve comparing individual T1, T2 or FLAIR patient
images against a group of healthy individuals. As FCD lesions may be
characterised by signal hyperintensity in the grey matter on T1-weighted
images or in the subcortical WM on T2/FLAIR images, voxel-based
analysis of 3D T1-weighted (Colliot et al., 2006; Huppertz et al., 2005),
T2-weighted (House et al., 2013) and FLAIR (Focke et al., 2009, 2008;
Riney et al., 2006) images has been used to assist the detection of FCDs
in individual patients with visually identified FCDs as well as patients
with "cryptogenic” focal epilepsy.
The most influential voxel-based post-processing method used for
FCD identification is the morphometric analysis programme (MAP) im-
plemented in SPM, which identifies brain regions characterised by blurring
of the grey-white junction, abnormal folding patterns, or abnormal cor-
tical thickness (House et al., 2013; Huppertz et al., 2005; Wagner et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2015, 2013). This programme generates a number of
3D z-scored feature maps, where each voxel in an individual patient is
compared to those from a cohort of healthy controls. Thus, areas that
deviate from normal brain values have high z-scores and may indicate
putative lesion locations. These maps include the junction map, sensitive
to blurring of the grey-white matter boundary, the extension file which
identifies areas of abnormal gyration and/or extension of the grey matter
into the white matter and the thickness map which identifies areas of
abnormal cortical thickness. This methodology has been applied success-
fully in adult cohorts to improve the visualisation of these lesions both in
patients with visible lesions (Huppertz et al., 2005) and in MRI negative
epilepsies (Wang et al., 2015). However, normalisation using a cohort of
controls is more problematic in a paediatric cohort as children’s brains are
rapidly developing. For example, cortical thickness and surface area of the
brain undergo an inverted U-shaped trajectory (Raznahan et al., 2011)
and so comparing a 7 year old patient to a control group with a mean
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age of 12, may result in areas being misidentified as abnormal purely due
to the child being younger. As such, successful methodologies to identify
subtle focal cortical dysplasias in children need careful consideration of
developmental trajectories.
Voxel-based techniques in TLE
In adults, voxel-based morphology has revealed that grey matter pathology
extends beyond the ipsilateral mesial temporal lobe structures involv-
ing subcortical structures such as the thalamus, midbrain, cerebellum,
claustrum, globus pallidus, caudate nucleus and putamen and neocortical
regions such as the occipital, parietal, cingulate, temporopolar and lateral
temporal and dorsal frontal neocortices (see review: Keller and Roberts
(2008)). This extra-hippocampal cortical atrophy has been related to
duration of epilepsy (Bonilha et al., 2006; Keller et al., 2002) indicating
the progressive nature of this pathology. In agreement with this, a study
in children, found relatively limited GM loss, mainly involving ipsilateral
temporal neocortex (Cormack et al., 2005).
Interpretation of VBM studies in epilepsy
VBM has provided a rapid, automated methodology in epilepsy to identify
areas of potential brain pathology in epilepsy. However, there are a num-
ber of limitations to VBM studies. A change in grey matter density could
be caused by a range of processes and thus the biological interpretation
is difficult. A reduction in grey matter density could indicate atrophy or
it could be due differences in cortical folding between the groups. In fact
the sensitivity of VBM to detect changes may be hindered by differences
in cortical folding across individuals. Furthermore smoothing, which is
necessary to compensate for minor misalignment during nonlinear regis-
tration to a template space and to reduce noise, may average areas that
are close in voxel-space (i.e. short euclidean distance) but much further
apart across the cortical surface (i.e. long geodesic distance), creating
partial volume effects.
1.2.2 Surface-based techniques
Surface-based approaches for analysis of the cortex, such as FreeSurfer,
first create models of the grey-white matter boundary and the pial surface
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(Figure 1.7). These surfaces have point-to-point correspondence, and can
be used to calculate a range of anatomical measures at each point (vertex)
across the cortical surface. These include cortical thickness, curvature,
surface area and sulcal depth (Figure 1.7). Within FreeSurfer, it is possi-
ble to visualise these measures on the cortical surfaces. Furthermore, the
surfaces can be inflated, to improve the visualisation of buried cortex and
sulcal areas.
Individual surfaces can be registered to templates that have been
created based on average folding patterns. This registration aligns cor-
tical folding patterns, i.e. gyri and sulci, rather than image intensities,
thus optimising inter-subject correspondence. Once individuals have been
registered to a template space there is point-to-point correspondence
between subject and group maps can be created. General linear models
applied to surface-based data can test how a particular measure changes
as a function of group membership (e.g. epilepsy or control).
Surface-based techniques in FCD
Within FCD research, surface-based analyses have been used to document
lesion characteristics, with studies finding that FCDs have abnormal
cortical thickness, intensity contrast at the grey-white matter boundary,
curvature, sulcal depth and folding (Ahmed et al., 2015; Besson et al.,
2008a,c; Hong et al., 2014; Thesen et al., 2011) and that quantitative
structural abnormalities extend into the penumbra around the visible
lesion (Hong et al., 2017a). Yet, there are differences in lesion charac-
teristics between FCD subtypes (Hong et al., 2017a), with FCD type
IIB lesions having abnormal morphology and intensity throughout the
cortical mantle, whereas, type IIA lesions only have abnormal intensity
and only close to the grey/white matter boundary.
By excluding lesional vertices, surface-based analysis has revealed that
there are also extra-lesional structural abnormalities, cortical thickening
in temporal and post-central neocortices, in FCD type II (Hong et al.,
2016). Furthermore, whole-brain structural changes are dependent on the
FCD subtype. For example, patients with FCD type I have multilobar
cortical thinning, whereas patients with type II have cortical thickening
in temporal and post-central neocortices (Hong et al., 2016). However,
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the neuroimaging evidence base for extra-lesional pathology in FCD is
currently limited to this one study and as such is very preliminary and
requires replication.
Overall, surface-based techniques reveal extensive morphological and
intensity abnormalities within lesional cortex and that morphological
abnormalities extend beyond the visible dysplasia into perilesional cortex,
as well as more diffuse whole-brain structural changes.
Fig. 1.7 Surface-based techniques
FreeSurfer is an example of a surface-based framework. 1. Segmentation
of the grey and white matter. 2. Inflated and pial surface reconstructions.
There is point-to-point correspondence between vertices on the two sur-
faces. 3. Examples of surface feature maps - curvature, sulcal depth and
cortical thickness.
Surface-based techniques in TLE
In concordance with voxel-based studies, surface-based studies have con-
sistently shown that adults with temporal lobe epilepsy have widespread
cortical atrophy (Bernhardt et al., 2010, 2008; Keller et al., 2015; Lin
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et al., 2007; McDonald et al., 2008; Mueller et al., 2009), and that cor-
tical thinning is progressive (Bernhardt et al., 2009b). Furthermore,
network-based analyses using surface-based data support the notion of
system-level structural compromise, with studies findings decoupling of
the hippocampus (Bernhardt et al., 2016) and temporo-limbic neocortices
(Liu et al., 2016) from default mode hubs in TLE. In healthy individuals
the hippocampus is heavily connected to default mode hubs. Whereas in
TLE, there is reduced connectivity between the anterior (dorsal medial
prefrontal neocortex) and posterior (retrosplenial and posterior cingulate)
default mode hubs and the hippocampus (Bernhardt et al., 2016).
Considerations when applying surface-based techniques to a
paediatric population
The body of work presented in this thesis primarily uses surface-based
frameworks to explore lesional and extra-lesional abnormalities in pae-
diatric focal epilepsies. Surface-based analyses have advantages such as
optimisation of inter-subject correspondence, mitigation of the effects of
partial voluming, and the ability to integrate multiple modalities. How-
ever, analysis is restricted to the neocortex and therefore does not extend
to subcortical structures.
1.3 Structural and Functional Cortical Net-
works
Recent years have witnessed a shift from the mapping of local grey
matter properties to the study of inter-regional covariance of such proper-
ties, to describe brain networks in both normal and diseased conditions
(Alexander-Bloch et al., 2014; Bernhardt et al., 2013a; Bullmore and
Sporns, 2009; Evans, 2013). Crucially, several neuroimaging techniques
have been brought forward to study different types of inter-regional
relationships, offering complementary perspectives on large-scale cortico-
cortical brain networks.
1.3.1 Resting-state functional connectivity
Resting state functional connectivity (rs-fMRI) has successfully identified
intrinsic functional networks, such as the default mode, sensorimotor,
visual, and executive networks (Damoiseaux et al., 2006). Seed-based
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functional connectivity involves the correlation of resting-state fMRI time
series from one region of interest (ROI) or voxel or vertex with corre-
sponding times series from other ROIs / voxels / vertices (Figure 1.8 A).
Whereas, whole-brain connectivity matrices can be created by correlating
the times series of every ROI / voxel / vertex with every other times
series (Figure 1.8 C). High positive correlations between two cortical
areas indicates functional interactions between these cortical areas. This
methodological framework can be conducted at either the individual or
group level.
In TLE, functional connectivity analyses of rs-fMRI signals have shown
altered functional connectivity between the hippocampus and other tem-
poral (Bettus et al., 2009) and extra-temporal (Voets et al., 2012) cortical
regions. Studies of connectivity alterations in patients with focal cortical
dysplasia are challenging to do for a number of reasons. First, the lesions
can be located anywhere in the cortex and thus the networks affected
are likely to differ depending on lesion location. Second, lesion’s are
very variable in terms of size and a large lesion may be located within
multiple resting-state networks. Third, how a lesion affects the function of
networks and other brain regions may differ depending on FCD subtype.
As such, to date there have been little research on how FCDs affect
the function of other brain regions or how they affect brain networks.
One recent study, used a novel framework in order to circumvent the
challenges raised earlier (Hong et al., 2017b). They subdivided the cortex
into small parcels and investigated the functional connectivity of each of
the parcels, finding three different categories of FCDs. The first category
were characterised by reduced connectivity to both the functional network
within which they were located as well as to other networks. FCDs in the
second category had reduced connectivity within the functional network
they were located but normal connectivity to other networks and the
third group of FCDs had increased connectivity within the network they
were located and to other networks. However, it has been found that
functional connectivity in intrinsic connectivity networks is affected by
interictal discharges (Shamshiri et al., 2016). It is thus possible that
differences in interictal discharges underlie the functional connectivity
differences found by Hong and colleagues.
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1.3.2 Cortical thickness covariance
Morphological covariance analysis, commonly based on cortical thickness
correlations, has been used to reveal areas with synchronised matura-
tional development (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013; Bernhardt et al., 2008;
Whitaker et al., 2016; Zielinski et al., 2010). It can only be conducted
at the group level. Seed-based cortical thickness covariance involves the
correlation of the cortical thickness values of the group from a particular
ROI or vertex with the cortical thickness values of the group at every
other ROI / vertex (Figure 1.8 A). Similar, to functional connectivity,
whole-brain connectivity matrices can be created by correlating the corti-
cal thickness values in every ROI / vertex with every other ROI or vertex
(Figure 1.8 A). High cortical thickness correlations between two cortical
areas indicates areas with similar developmental trajectories.
In temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients, voxel-based studies inves-
tigating the covariation between hippocampal and extrahippocampal
volume loss have demonstrated limbic network pathology that is depen-
dent on the degree of mesiotemporal damage (Bonilha et al., 2007; Düzel
et al., 2006). Similarly, a surface-based study that used the entorhinal
cortex as a seed for cortical thickness covariance, also demonstrated alter-
ations in limbic networks (Bernhardt et al., 2008).
As mentioned previously, there are significant challenges in conducting
connectivity analyses in FCD cohorts. As a result, to the best of my
knowledge, there have no structural connectivity studies using cortical
thickness (morphological) covariance in FCD cohorts. As morphological
covariance is conducted at the group rather than individual level, a study
would have to group together lesions regardless of location or size and
thus this framework would not be appropriate to explore the interesting
questions such as "Does lesional cortex modulate the structure of other
cortical areas?".
1.4 Machine Learning
Statistical machine learning methods can provide powerful tools for neu-
roimaging data analysis, particularly as they are able to model high-
dimensional datasets, i.e. they can integrate multiple modalities and
identify patterns in the data. Conventional statistics, such as the general
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linear model, serve to test whether there is a difference between two groups
(e.g. patient versus healthy control). To move from characterisation of
group-level differences to individualised diagnosis or subgrouping requires
the identification of the threshold of a measure above which an individual
/ data point is likely to fall into the disease group. In the most simple
case, where one feature distinguishes patient from control (e.g. the case
of microcephaly where a brain volume more than two standard deviations
below the mean is diagnostic), a machine learning algorithm if trained on
patient and control brain volumes, would seek to optimise the threshold
to diagnose patients automatically. However, machine learning has the
capability to handle much more complex data, such as to find interactions
between multiple features that would be challenging or impossible for a
human to match.
In order to do this, datasets are divided into training, validation and
testing sets, where the training data is used to learn the pattern, the
validation set is used to validate how correct the model is and the error is
used to update the model, and finally the testing set is used to validate
the final model. Once a machine-learning classifier has been trained and
validated, the algorithm can be used to make individual predictions.
During training (or learning), a model is fitted and the parameters
of the model are refined to allow the best prediction of the data. This
is also called optimization, and during this procedure an equation (the
cost function) is specified that measures how well the model fits. Cost
functions calculate the mismatch between the predictions of the model
and the desired output. Optimization involves finding the parameter
values that minimise the cost function.
There are many different machine learning algorithms, but they can be
broadly categorised into supervised and unsupervised learning methods.
In neuroimaging, input features are usually image features (e.g. voxels,
volumes, tracts or vertices) and the desired outputs are often binary
(e.g. patient or control, left TLE or right TLE, lesion or not lesion). In
supervised machine learning frameworks, such as support vector machines
(SVMs) and artificial neural networks (NNs), the algorithm is given a set
of input features and the desired outputs of the training set and aims
to predict the correct output given the set of input features. Whereas,
unsupervised learning occurs when the algorithm is only given input
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features and no outputs and aims to find hidden patterns to cluster the
data (e.g. principal component analysis (PCA) or k-means).
1.4.1 Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (NNs) have a structure akin to biological neural
networks. They consist of a set of "neurons" with connections between
them, analogous to synapses. Each connection has a parameter called the
weight and multiplies the signal from its input "neuron" by its weight (w).
Each "neuron" sums up the signals from its input connections, modifies
this value according to an activation function, then propagates this value
through its outgoing connections to the next layer (Figure 1.9) . The
architecture of the neural network is highly flexible and can have a range
of hidden layers. Finally, the output neuron(s) add up the incoming
signals.
In epilepsy, applications of neural networks include the automated
detection of epileptic activity in EEG recordings (Patnaik and Manyam,
2008) as well as to classification of EEG signals into inter-ictal, pre-ictal,
ictal and post-ictal states (Costa et al., 2008).
1.5 Thesis Objectives
To date much of the work using surface-based frameworks to analyse
cortical structure in patients with epilepsy has been conducted in adults.
This work suggests that surface-based analysis may be able to quantify
epilepsy related brain pathology in children; both the epileptogenic lesions
themselves and extra-lesional pathology. However, owing to the particular
differences between adult and paediatric brains it is unclear that current
approaches are suitable or would yield similar results. This thesis focusses
on characterising cortical morphology in lesional epilepsy. Borrowing
some new developments from adult epilepsy, it aims to identify focal and
network level changes in two common forms of paediatric epilepsy. The
work is organised into 5 remaining chapters.
Chapters 2 and 3 focus on patients with focal cortical dysplasias. Chap-
ter 2 develops surface-based, structural MRI post-processing techniques
that can be applied to clinical T1 and FLAIR images to complement
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Fig. 1.9 Structure of Neural Networks
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Structure of Neural Networks
A three layer neural network with four inputs (x0, x1, x2, x3), two hidden
layers of 3 neurons each and one output layer. Each neuron is connected
to all neurons in adjacent layers but not conntected to neurons within
the same layer. Neurons are represented by circles and connections
or synapses are represented by straight lines. Each neuron applies an
activation function to its input. Connections are weighted (w).
current MRI-based diagnosis of focal cortical dysplasias, whilst accounting
for developmental differences between participants. These metrics are
then used to create lesion profiles. Chapter 3 uses the features devel-
oped in Chapter 2 within a machine learning framework to automatically
detect FCDs. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on patients with temporal lobe
epilepsy. Chapter 4 develops an in vivo method to explore FLAIR signal
intensity abnormalities in adults with TLE, while Chapter 5 applies this
method to a paediatric cohort enabling multimodal surface-based imaging
of paediatric TLE. Finally, the concluding chapter discusses contributions,
main limitations and outlines options for future research.
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Chapter 2
Quantification of surface-based
lesion characteristics in focal
cortical dysplasias
2.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, focal cortical dysplasias (FCDs) are the most
common cause of surgically remediable drug-resistant epilepsy in children
(Harvey et al., 2008; Lerner et al., 2009). Early age of surgical intervention
and complete resection of the dysplastic cortex are important predictors
of good seizure outcome, cognitive development and quality of life (Chen
et al., 2014). However, as surgical outcome is also dependent on pre-
surgical lesion identification on MRI (Rowland et al., 2012; Téllez-Zenteno
et al., 2010), the detection of these often elusive lesions is critical in the
pre-surgical evaluation of paediatric patients.
Radiologically, FCDs have been associated, albeit inconsistently, with
a range of features including local cortical thinning or thickening, blurring
of the grey-white matter boundary, abnormal cortical folding patterns,
altered signal intensity on FLAIR/T2-weighted MRI (including the trans-
mantle sign in FCD Type IIB) and interhemispheric asymmetry in any of
the above traits (Colombo et al., 2012, 2003; Leach et al., 2014a; Mellerio
et al., 2012; Yagishita et al., 1997).
Between 22% and 58% of histopathologically confirmed cortical dys-
plasias are MRI negative (Leach et al., 2014b; Lerner et al., 2009), with
ILAE Type I and IIa more frequently non-lesional on MRI (Radhakrish-
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nan et al., 2016). Even lesional cortical dysplasias are often overlooked on
initial radiological inspection (Radhakrishnan et al., 2016). The variable
presentation of the radiological features, the fact that they are often small
and subtle and the inherent subjectivity in human-eye diagnosis, means
that they are easily missed on visual inspection by radiologists (Wagner
et al., 2011). Despite improvements in prospective detection of FCDs
with use of higher field strength MRI scanners (De Ciantis et al., 2016;
Guerrini et al., 2015), the current ILAE classification scheme and after
review of MR images in multidisciplinary team meetings (Radhakrishnan
et al., 2016), there is a need for automated, quantitative FCD features
that are objective and user-independent.
In adults, surface-based methodologies have been used to compare
individual patients with known lesions to healthy controls (Besson et al.,
2008a; Régis et al., 2011; Thesen et al., 2011). The study by Thesen and
colleagues calculated clusters of abnormal cortical thickness, grey-white
matter contrast, local gyrification index (LGI), sulcal depth, jacobian
distance and curvature (Thesen et al., 2011). Using receiver operating
characteristics (ROCs) they demonstrated that cortical thickness and
grey-white matter intensity contrast have the most discriminatory ability
between lesional and nonlesional cortex. Yet, the other features were also
able to detect lesional cortex and no features could capture the extent
of lesions. The study by Regis and colleagues found abnormal patterns
of gyration in patients with cortical malformations (Régis et al., 2011).
Although, folding abnormalities co-localized with the epileptogenic zone
(EZ) in 75% of patients, they extended beyond the EZ in 66%. Lastly,
the study by Besson and colleagues quantified sulcal depth and found
that small FCDs are often positioned at the bottom of deep sulci (Besson
et al., 2008a). Yet, to date automated surface-based methodologies have
not been used to characterise FCDs within a paediatric cohort, despite
the developmental nature of this pathology.
One main challenge to lesion profiling in a paediatric cohort compared
to an adult cohort is that the brain is still rapidly developing. Although
most brain development occurs prenatally, substantial brain changes still
occur postnatally, especially during adolescence (Giedd et al., 1999). Post-
natal cortical development is driven by local changes in dendritic length
(Huttenlocher et al., 1997; Huttenlocher and Hapke, 1990), dendritic spine
density (Travis et al., 2005), intracortical myelination, gliogenesis and
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synaptogenesis (Hill et al., 2010). Neuroimaging studies in healthy pop-
ulations attempting to capture this in vivo have revealed mixed results.
Some work using the metric grey matter density (GMD) (Giedd et al.,
1999, 1996; Gogtay et al., 2004; Mechelli et al., 2005) or cortical thickness
(Raznahan et al., 2011; Shaw et al., 2008) have found that overall cortical
development follows an "inverted-U" shaped trajectory that peaks during
adolescence. Whereas, other studies find continuous cortical thinning
(Gogtay et al., 2007; Zielinski et al., 2014). There is also evidence that
some regions of the cortex age more rapidly than others (Fjell et al.,
2009; Giedd et al., 1999; Gogtay et al., 2004; Shaw et al., 2008; Sowell
et al., 2004; Toga et al., 2006) and that cortical development is sexually
dimorphic (Giedd et al., 1996; Luders et al., 2006; Raznahan et al., 2010,
2011). A recent review of the cortical thickness maturation literature
stated that at present it is not possible to conclude which cortical thick-
ness maturation trajectory reported is "correct" (Walhovd et al., 2017).
However, what can be concluded is that cortical thickness is not constant
during development and that this must be accounted for when analysing
neuroimaging data from a paediatric disease cohort.
This study aimed to quantified FCD lesion characteristics in a paedi-
atric cohort to profile FCDs and identify features that may assist lesion
delineation, whilst addressing the particular challenges of a paediatric co-
hort. To this end, structural measures and post-processing methods were
applied to quantify a number of radiological identifiers of focal cortical
dysplasias.
Established surface-based structural markers of FCD
Established surface-based structural markers are features that have been
previously quantified to assist FCD lesion detection. It is important to
note that these features have not been assessed in a paediatric cohort.
They include cortical thickness, intensity contrast at the grey-white matter
boundary, FLAIR signal intensity, curvature and sulcal depth. These
features have normal developmental and regional differences which can
obscure locally abnormal values within an FCD. To address this, per-
vertex measures were normalised within subjects and then the values
for each vertex were normalised relative to a group of healthy paediatric
controls.
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Novel surface-based structural markers of FCD
FCDs are characterised by focal changes in cortical structure and thus
subtle lesions should be identifiable as local areas of abnormal cortical
thickness and grey-white matter contrast. This study developed a new
method, the "doughnut" method, to quantify these local changes. The
"doughnut" method calculates the difference between an area of cortex
and its surrounding annulus at each vertex, highlighting where these
differences are greatest.
Noise and particularly motion artefacts are common problems in
paediatric scans. Intrinsic curvature, a small-scale measure of cortical
shape deformation, only requires an accurate pial surface and is unaffected
by motion-related inaccuracies in the segmentation of the grey-white
matter boundary. Furthermore, it is more sensitive to subtle cortical
abnormalities than larger scale folding parameters measures such as LGI
(Ronan and Fletcher, 2014). My collaborator, Konrad Wagstyl, developed
a measure of local cortical deformation (LCD) based on the magnitude
of intrinsic curvature surrounding each vertex (Ronan et al., 2011), as a
more robust measure of cortical shape, which was calculated per-vertex
in all participants.
Lesion profiling in paediatric FCD
In this study, ten surface-based features were computed - cortical thick-
ness, grey-white matter intensity contrast, curvature, sulcal depth, grey
and white matter FLAIR signal intensity, local gyrification index, LCD,
and "doughnut" thickness and "doughnut" grey-white matter intensity
contrast. All surface-based features were quantified in lesional cortex and
compared to contralateral, homotopic healthy cortex both at the group
and individual level to assess their discriminatory ability.
2.2 Materials & Methods
2.2.1 Participants
A retrospective cohort of 27 patients with radiologically defined FCD
(mean age=11.57±3.96, range=3.79 - 16.21 years, 10 females) who un-
derwent 3D T1 and FLAIR imaging on the 1.5T MRI scanner at Great
Ormond Street Hospital as part of their clinical workup were studied,
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following permission by the hospital ethical review board. Cases were
identified by searching the medical reports for a radiological diagnosis
of FCD. Exclusion criteria were patients scanned using a different MRI
scanner or protocol. The following information from the medical notes
was gathered for all patients included in this study: age at epilepsy onset,
duration of epilepsy, radiological report, current anticonvulsant medica-
tions and, where applicable, post-surgical histology. A control group of 28
term-born children with no history of any neurological diagnosis (mean
age=14.57±3.06, range=10.1 - 19.75 years, 11 females) were recruited by
advertisement.
2.2.2 MR Imaging
All participants were scanned on a 1.5T Avanto MRI scanner (Siemens,
Elangen, Germany). Three-dimensional data sets were acquired using a
T1-weighted 3D-FLASH sequence (TR = 11 ms, TE = 4.94 ms, FOV =
256x256mm, flip angle = 15◦, voxel size = 1x1x1 mm3) and T2-weighted
FLAIR sequence (TR = 6000 ms, TE = 353 ms, TI = 2200 ms, FOV =
256x256 mm, flip angle = 15◦, voxel size = 1x1x1 mm3). Anonymised
FLAIR and T1 volumetric scans were rated from one to five according to
severity of motion artifact using the motion classification system described
in Section 3.2.1.
2.2.3 Cortical Reconstruction
FreeSurfer software v5.3 (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale, 2000; Fischl
et al., 1999) was used to generate the cortical reconstructions and to
co-register the FLAIR scans to T1-weighted images. In outline, FreeSurfer
firstly sub-samples the raw image data voxels to 1mm3 isotropic voxels.
The data is then normalized for intensity and RF-bias field inhomogeneities
are modeled and removed. The skull is then removed from all of the images
using a skull-stripping algorithm (Ségonne et al., 2004). Subsequently,
cerebral white matter is identified, and the hemispheres are separated,
tessellated and deformed to create accurate smooth mesh representations
of the grey-white matter interface and pial surface, with approximately
150,000 vertices per hemisphere. Within-subject registration of FLAIR
scans to T1 images was performed using a boundary-based cost function;
the white-matter boundary is mapped to the FLAIR image and the FLAIR
intensity is sampled per-vertex either side of the boundary. The difference
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in intensity between each pair of intensities is then used to calculate the
cost function. All of the reconstructions were checked and any inaccuracies
were manually corrected. Five participants were excluded from the patient
cohort due to severe motion artefacts. There was no significant difference
in age between the included and excluded participants (Mann-Whitney
U: -1.53, p=0.13).
2.2.4 Lesion Masks
Manual lesion masks were created for the 22 participants, on axial slices
of the volumetric scan. Lesions were identified combining information
from T1 and FLAIR images, previous radiological reports, reports from
multi-disciplinary team meetings as well as oversight from a consultant
paediatric neuroradiologist. The lesion masks were then registered onto
the cortical surface reconstructions.
2.2.5 Measures of Morphological / Intensity Features
FreeSurfer was used to calculate the established measures: cortical thick-
ness, grey-white matter intensity contrast, curvature, sulcal depth and
FLAIR intensity at each vertex of the 3D cortical reconstruction. Thick-
ness was calculated as the mean minimum distance between each vertex
on the pial and white matter surfaces and the opposing surface, generating
a millimeter-scale measure of the thickness of the cortex. Further details
of these methods are available in Fischl and Dale (2000).
Grey-white matter intensity contrast was calculated as the ratio of the
grey matter signal intensity to the white matter signal intensity (Salat
et al., 2009). The grey matter signal intensity was sampled at a distance
of 30% of the cortical thickness above the grey-white matter boundary.
The white matter signal intensity was sampled 1mm below the grey-white
matter boundary. These are the FreeSurfer defaults. This measure is
aiming to quantify the grey white contrast. 1mm inside the white matter
is the minimum required to ensure that the voxel is entirely white mat-
ter, with no partial grey matter. Further than 1mm risks crossing into
adjacent gyral cortex or sampling white matter that is increasingly unre-
lated to the vertex in question. Cortical thickness is generally 3mm but
ranges from 1-5mm, so sampling at 1mm above the grey/white boundary
would be sampling different aspects of cortical anatomy depending on
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the area being sampled. Therefore, for intracortical sampling it is more
biologically consistent to sample a proportional depth of 30%, which is
1mm within typical 3mm cortex. Lesions with blurring of the grey-white
matter boundary are expected to have low grey-white matter intensity
contrast values compared to healthy cortex.
FLAIR intensity was sampled at 50% of the cortical thickness and at
-1mm below the grey-white matter boundary. A 50% intra-cortical depth
was chosen to minimise partial volume effects. A 1mm subcortical depth
was chosen to sample within the white matter and avoid sampling from
adjacent grey matter in the case of narrow gyri. Mean curvature was
measured at the grey-white matter boundary as 1/r, where r is the radius
of an inscribed circle and is equal to the mean of the principal curvatures
k1 and k2 (Pienaar et al., 2008). The dot product of the movement vector
of the cortical surface during inflation is used to calculate the sulcal depth.
Shallow, gyral areas of the brain move inwards during inflation and have
a negative value whereas, deep, sulcal areas move outwards and have a
positive value.
2.2.6 "Doughnut" Method
A 6mm radius circle was centred on a vertex on the inflated surface
(Figure 2.1). A surrounding "doughnut" of cortex of the same area (∼113
mm2) was placed around it. The cortical thickness, grey-white matter in-
tensity contrast or FLAIR signal intensity was measured within the circle
and within the doughnut. A t-test was used to compare the thickness/
grey-white matter intensity contrast in the circle and doughnut. This mea-
surement was repeated per vertex over the inflated surface. "Doughnut"
thickness and "doughnut" intensity contrast maps were created per par-
ticipant using the log of the per-vertex, t-test p-values. "Doughnut" maps
were smoothed using a 10mm FWHM Gaussian kernel, to remove noise
while maintaining local specificity. A 6mm radius was used as it offered a
balance between identifying local changes in thickness/intensity on a scale
finer than gyral/sulcal changes, and insensitivity to motion artefact, a com-
mon problem when analysing paediatric MRI data (Reuter et al., 2015).
The code is available from https://github.com/kwagstyl/FCDdetection/.
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Fig. 2.1 "Doughnut" Method
Doughnut Method Pipeline. 1) Cortical reconstruction using FreeSurfer. Red =
pial, yellow = white matter surface. 2) Per-vertex calculation of cortical thickness and
grey-white matter intensity contrast (left). Hypothesised profiles of feature variability
around lesion (right). 3) T-test comparing feature in 6mm radius circle and doughnut.
4) Per-vertex doughnut surface map. 5) Smoothed (10mm FWHM) doughnut feature
map.
2.2.7 Local Cortical Deformation
Cortical deformation, also known as intrinsic or Gaussian curvature, was
calculated at a mm scale across the pial surface (Ronan et al., 2011). As
the product of the principal curvatures, k1 and k2, it is extremely sensitive
to local surface deformations, and particularly high in sulcal fundi. A
25mm radius ring was centred on a vertex and the sum of the intrinsic
curvature within the ring was computed (Figure 2.2). This process was
repeated per vertex across the cortical surface to create a measure of
local cortical deformation. A 25mm ring was chosen as in normal folded
cortex it captures approximately equal amounts of gyral and sulcal cortex,
whether the central vertex is gyral or sulcal (Wagstyl et al., 2016). The
code used is available from https://github.com/kwagstyl/FCDdetection/.
2.2.8 Normalisation of Features
The following features were smoothed using a 10mm FWHM Gaussian ker-
nel - cortical thickness, grey-white matter intensity contrast and FLAIR
signal intensity. In every individual, these features underwent two normal-
isation procedures. 1) Features were normalized using a within-subject
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Fig. 2.2 Local Cortical Deformation
Intrinsic curvature 
- mm-scale surface deformation
pattern
Surface disc - radius 25mm
Increasing sum of intrinsic curvature within disc
sulcal
sulcal
pattern
sulcal
pattern
A B
C
A) Surface overlay of per-vertex intrinsic curvature. The modulus of intrinsic curvature
is summed within a 25mm disc (grey circle) to calculate per-vertex local cortical
deformation (B). C) Local cortical deformation is increased either due to increased
sulci fundi (i.e. more folds) or small-scale surface deformation.
z-scoring, that adjusts for inter-individual differences in the mean and
standard deviation. 2) Features were normalised using a between-subject
z-scoring, where each participant’s per vertex feature was normalised
by the mean and standard deviation in the population of healthy con-
trols. This adjusts for inter-regional differences in the mean and standard
deviation.
2.2.9 Registration to Template Space
Cortical thickness, grey-white matter intensity contrast, curvature, sulcal
depth, local cortical deformation, local gyrification index, "doughnut"
measures and FLAIR intensity samples, were registered to an average
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space that has an identical number of vertices for each hemisphere (Greve
et al., 2013). Lesion masks were registered to both the ipsi- and contra-
lesional hemisphere of the average template space.
2.2.10 Statistical Analysis
Individual level analyses
Lesion size
To assess lesion size, the surface area of the lesion mask was calculated in
each individual.
Morphometric and intensity features of FCDs
To assess the distribution of morphometric and intensity features in lesions
in comparison to healthy cortex, kernel density plots were constructed.
For each feature in individual lesions and in the lesion mask applied to
the contra-lesional homotopic region, a kernel density plot was created in
R (R Core Team, 2014) based on the values from 100 randomly selected
vertices from within the mask.
Kernel density plots overcome the discreteness of a histogram by cen-
tring a smooth kernel function at each data point and can be applied to
nonparametric data, i.e. data not normally distributed around the mean
(Deng and Wickham, 2011). As such, they provide a superior method
to visualise continuous data. They are used to estimate the probability
density function of a random variable. Comparisons of lesional features
with features in lesion masks applied to the contra-lesional cortex ensured
that features were being compared with areas of cortex of the same size
and from the same region of cortex as the individual lesions. The mean for
the set of vertices within the lesion mask was calculated for each feature
in each individual. This was repeated for the set of vertices within the
lesion mask applied to the contra-lesional, homotopic hemisphere.
Finally, the prevalence of abnormal features (z score >± 1.5) in lesions
was assessed to provide an objective index of which features are frequently
abnormal in FCDs.
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Group level analyses
Mean values of features in individual lesions and in the lesion mask applied
to the contra-lesional homotopic region were calculated in MATLAB
R2014a (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, U.S.A). Kernel density plots for
each feature based on the mean values of features in individual lesions
and in the lesion mask applied to the contra-lesional homotopic region
were created in R (R Core Team, 2014). For each feature, Levene’s
test (Trujillo-Ortez and Hernandez-Walls, 2003) was used to check for
differences in variance between the distribution of values in lesional versus
homotopic regions. Mean, standard deviation (SD), skewness, and kurtosis
of features were calculated in MATLAB in order to quantify the shape of
the distribution of each feature within the lesion masks.
Assessment of demographics
Demographic variables between patients and controls were compared
using a Mann-Whitney U test in SPSS version 22.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Demographics
A total of 22 patients with a radiological diagnosis of FCD and 28 healthy
controls were included. Demographic information for the patients is
available in (Table 2.1). The sex of the control group was not significantly
different to the FCD group (Mann-Whitney U: 431.50, p=0.964). However,
the median age of the control group did differ significantly from the FCD
group (Mann-Whitney U: 251.00, p=0.005). Based on the radiological
reports the seizure focus was left-sided in 10 patients, right-sided in 12
patients. Lesion location was largely split between involving the temporal
lobe (N=9) and the frontal lobe (N=8), with only 2 lesions in the parietal
cortex, 1 in the occipital lobe and 2 multi-lobar. Individual FCD size was
extremely variable with surface areas ranging from 2 to 96 cm2 (Table
2.2). At the time of study, 11 out of 22 patients with a radiological
diagnosis of FCD had undergone focal resections. Seven resections met a
histopathological diagnosis of FCD Type IIB, one FCD Type IIA, two
demonstrated focal neocortical gliosis only and one did not in fact have
an FCD, but a focal ganglioglioma (WHO Grade I) was evident from
histological examination. Interestingly, the quantitatively assessed lesional
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features of the patient with a ganglioglioma did not stand out from the
FCD cohort; i.e. it was not possible to differentiate the patient with a
ganglioglioma from the rest of the FCD cohort. This is not unexpected
given the molecular, histological (Crino, 2009), radiological (Castillo
et al., 1990) and metabolic (Phi et al., 2010) similarities between these
two pathologies. In particular, the MRI findings of gangliogliomas are
non-specific (Zhang et al., 2008) and the radiological features, such as T2
hyperintensity, overlap those of FCD.
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2.3.2 Individual Assessment of Quantitative Surface-
based Features
Cortical thickness
Automated surface-based quantification of cortical thickness after intra-
and inter-subject normalisation for two representative patients is demon-
strated in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.3 A shows the cortical thickness findings
in relation to the identified malformation, in Patient 16 and 2. Patient
16 has a small FCD (4 cm2) located in the middle frontal sulcus that is
characterised by a focal area of cortical thickening. Following resective
surgery, histopathological tissue analysis confirmed the diagnosis of FCD
Type IIB. In contra-distinction, patient 2 also has a histologically con-
firmed FCD Type IIB, yet their lesion is larger (31 cm2) and characterised
by cortical thinning. Overall, qualitative analysis of cortical thickness
maps viewed on cortical surface reconstructions indicates that FCDs are
often characterised by abnormal cortical thickness but some lesions are
characterised by cortical thickening and others by thinning.
Quantitative analysis revealed that 8/22 (36%) lesions have either
abnormally high or low cortical thickness values (z score >± 1.5; Table
2.2). Individual kernel density plots demonstrate divergence between
cortical thickness in lesion and homotopic region on contra-lesional hemi-
sphere. Figure 2.4 shows kernel density plots of the ten features in three
individuals, patient 3, 6 and 16. In patient 16, the kernel density plot
(Figure 2.4) of cortical thickness is shifted to the right compared to the
healthy homotopic region, indicating that the lesion is characterised by
abnormally high cortical thickness as visually indicated in Figure 2.3. In
contrast, patient 6 has a medium sized lesion (17 cm2) in the middle tem-
poral gyrus, where the kernel density plot is shifted to the left compared
to the healthy homotopic region (Figure 2.4), indicating that the lesion is
characterised by abnormally low cortical thickness. In patient 3, who has
a very small lesion (3 cm2) in the inferior temporal sulcus, the cortical
thickness density plots of lesion and contra-lesional cortex are largely
overlapping, suggesting that cortical thickness may not be a particularly
distinguishing feature in this case.
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Fig. 2.4 Individual Feature Profiles
Kernel density plots showing the distribution of lesional vertices in comparison to
vertices from the homotopoic area in patients 3, 6 and 16. Green = lesion profile.
Pink = healthy homotopic cortex profile.
Grey-white matter intensity contrast
Visualisation of normalised grey-white matter intensity contrast maps
overlaid on cortical surface reconstructions indicates that FCDs often
demonstrate abnormally low grey-white matter intensity contrast indica-
tive of the blurring at the cortical-subcortical interface (e.g. patient 16
Figure 2.3 B). However, visualisation of grey-white matter surface maps
in other patients is less informative (e.g. patient 2, Figure 2.3 B).
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Quantitative analysis reveals that abnormally low contrast at the
grey-white matter boundary (z score >± 1.5; Table 2.2) is prevalent in
11 out of 22 cases (50%). This is further exemplified in the kernel density
plots where the distribution of lesional vertices is shifted to more negative
z scores. Representative plots of grey-white matter intensity contrast in
three example patients are illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Curvature and sulcal depth
Surface-based curvature maps accurately identify gyri (curvature values
> 0) and sulci (curvature values < 0) and therefore provide an accurate
map of individual folding patterns. However, visual inspection of these
curvature maps is unable to identify lesions (Figure 2.3 C) and no lesions
have mean curvature values above or below a z score of 1.5 (Table
2.2). Similarly, the kernel density plots of lesional and homotopic area
vertices are largely overlapping (Figure 2.4). However, visual inspection
of individual maps of sulcal depth on cortical surface reconstructions
reveals that a small proportion of lesions are characterised by abnormally
high sulcal depth i.e. the lesions are positioned in deep sulci. However,
these FCDs positioned in deep sulci tend to be small lesions and only
represent 14% of the cohort (Table 2.2). Patient 16’s FCD (Figure 2.3
D) is one example of a bottom of sulcus lesion. The kernel density plot
of sulcal depth in the lesion of this patient (Figure 2.4) is shifted to the
right compared to the plot of contra-lesional cortex.
Local Cortical Deformation and Local Gyrification Index
Local cortical deformation (LCD) is abnormal (z score >± 1.5; Table 2.2)
within the lesion in 9 out of 22 cases (41%), whereas local gyrification index
(LGI) is only abnormal in 4/22 lesions (18%) which are also characterised
by abnormal LCD. Visual inspection of individual maps of LCD indicates
that LCD is able to capture regions of abnormal cortical morphology
characteristic of some FCDs (Figure 2.2) and appears to be more sensitive
to folding changes than LGI. Individual kernel density plots substantiate
this idea as although not all lesions are characterised by abnormal folding
patterns, density plots of LCD in those that are can be more readily
separated from contralateral health cortex than density plots of LGI (e.g.
patient 6, figure 2.4).
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GM and WM FLAIR Intensity
Visualisation of normalised grey and white matter FLAIR signal intensity
maps (Figure 2.3 E/F) highlights that lesions can be characterised by
abnormal T2 signal intensity. In patient 2, the FCD has high FLAIR
signal intensity within the white matter, whereas, in patient 16, the FCD
has low FLAIR signal intensity within the grey matter. The prevalence
of abnormal (z score >± 1.5; Table 2.2) mean grey and white matter
signal within the lesion is 68% and 32% respectively. Kernel density
plots of normalised GM and WM signal intensity in individual patients
demonstrate that lesions can be characterised by abnormally low or
high FLAIR signal. For example, in patients 3 and 6 (Figure 2.4), the
distribution of GM FLAIR signal is shifted to the left in the lesion
compared to the distribution within healthy cortex, whereas, WM FLAIR
signal is shifted to the right (i.e. FLAIR hyperintensities) in patient 3
and shifted to the left (i.e. FLAIR hypointensities) in patient 6.
"Doughnut" thickness and intensity contrast
Qualitative analysis of the "doughnut" maps indicated that they may
provide useful surface features for the detection of FCDs. By quantifying
local changes in cortical thickness and grey-white matter intensity (Figure
2.5 (C)) this method highlighted locally abnormal areas of cortex. How-
ever, these metrics were judged to be sensitive but relatively unspecific.
For example, in small lesions, the centre of the lesion was often identified,
whereas in larger lesions, it is the lesion boundaries that were detected.
As well as identifying the lesion as an area of high variability in cortical
structure, the "doughnut" method did identify many other areas of high
cortical variability, thus suggesting their limited use in univariate analyses
and the need for their use in combination with other features. Mean
doughnut thickness or intensity were only abnormal (z score >± 1.5;
Table 2.2) in 18% and 14% of lesions respectively. Kernel density plots
in patient 16 (Figure 2.4) illustrate an exemplar patient where doughnut
profiles assist characterisation of the lesion.
2.3.3 Group-level Lesion Characteristics
Figure 2.6 shows the kernel density plots for each feature based on the
mean values of features in individual lesions and in the lesion mask applied
to the contra-lesional homotopic region. In contrast to the feature profiles
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Fig. 2.5 "Doughnut" Features
GM/WM intensity FLAIR intensity Cortical thickness
T1
FLAIR
Doughnut thickness Doughnut FLAIRDoughnut GM/WM intensity
left
hemisphere
L
L
R
R
example 6mm circle
and doughnut
manual lesion
label
A
B
C
Example of "Doughnut" method feature maps in a patient with a left mid-
dle frontal sulcus FCD. A) T1 image B) FLAIR image - manual lesion label in
pink, white arrow indicates lesion. C) Inflated surface view with manual lesion la-
bel (orange) and example of 6mm doughnut and circle. Upper panel - intra-subject
normalised cortical thickness, grey-white matter contrast and FLAIR intensity (sam-
pled at 50% cortical thickness) overlays around lesion area (white square). Lower
panel - "doughnut" thickness, "doughnut" grey-white matter intensity and "doughnut"
FLAIR (sampled at 50% cortical thickness). This lesion is characterised by a subtle
increase in cortical thickness, though much less thick than the insula (bright yellow),
subtle decrease in contrast at the grey-white matter boundary and no obvious FLAIR
hyperintensity. "Doughnut" thickness and "doughnut" grey-white matter intensity
contrast highlight lesion, in this particular example "doughnut" FLAIR is of less use.
All surface measures also identify other areas of cortex with extreme values and must
therefore be used in combination.
of homotopic, healthy cortices, which are normally distributed and centre
around zero, feature profiles of lesions often have increased variance or
skewed distributions. FLAIR signal intensity and grey-white matter inten-
sity contrast profiles are negatively skewed indicating that overall lesions
are characterised by reduced FLAIR signal intensity and blurring of the
grey-white matter boundary. Lesional cortical thickness and LCD have
increased variance (Levene’s test p < 0.05), likely reflecting that some
lesions are characterised by abnormally high values of cortical thickness
and LCD and others by abnormally low values. Sulcal depth, doughnut
thickness and doughnut intensity features have bimodal distributions
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indicating a small proportion of lesions are characterised by increased
sulcal depth or doughnut features. The profiles of curvature and LGI are
less distinguishable from homotopic areas, indicating limited use in lesion
profiling.
Fig. 2.6 Group Feature Profiles
Kernel density plots showing the distribution of mean feature values in lesional and
homotopoic cortices across the cohort of paediatric FCD patients. Green = lesion
profile. Pink = healthy homotopic cortex profile.
Table 2.3 Group lesion characteristics
Mean STD Skew Kurtosis
Thickness -0.28 1.65 -0.27 3.57
GM/WM Intensity -1.44 1.40 -1.11 4.43
Curvature 0.11 0.16 0.85 4.44
Sulcal Depth 0.40 0.88 1.13 3.69
LCD 0.73 1.59 0.30 2.42
LGI 0.23 1.08 0.36 3.09
GM FLAIR Signal -1.92 1.84 0.09 2.47
WM FLAIR Signal 0.13 2.03 1.20 3.95
Doughnut Thickness 0.73 1.22 1.60 5.36
Doughnut Intensity 0.32 1.01 1.24 4.40
Mean = mean of z scores, STD = standard deviation of z scores, Skew and Kurtosis
of z scores within lesions.
Across individuals, the mean, standard deviation, skew and kurtosis
of each feature within the lesion masks is available in Table 2.3. At
the group-level, only FLAIR signal intensity in the grey matter has an
abnormal mean (Z score >± 1.5), reflecting how consistently across the
cohort FLAIR signal is decreased within the lesion. In different lesions
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the values of cortical thickness, LCD, as well as FLAIR signal in grey and
white matter are highly variable. This is reflected in the high standard
deviations. Doughnut thickness has a positively skewed distribution,
reflecting the subgroup of lesions where most vertices are characterised
by increased variability in cortical thickness (i.e. small lesions that are
characterised by increased cortical thickness).
2.4 Discussion
The radiological features of focal cortical dysplasias can be subtle and are
overlooked in up to 40% of cases (Mellerio et al., 2012; Radhakrishnan
et al., 2016). Whereas, automated, quantitative analysis of FCD features
is objective and user-independent. In contrast to the feature profiles of
homotopic, healthy cortices, which are normally distributed and centre
around zero, feature profiles of lesions often have increased variance or
have shifted or skewed distributions. At the group level, FLAIR signal
intensity and grey-white matter intensity contrast profiles have shifted
distributions; lesional cortical thickness and LCD have increased vari-
ance; whereas sulcal depth has a bimodal distribution indicating a small
proportion of lesions are characterised by increased sulcal depth. At the
individual level, lesions are extremely variable in terms of size, location
and quantitative features. However, all lesions were characterised by at
least one abnormal feature (z score >± 1.5). As such, surface-based
morphometric and intensity analysis is able to capture characteristic
radiological features of paediatric FCDs.
Thickness
Comparisons between histology- and MRI-based measures of cortical
thickness generally show good correspondence (Fischl and Dale, 2000;
Scholtens et al., 2015; Song et al., 2015). However, MRI-based morpholog-
ical measures can be confounded by other microstructural changes, such
as heavy cortical myelination in the motor cortex blurring the grey-white
boundary and leading to underestimates of cortical thickness (Glasser and
Van Essen, 2011; Scholtens et al., 2015). This is particularly problematic
in FCDs where blurring is a characteristic abnormality (Blümcke et al.,
2010). At the group level, cortical thickness was much more variable in
lesional cortex than contra-lesional healthy cortex. This can be explained
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by the fact that at the individual level some lesions were characterised
by thin cortex and others by thick cortex. However, overall 36% of le-
sions have a mean cortical thickness that is abnormal (z score >± 1.5).
Therefore, in accordance with the previous literature, cortical thickness
is a useful feature for the detection of lesional cortex (Bernasconi et al.,
2011). It is also important to note that anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs), such
as sodium valproate, can produce atrophic changes (Pardoe et al., 2013).
However, one would expect these effects to be generalized, global effects
and not limited to the lesional cortex. Thus, the stringent intra-subject
normalization should account for any global atrophic effects of AEDs.
Thus, either because different FCD subtypes are characterised by either
increased or decreased cortical thickness or due to difficulty segmenting
grey and white matter in lesions due to intensity abnormalities, paediatric
FCDs can be characterised by either high or low cortical thickness.
Grey-white matter intensity contrast
In accordance with a body of radiological literature (Bernasconi et al.,
2011; Blümcke et al., 2010; Mühlebner et al., 2012) and automated com-
putational anatomy studies in adults (Ahmed et al., 2015; Hong et al.,
2014; Thesen et al., 2011), this study finds that paediatric FCDs are
characterised by blurring at the interface between the grey and white
matter. This is a relatively consistent finding occurring in 50% of the
lesions. The histopathological underpinning of blurring may be related to
demyelination, increased heterotopic neurons in the white matter, cortical
dyslamination and reduced neuronal densities (Mühlebner et al., 2012).
Curvature and sulcal depth
Mean curvature, as the average of principal curvatures, provides a quan-
titative map of individual cortical folding patterns where convex areas
reflect gyri and concave areas reflect sulci. At both the group and indi-
vidual level, no large differences in curvature were found between lesional
cortex and homotopic cortex on the contra-lesional hemisphere. Although
this study indicates that curvature does not have discriminatory value
in differentiating lesional from nonlesional vertices, this feature may still
be useful within a multivariate framework as it provides information as
to whether a vertex is from a gyrus or a sulcus. As gyri are thicker than
sulci, this information may assist in revealing whether a thickness value
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is abnormal in the context of the vertex’s morphological position.
The bimodal distribution of sulcal depth highlights that some pae-
diatric lesions, like adult FCDs (Besson et al., 2008a) are positioned at
the bottom of deep sulci, but it is only a small proportion (14%). Unlike
in adult studies, where the majority of FCDs are located in the frontal
lobe, paediatric FCDs can be located anywhere in the cortex. Within this
cohort they were largely split between frontal and temporal neocortices
with only a few cases in parietal or occipital lobes.
Grey and white matter FLAIR intensity
At both the group and individual level, normalised FLAIR signal intensity
sampled in the grey and white matter are features that assist with
discriminating lesional from non-lesional cortex. Abnormal signal intensity
both on T1 and FLAIR scans in FCD has been related to demyelination,
which is associated with severe fibre loss and altered myelin sheaths,
abnormal cells and sometimes oedema (Garbelli et al., 2011; Mühlebner
et al., 2011; Zucca et al., 2016). Both T1 and FLAIR sequences, which are
standard structural MRI scans acquired as part of an epilepsy protocol
(Duncan et al., 2016), are able to delineate the brain anatomy but are not
specific to tissue property variations. A change in image intensity can be
caused by a range of underlying neurobiological tissue properties, such
as water, myelin and iron content, taking place on the microstructural
scale (Lorio et al., 2016; Weiskopf et al., 2013). Quantitative MRI (qMRI)
parameters are specific to tissue structure and biophysical properties at
the micrometre scale. These parameters are neuroimaging biomarkers
for myelin, water and iron content (Bilgic et al., 2012; Deoni et al., 2015;
Schweser et al., 2011), and may provide the MRI "fingerprints" (Ma et al.,
2013) of brain tissue microstructure (Weiskopf et al., 2013). By linking
brain tissue property changes with image intensity, qMRI may assist
understanding of the neurobiological mechanisms underlying a change in
morphometry. As such, future work replacing or adding sampling from
qMRI sequences may assist FCD lesion profiling.
"Doughnut" method
The "doughnut" method introduced here created individual surface maps
that were able to identify abnormal changes in cortical thickness and
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grey-white matter boundary intensity across the cortex. Focal cortical
dysplasias are often characterised by abnormal cortical thickness and
blurring of the grey-white matter boundary. However, there are normal
changes in cortical structure that might obscure these changes. For ex-
ample sulci are thinner than gyri (Brodmann, 1909; von Economo and
Koskinas, 1925) and small FCDs, characterised by cortical thickening,
are often located at the bottom of sulci (Besson et al., 2008a). Thus, a
lesion at the bottom of a sulcus, may be abnormally thick relative to the
surrounding sulcal cortex and yet a measurement of absolute thickness
might still fall within the normal range for the cortex. However, the
"doughnut" method was specifically designed to obviate such difficulties
by taking into account values of neighbouring vertices, to measure local
changes. As such this method was sensitive to such subtle structural
changes, that might be missed by solely considering values from isolated
vertices, which has to date been the established approach (Ahmed et al.,
2015; Hong et al., 2014). Importantly these "doughnut" maps could be
calculated on any surface registered maps and could therefore be used to
highlight local structural changes using a much wider range of measures
or imaging modalities.
Although, at the group-level the bimodal and trimodal distribution of
the kernel density plots in lesions might suggest that these measures are
only abnormal in a small proportion of lesions, it is important to note
that if these features are only picking up the borders of larger lesions, only
vertices near the boundary of the lesion will have abnormal values. Thus,
the mean lesional value calculated here may under represent the utility of
these features within multivariate frameworks for lesion detection.
Local cortical deformation
Local cortical deformation (LCD) maps small-scale alterations in cortical
shape. For example, it would differentiate a golf ball from a smooth
sphere by being sensitive to the dimples in the golf ball’s surface. As it is
based on intrinsic curvature, a mm-scale metric of cortical deformation
or differential expansion of the cortex, it is more sensitive to subtle shape
abnormalities than LGI, a cm-scale measure (Ronan et al., 2011; Schaer
et al., 2008). Differential growth is when one area of the cortex grows
faster than another. Positive intrinsic curvature occurs when the centre of
an area grows faster than the surrounding area and it results in a hump
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shape. Negative curvature occurs when the surrounding area grows faster
than the centre. It results in a saddle-like shape. The degree of positive
or negative intrinsic curvature is dependent on the degree of differential
growth. Thus, abnormal differential growth results in abnormal folding
patterns and altered values of LCD. In this work, LCD is a sensitive metric
to quantify folding abnormalities and to differentiate lesional from healthy
cortex at the individual level. However, as FCDs can be characterised
by either low or high LCD values, at the group level, this is reflected in
the increased variance of the distribution rather than a left or right shift.
The potential applicability of this metric is not limited to FCDs. LCD
is likely to be helpful in the delineation of polymicrogyrias and other
malformations of cortical development.
Local gyrification index
Local gyrification index is an established measure of folding that has
been previously used to index maturation of cortical folding patterns (Li
et al., 2014) and abnormal cortical folding in pathologies such as autism
spectrum disorder (Ecker et al., 2016) , schrizophrenia (Palaniyappan
and Liddle, 2012) as well as in adults with epilepsy (Thesen et al., 2011).
However, as it is measured on a centimetre scale, it is a relatively crude
measure that may only be sensitive to large-scale folding changes. This
is reflected in the fact that alterations in LGI (z >± 1.5) were found
in less lesions than LCD abnormalities. Furthermore, at a group level
LGI was unable to differentiate healthy from lesional cortex. As LCD
abnormalities were found in all the patients with LGI abnormalities and in
four additional patients, LCD may be a more sensitive marker of folding
abnormalities in FCDs.
Quantitative analysis of paediatric FCDs can capture characteristic
radiological features like abnormal cortical thickness, grey-white matter
blurring, signal abnormalities and irregular cortical folding patterns.
However, individual lesions are variable and there is no single feature
capable of always distinguishing these lesions. Furthermore, some features,
such as cortical thickness, demonstrate no difference in mean value at
the group level but increased variance due to some individual lesions
being characterised by thin cortex and others by thick cortex. While the
characterisation of lesions into thin and thick may be a computational
error resulting from where the grey-white matter boundary is placed in
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lesional cortex; surface-based analyses are still a very effective way to
delineate lesions given the current limitations of volumetric approaches
and small sizes. For further discussion of these issues, see discussion
section of Chapter 3. Similar to radiologists, who have to use multiple MR
modalities and features to accurately detect these subtle lesions, successful
automated approaches for lesion detection and in vivo FCD subtyping will
require nonlinear, multivariate approaches, such as the incorporation of
multiple features into nonlinear machine-learning classifiers (see Chapter
3).
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Chapter 3
Automated detection of focal
cortical dysplasias in paediatric
epilepsy
3.1 Introduction
To overcome the difficulty of radiological assessment of FCDs, automatic
detection methods build a series of morphological measures into an iden-
tification algorithm to improve detection rate (Ahmed et al., 2015; Hong
et al., 2014). For example, surface-based techniques may be used to
calculate various measures such as cortical thickness (Fischl and Dale,
2000), signal intensity in the grey or white matter (Salat et al., 2009),
local gyrification index (LGI) (Schaer et al., 2008), sulcal depth and
curvature (Fischl et al., 2004) at each point on the cortical surface (hence-
forth vertices). These measures, when incorporated into machine learning
frameworks, provide detection rates as high as 74% in adult cohorts
(Hong et al., 2014). In comparison, other approaches such as voxel-based
morphometry (VBM), while often providing high sensitivity to detect
MRI visible lesions, usually require visual assessment of the output maps,
thus they are not fully automated. Furthermore, they are less easily
incorporated into multivariate frameworks meaning that multiple output
maps have to be independently reviewed. The long-term aim of this work
is the development of diagnostic decision aids that can be incorporated
into clinical practice.
While progress has been made in improving the detection of FCDs
in adults using structural neuroimaging techniques (Thesen et al., 2011;
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Wang et al., 2015) and automated classifiers (Ahmed et al., 2015; Hong
et al., 2014), automated lesion classification has not been attempted
in a solely paediatric cohort despite this being a congenital condition
(Chen et al., 2014). Therefore, an automated tool capable of improving
the detection of FCD in the paediatric population would represent an
important step in improving the quality and consistency of presurgi-
cal evaluation with implications for surgical outcome. However, owing
to the particular differences between adult and paediatric brains it is
unclear that current approaches are suitable or would yield similar results.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, applying automated lesion
detection methods in a paediatric population raises a number of unique
challenges. First, between the ages of one and 18 the cortex undergoes
major structural changes including vast increases in brain size and surface
area, cortical thickening and thinning (Giedd et al., 2015; Gogtay et al.,
2004; Raznahan et al., 2011; Shaw et al., 2008), as well as changes in
gyrification (Li et al., 2014) and myelination (Deoni et al., 2015; Whitaker
et al., 2016), thus identifying focal abnormalities in cortical structure
requires careful consideration of developmental trajectories. For example,
an apparent thickening of cortex may not necessarily signify an abnor-
mality for a given individual at a given age. Second, motion artefacts are
more prevalent in paediatric imaging affecting the accuracy of established
surface-based features (Ducharme et al., 2015). Sensitivity to detect FCDs
may therefore be improved by novel features and post processing methods
measuring different aspects of cortical structure.
My overall approach to develop a tool for automated FCD detection,
which addresses the particular challenges of a paediatric cohort, was to op-
timise the ability to find and quantify each area of cortex in terms of how
it differed from healthy cortex. As identified in Chapter 2, characteristics
of individual FCD lesions are variable and thus successful approaches
were likely to involve the incorporation of multiple features quantifying
different radiological identifiers of FCDs. Furthermore, some metrics, such
as the "Doughnut" measures, were judged to be sensitive but relatively
unspecific, as they identified many other areas of high cortical variability,
thus suggesting their limited use in univariate analyses and the need for
their use in combination with other features.
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To this end, the following surface-based metrics that have been es-
tablished for FCD detection in adults were computed: cortical thickness,
grey-white matter intensity contrast, FLAIR signal intensity, curvature
and sulcal depth. Novel features developed in Chapter 2 were included
as complementary metrics of surface morphology such as local cortical
deformation as well as post-processing methods such as the "doughnut"
method, which quantifies local variability in cortical morphometry / MRI
signal intensity. Per-vertex inter-hemispheric asymmetry calculates the
difference in a feature between the left and right hemispheres. Radiologists
use hemispheric asymmetries as identifiers of abnormal areas of cortex.
This novel post-processing method is an objective means to assess these
inter-hemispheric differences.
The novel structural markers and post-processing methods - local
cortical deformation, inter-hemispheric asymmetry and the "doughnuts"
of structural measures - were then combined with the established surface-
based metrics in a neural network trained to classify cortical regions into
lesional and nonlesional vertices. Furthermore, I directly compared the
novel measure of cortical shape, LCD, with the existing measure LGI.
3.2 Materials & Methods
3.2.1 Participants & MR Imaging
The same cohort of participants and MR scans were used as in Chapter
2. Anonymised FLAIR and T1 volumetric scans were rated from one to
five according to severity of motion artefact. The following classification
system was used: 1) no visible motion artefacts, 2) subtle artefacts visible,
3) mild ringing artefacts, 4) severe ringing artefacts and 5) adjacent gyri
indistinguishable due to motion.
3.2.2 Cortical Reconstructions & Lesion Masks
The same manually corrected FreeSurfer cortical reconstructions and
manually segmented lesion masks used in Chapter 2 were used.
3.2.3 Established Surface-based Measures
FreeSurfer was used to calculate the established measures: cortical thick-
ness, grey-white matter intensity contrast, curvature, sulcal depth and
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FLAIR intensity at each vertex of the 3D cortical reconstruction, more
details are available in Chapter 2. Unlike in the previous chapter, FLAIR
intensity was sampled more extensively - at the grey-white matter bound-
ary as well as at 25%, 50% and 75% depths of the cortical thickness and
at 0.5mm and 1mm below the grey-white matter boundary. This was
because in chapter 2 FLAIR signal was the feature most consistently
abnormal in lesions. Yet, lesions differed in whether the signal abnormal-
ity was in the GM or WM. By sampling the intensity more thoroughly
throughout the cortical ribbon and underlying white matter, I aimed to
increase the likelihood of capturing the signal alterations.
3.2.4 Novel Surface-based Measures
The doughnut method was applied (details in Chapter 2) to cortical
thickness and grey-white matter intensity contrast. In addition, "dough-
nut" feature maps of FLAIR signal intensity at the grey-white matter
boundary, 25%, 50% and 75% cortical depths and 0.5mm and 1mm below
the grey-white matter boundary were calculated. "Doughnut" thickness,
"doughnut" intensity contrast and the six "doughnut" FLAIR signal in-
tensity maps were smoothed using a 10mm FWHM Gaussian kernel, to
remove noise while maintaining local specificity. Local cortical deforma-
tion was calculated per vertex in each participant as per the methodology
in Chapter 2.
3.2.5 Normalisation of Features
The following features were smoothed using a 10mm FWHM Gaussian
kernel - cortical thickness, grey-white matter intensity contrast and FLAIR
signal intensities. In every individual, features underwent intra- and inter-
subject normalisation following the same procedure as in Section 2.2.8.
3.2.6 Interhemispheric Asymmetry
Cortical thickness, grey-white matter intensity contrast, local cortical
deformation and FLAIR intensity samples, were registered to an average
space that has an identical number of vertices for each hemisphere (Greve
et al., 2013). The right hemisphere vertex values for each feature were
subtracted from the left hemisphere values to create an asymmetry map.
In the resulting asymmetry map, positive values indicated greater feature
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values on the left hemisphere while negative indicated that the right
hemisphere has a higher value for that vertex.
3.2.7 Statistical Analysis
Machine Learning Classification
The Neural Network Toolbox in MATLAB R2014a (The MathWorks,
Natick, MA, U.S.A) was used to create a nonlinear classifier. An artificial
neural network is a group of interconnected nodes, each of which repre-
sents an artificial neuron. It is a supervised, feedforward network that
can be trained to recognise complex patterns. This network has one-way
connections from input to output layers and via a layer of hidden nodes
(Figure 1.9). Each node is activated by a differently weighted combination
of features, which are optimised during the training phase. The outputs
of the hidden nodes are then combined to determine whether the set of
features of that a particular vertex resemble healthy (output value closer
to zero) or lesional (closer to one) cortex.
There is no established procedure for choosing the structure of the
neural network, i.e. how many hidden layers and how many nodes in each
layer. A single hidden layer neural network was chosen as the classifier as
they can be rapidly trained on large datasets, are flexible and incorporate
the capabilities of support vector machines. Choosing the number of nodes
is a balance between ensuring that you have enough nodes to represent all
the complex combinations of features and the time and processing power
required to train and test the neural network. Unless otherwise stated,
the number of nodes in the network was determined through running a
principal component analysis (PCA) on the input surface-based features
in the control cohort, and using the number of components that explained
over 99% of the variance.
Neural network classifiers were trained using surface based measures
from vertices from each patient (Figure 3.1 ). For the full network the 28
input measures were - normalised cortical thickness, normalised grey-white
matter intensity contrast, sulcal depth, mean curvature, the 6 normalised
FLAIR intensity samples at different cortical depths, normalised LCD,
"doughnut" thickness, "doughnut" intensity contrast, "doughnut" FLAIR
intensity at different cortical depths as well as the normalised interhemi-
spheric asymmetry measures of cortical thickness, grey-white matter
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intensity contrast, the FLAIR intensity samples and local cortical defor-
mation.
As neural networks are a black box and it is extremely difficult to
know which features are being used to classify the data, separate neural
networks were also trained using individual surface based features. This
enabled an evaluation of the discriminatory value of specific individual
features. As the activation function of each node is linear, for neural
networks trained on individual features, 2 nodes were included in the
hidden layer to enable sensitivity to both abnormally high and low values.
Each vertex in the training dataset was given one of two response
values - lesional cortex or healthy cortex. Vertices from within each lesion
mask were given a response value of one, while vertices from contralateral
hemisphere of each patient were given the value zero, i.e. healthy cor-
tex. Ipsilateral healthy vertices were disregarded from the training set to
minimise the number of misclassified vertices; for example where lesions
extend beyond what is visible through conventional radiological analysis.
For testing the network the data were split in the following manner. For
each patient, the neural network was trained using data from 21 patients
and then tested on the 22nd patient. When training the network the
data must be split into training and validation data, where 70% of the
pooled vertices from all 21 patients are used for classifier training and
30% are used for validation. The validation data is used to evaluate the
progress in training the model and to prevent the model from overfitting
the training data. This can be detected when the training accuracy con-
tinues to increase but the validation accuracy falls. The trained network
is the tested on the data from the previously unseen patient. Training,
validation and testing was then repeated for each patient. This ensures
when the networks are tested on a patient, they have not been trained
with any of the data from that particular patient, mimicking how the
network would be applied in clinical practice.
The full matrix of data input to the neural network and reference list
of features is available from the University of Cambridge’s online data
repository https://www.repository.cam.ac.uk/handle/1810/261717.
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Clustering
The output probability maps from the classifier are thresholded so that
only the top 5% of vertices remain and surviving vertices are grouped into
neighbour-connected clusters. The smallest clusters, below 200 vertices
(∼1cm2) were excluded as noise. The primary source of false positive
findings are due to reconstruction errors, where a small group of vertices
are placed in an incorrect position. These can arise from poor temporal
lobe contrast, motion artefacts or kinks in the mesh surfaces. While it is
possible for lesions to be smaller than 1cm, noise-induced abnormalities
are far more common at this scale. Improvements in MR image quality
and increased training data-size should in future alleviate the need to
exclude these small clusters.
The cluster with the highest mean probability value is considered
the putative lesion location. The automated lesion detection method
is considered successful if this cluster overlaps the lesion mask. This
final step is designed to always output one putative lesion location per
test subject, as a radiological aid to FCD diagnosis. As a consequence,
specificity cannot be calculated.
Evaluation of novel features
Surface based features were evaluated using two methods - receiver oper-
ator characteristics of individual surface-based features and sensitivity
of classifiers containing combinations of features. To assess the dis-
criminatory value of individual surface-based features receiver operator
characteristics (ROC) and area under the curve (AUC) were calculated
per vertex for the classifiers trained on each individual feature.
Evaluation of the full impact of these novel features was carried out by
comparing the sensitivity of the classifier including novel features, to that
of a classifier based on solely established surface-based features for FCD
detection (normalised cortical thickness, normalised grey-white matter
intensity contrast, sulcal depth, mean curvature and the 6 normalised
FLAIR intensity samples). To evaluate whether local cortical deforma-
tion is a more sensitive marker of cortical folding complexity than local
gyrification index, a subsequent analysis compared the sensitivity of the
classifier with all novel features (including local cortical deformation) to
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the sensitivity of a classifier replacing local cortical deformation with local
gyrification index.
Assessment of demographics and movement artefact
Demographic variables between patients and controls, and motion ratings
of FLAIR scans between detected and non-detected groups were compared
using a Mann-Whitney U test in SPSS version 22.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Demographics
Demographic information for the 22 patients with a radiological diagnosis
of FCD who were included in this study is available in Chapter 2 (Table
2.1). Median subjective motion rating across all patients’ FLAIR scans
was 3 (range 1-5; Table 3.1).
3.3.2 Assessment of Novel Surface-based Feature Maps
For quantitative evaluation of individual established and novel features,
receiver operating characteristics and area under the curve (AUC) were
calculated using the output of a 2-node neural network classifier (to en-
able sensitivity for both abnormally high and low values) (Figure 3.2).
Receiver operating characteristics are created by titrating the thresh-
old placed on the output of the classifier and calculating the number of
true positives and false positives. For example, when the output of the
2-node neural network classifier, which is a probability map, is thresh-
olded at 0, all vertices will be identified and the TP and FP rates will
both be 1 and this is plotted. This is then repeated at different thresholds.
These revealed that individually, all novel surface-based features add
some discriminatory value (AUC>0.5). Of the established features,
FLAIR intensity appeared most discriminatory (AUC=0.83) followed
by GM- WM contrast (AUC=0.80) and thickness (AUC=0.63). Indi-
vidual novel features all added some discriminatory value (AUC>0.5)
with FLAIR intensity asymmetry performing highest across all measures
(AUC=0.87). It is important to note that these statistics were calculated
on a per-vertex basis, and therefore do not differentiate between when all
lesions are partially detected and when entire lesions are either detected or
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Table 3.1 Automated detection of paediatric FCDs
PATIENT MRI HEMI MOTION ARTEFACTS DETECTED
1 Peri-sylvian & temporal R 4 y
2 Inferior parietal R 3 y
3 Inferior temporal sulcus * L 2 y
4 Superior temporal sulcus L 3 y
5 Temporal pole R 1 y
6 Middle temporal gyrus R 1 y
7 Medial occipital lobe * R 2 y
8 Anterior temporal lobe R 3 y
9 Superior frontal sulcus L 3 y
10 Temporal pole R 5 n
11 Anterior temporal pole L 2 y
12 Mesial parietal ** L 5 n
13 Superior temporal gyrus L 2 y
14 Superior frontal sulcus R 3 y
15 Temporal lobe R 3 y
16 Middle frontal gyrus L 2 y
17 Temporal, occipital, posterior parietal lobes L 2 y
18 Lateral orbital gyrus * R 5 n
19 Precentral gyrus * L 3 n
20 Inferior frontal lobe R 2 y
21 Superior frontal sulcus and precentral sulcus R 3 n
22 Precentral sulcus * L 3 n
MRI: lesion location on MRI report, * originally MRI -ve ** participant had dental
braces during MRI scan; Motion/Artefacts: ranking according to motion classification
system; Detected: y = classifier detects lesion as primary cluster, n = lesion undetected.
undetected by specific metrics. Moreover, if there were any undiagnosed
multifocal structural abnormalities outside of the radiological lesion mask,
these would have appeared as false positives incorrectly reducing the AUC.
Nevertheless, these results strongly suggested that classifiers might be
improved by the incorporation of these novel features.
3.3.3 Establishing the Parameters for the Classifier
The principal component analysis using both novel and established fea-
tures (No. of features = 28) in the control cohort revealed 11 principal
components were required to explain over 99% of the variance compared
to 6 when using solely established features (No. of features = 11). The
neural network was therefore trained using the full 28 established and
novel features with 11 nodes and 1 hidden layer. The sensitivity of the out-
put of this classifier was then compared with classifiers trained using only
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Fig. 3.2 Receiver operator characteristics and AUC for classifiers
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Receiver operator characteristics and AUC for classifiers trained on individual estab-
lished (A) and novel (B) features. Within established features, FLAIR signal intensity,
cortical thickness and grey-white matter intensity contrast are most discriminatory of
lesional vertices. Within novel features, interhemispheric FLAIR intensity asymmetry,
grey-white matter contrast asymmetry and local cortical deformation are the most
discriminatory of lesional vertices.
the 11 previously established surface features. Two classifiers were trained
and tested, one with 6 nodes and the other with 11 nodes - to prevent
systematic bias introduced by differing neural network parameters.
3.3.4 Classification Including Novel Features vs. Clas-
sification Using Established Features
The neural network involving novel and established features was able to
detect 16 out of 22 FCDs (73%) as the putative lesion location (Figure
3.3). Out of the remaining 6 cases, the lesion in one patient was detected
as the 4th cluster, and in 5 patients their lesions were not detected as
one of the top 5 clusters. Further inspection of the scans of the 5 unde-
tected patients revealed large motion artefacts particularly on the FLAIR
images. The median anonymised motion rating of FLAIR images was 3
for the undetected patients in comparison to 2 in the detected patients
(Mann-Whitney U: 12, p<0.019), which may account for why they were
missed. There was no significant age difference between detected and
undetected patients (Mann-Whitney U: -0.48, p=0.63).
In comparison, the neural network using only previously established
surface features and 11 hidden nodes was only able to detect 12 out of
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22 FCDs (55%) as the primary cluster, whilst with 6 hidden nodes (as
established through a principal components analysis) was able to detect
13 out of 22 FCDs (59%), further evidence that inclusion of the novel
features aided the detection of FCDs.
Fig. 3.3 Examples of top cluster output in 5 patients with FCD
LR LR
A RH
B RH
E RH
C LH
D LH
Examples of top cluster output in 5 patients with a radiological diagnosis of FCD.
First column: T1-weighted images. Second column: FLAIR images. White circle on
T1 and FLAIR images indicates lesion location. Third column: Top cluster of neural
network classifier output (yellow) and manual lesion mask (light blue) viewed on pial
surface, for large lesions, or inflated surface, for small lesions buried in sulci. For
corresponding patient numbers in demographics table: A = 14, B = 15, C = 16, D =
9, E = 2.
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3.3.5 Local Cortical Deformation vs Local Gyrifica-
tion Index
Measures of cortical shape, LCD and LGI, were directly compared both
in terms of their individual discriminatory value and as inputs in the
multivariate framework. In the AUC analysis of networks trained on a
single feature, LCD (AUC = 0.71) performed much better than LGI (AUC
= 0.58) Figure 3.4). In the full classifier containing 28 features, including
LGI instead of LCD (11 nodes), the neural network was only able to
detect 12 out of 22 FCDs (55%) as the primary cluster, significantly lower
than the sensitivity when including LCD (73%).
Fig. 3.4 Local Cortical Deformation vs Local Gyrification Index
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Receiver-operating characteristics and AUC comparing classifiers trained on local
cortical deformation and local gyrification index. Of the two measures of cortical
folding, local cortical deformation is superior to local gyrification index in discriminating
lesional vertices from non-lesional vertices.
3.4 Discussion
The automated FCD algorithm proposed here successfully identified FCDs
despite the challenges of a paediatric population. By identifying local
changes (both by looking at local changes using the "doughnut" method,
as well as utilising abnormal structural asymmetries), implementing sub-
tle morphological markers (LCD) and normalising within each subject,
between hemispheres and with a paediatric control group, this work
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demonstrated that it is possible to detect FCDs with a sensitivity of 73%.
Previous studies have demonstrated that surface-based structural MRI,
coupled with automated computational techniques can detect FCDs in
adult cohorts (Ahmed et al., 2015; Hong et al., 2014). This therefore
represents a potentially significant advance in the treatment of paediatric
epilepsy.
On visual inspection, FCDs are often most easily identified as an area
of abnormal signal intensity on FLAIR and T1 scans. This is reflected in
the fact that FLAIR signal intensity is the most discriminatory feature
(AUC=0.83). However, FreeSurfer and other cortical segmentation algo-
rithms rely on signal intensity contrast to segment the grey and white
matter compartments. As such, segmentation of the grey-white matter
boundary within lesional cortex is more complex than in healthy cortex,
as even histologically there is blurring at the interface between gray and
white matter. Sometimes the white matter reconstruction within the
lesions are too superficial or too deep. Sampling FLAIR at multiple intra-
and sub-cortical depths ensures that regardless of where the grey-white
matter boundary has been segmented, the signal intensity abnormality
will still be captured.
The "doughnut" method introduced in Chapter 2 identifies areas of
increased variability in a feature across the cortex. As, focal cortical
dysplasias are often characterised by abnormal cortical thickness, grey-
white matter boundary intensity and FLAIR signal intensity compared to
surrounding cortex, measuring local changes in these features may assist
detection of these lesions. As "doughnut" maps can be calculated on any
surface registered maps to highlight local structural changes, this work
created "doughnut" maps based on cortical thickness, grey-white matter
intensity contrast and FLAIR signal intensity, all of which demonstrated
some ability to discriminate healthy from lesional vertices (AUC = 0.51 -
0.67).
Comparison of the ipsi- and contra-lesional hemispheres is an integral
component of the radiological assessment of MRI scans. Interhemispheric
registration of feature maps allowed for quantification of interhemispheric
asymmetry of surface-based metrics at each vertex. These measures were
of particular use in preventing normal anatomical variants from being
considered abnormal. For example, the primary somatosensory cortex
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is normally very thin. As it is thin bilaterally, although it falls in the
extreme values for cortical thickness, the interhemispheric asymmetry
values for this gyrus were around zero (see Figure 3.1). In contrast, the
lesions were unilateral and therefore had abnormal unilateral cortical
thickness values and abnormal asymmetry values. This served to fil-
ter healthy but symmetrical interregional variations, such as bilaterally
thin and heavily myelinated primary sensory cortices (Lutti et al., 2014;
Wagstyl et al., 2015) or regions showing differential but symmetrical
developmental trajectories (Shaw et al., 2008). Importantly, commonly
occurring interhemispheric asymmetries, such as the planum temporale
(Geschwind and Levitsky, 1968), were subsequently filtered by normal-
ising these asymmetry values with the control dataset. This approach
for interhemispheric registration has obvious applications for detection
of any unilateral abnormalities including other malformations of cortical
development, strokes and tumours.
In this study, the novel folding measure LCD was directly compared
to the more established measure LGI. As mentioned in Chapter 2, local
cortical deformation (LCD) maps small-scale alterations in cortical shape
and may more sensitive to subtle shape abnormalities than LGI, a cm-
scale measure (Ronan et al., 2011; Schaer et al., 2008). This was clearly
demonstrated both through the increased AUC of a classifier trained on
LCD compared to LGI, as well as the increased sensitivity of a classifier
trained on the established and novel features that incorporated LCD, as
opposed to LGI. It may therefore help to identify subtle shape changes in
a wider range of disorders of cortical development (Ronan et al., 2012;
Wagstyl et al., 2016).
Machine-learning algorithms have been previously applied to the prob-
lem of FCD detection in adults (Ahmed et al., 2015; Hong et al., 2014).
These studies have similar sample sizes 19 and 31 patients respectively and
also trained their classifiers on surface-based data. They obtained lesion
detection sensitivities of 74% (Hong et al., 2014) and 65% (when pooling
the results from MRI-negative and MRI-positive patients) (Ahmed et al.,
2015). Thus, despite the additional difficulties of paediatric data, through
utilisation of the novel features developed in Chapter 2, the classifier is
able to obtain similar sensitivity to the adult literature.
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One previous study attempting automated paediatric FCD detection
utilised a voxel-based technique (Riney et al., 2012). The study by Riney
and colleagues only had a small cohort of MRI-positive FCDs (eight
patients) but found VBM assessment of FLAIR MRI was able to detect
88% of them (Riney et al., 2012). However, in the cohort of cryptogenic
FCD patients (n = 14), the VBM method detected an abnormal clus-
ter in only 4 patients and this was only concordant with data from the
pre-surgical investigations in 2 patients (14%). In these two patients,
a visible abnormality was then seen on repeat inspection of the MRI
scans. This study also conducted VBM assessment of T1 images, finding
poorer ability to detect lesions using T1 data. Overall, this suggests that
although this VBM method has good results when applied to FLAIR in
overt FCD lesions, it performs poorly in subtle, cryptogenic cases. One
advantage of the surface-based method proposed in this work is that it
can incorporate multiple modalities, i.e. T1 and FLAIR. Furthermore, in
the five patients in this study who were initially reported as MRI-negative
we are able to detect 4 out of 5, an improvement on the voxel-based results.
This study advances automated FCD lesion characterisation and de-
tection in a number of respects. First, previous work in adults has made
use of voxel-based (Bernasconi et al., 2001; Colliot et al., 2006; Focke
et al., 2008; House et al., 2013; Huppertz et al., 2005; Wagner et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2015) and surface-based structural features (Ahmed et al.,
2015; Hong et al., 2014; Thesen et al., 2011) to which LCD could be a
valuable addition particularly given its increased discriminatory value
over the existing measure of shape, LGI. Second, combining features into
multivariate classifiers has only been applied in adults (Ahmed et al., 2015;
Hong et al., 2014). Data post-processing methods including the "dough-
nut" method, interhemispheric asymmetry and intra- and inter- subject
normalisation were included to address specific problems in the paediatric
population but may well aid lesion detection in adults. Third, studies
in children have focused on voxel-based techniques (Riney et al., 2012),
where individual maps can be sensitive but are less readily combined into
a multivariate classification tool. Thus, novel structural features, data
post-processing methods and incorporation of surface-based features into
a neural network classifier furthers the detection of FCDs in epilepsy.
Although this study reports a lesion detection sensitivity of 73% in
our cohort, certain challenges were unavoidable - excessive head motion
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is a recognised problem causing artefacts (Ducharme et al., 2015), dental
braces creating large artefacts, difficulty recruiting age matched controls
for patients as young as 4 years old and 1.5T data. Indeed, the undetected
lesions demonstrated relatively increased motion artefacts. The use of
1.5T data including some imperfect images, although a limitation does
mean that the methods are likely to be effective on routine clinical data
from any centre/MRI scanner. One final limitation, which is generally
applicable to FCD detection studies, is the issue of multifocal lesions
(Fauser et al., 2009). In some patients, multiple FCDs can be identified
either presurgically, histologically or in post-surgical assessment when a
patient continues to have seizures. However in this study radiological
assessment of each patient only identified single lesions and patients had
undergone resection of a single epileptogenic zone, thus we designed the
classifier to identify only the single most likely FCD in a given subject.
When investigating multifocal lesions in the form of extra-primary clusters,
categorising abnormal tissue from image artefact without a gold standard
method for their identification, remains a challenge. However, if multifocal
lesions were heavily hypothesised within an individual, the classifier could
be adapted to identify a set of abnormal clusters. Despite these challenges
automated lesion detection in children was achievable. The novel surface
measures developed here demonstrated substantial improvements in lesion
detection in comparison to established features used in the adult literature.
In future studies, classifier performance is likely to be improved by the
use of larger, better quality datasets.
3.5 Conclusions
This work advocates development and incorporation of new surface-based
measures for FCD detection, as well as re-emphasising the use of estab-
lished surface-based measures and machine learning paradigms. These
tools could be more generally applied in the detection of localised lesions
such as polymicrogyria, gangliogliomas or dysembryoplastic neuroepithe-
lial tumours (DNETs). Furthermore, improving the detection of FCDs in
a paediatric cohort may assist in the selection, referral and subsequent
pre-surgical evaluation of children with drug-resistant focal epilepsy by
providing putative lesion locations that may aid conventional visual anal-
ysis by neuro-radiologists. Paediatric automated lesion detection, when
considered alongside a patient’s detailed medical history and examination,
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video-EEG, MEG, PET/SPECT and neuropsychological evaluation in
multi-disciplinary team meetings, might enable earlier and more effective
assessment for surgical intervention. For an individual, this could mean
shorter duration of uncontrolled epilepsy, reduced anti-epileptic medica-
tion and their associated side effects and improvement in their cognitive
outcome. To date the prediction algorithm has been trained and tested in
a cohort with FCDs. It will be important to test these types of algorithms
in mixed cohorts, e.g. patients with diagnoses of refractory focal epilepsy
to see how they perform. To assist in this endeavour, all code used is
freely available from https://github.com/kwagstyl/FCDdetection/ and
data matrices downloadable from the University of Cambridge’s online
data repository.
Future work developing machine-learning capabilities for FCD de-
tection, such as deep convolutional neural networks, will require larger
cohorts with more conservative cross-validation. Neural networks are ex-
cellent feature detectors and one day 3D volumetric convolutional neural
networks might replace the extensive pre-processing and manual selection
of surface-based features. However, these approaches would require huge
amounts of training data, where each patient is an example rather than
each vertex on the surface.
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Chapter 4
FLAIR Hyperintensity in
Adults with Temporal Lobe
Epilepsy
The work presented in this chapter was completed while on a fellowship
at the Montreal Neurological Institute under the supervision of Profes-
sor Andrea Bernasconi, Professor Neda Bernasconi and Professor Boris
Bernhardt. The methodology and scientific approach learnt during this
fellowship and used in this chapter is then applied to paediatric data in
Chapter 5.
4.1 Introduction
Converging evidence from electro-clinical studies, histopathological as-
sessments, and neuroimaging research emphasises a central role of the
hippocampus in the pathophysiology of drug-resistant temporal lobe
epilepsy (TLE). However, MRI-based studies have demonstrated that
structural damage in this condition extends beyond the mesiotemporal
lobe structures affecting grey and white matter systems (Bernhardt et al.,
2013a; Engel et al., 2013). Diffusion MRI tractography has consistently
shown microstructural alterations along efferent hippocampal pathways
(Concha et al., 2005; Vaughan et al., 2016), with more marked effects
proximal to the temporal lobe (Concha et al., 2012). Moreover, a close
relationship has been demonstrated between hippocampal atrophy and
diffusion anomalies in the superficial white matter immediately below
temporo-limbic cortices (Liu et al., 2016). Conversely, controversy ex-
ists as to whether damage to the hippocampus or its efferents leads to
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neocortical atrophy (Bernhardt et al., 2008; Mueller et al., 2009; Voets
et al., 2012), suggesting that morphometry may not adequately capture
this likely complex relationship.
Recent years have witnessed a shift from the mapping of grey matter
morphology to the study of inter-regional covariance to describe funda-
mental aspects of brain organisation in normal and diseased conditions
(Bernhardt et al., 2013a). While task-free functional MRI time-series cor-
relation analysis has successfully identified intrinsic functional networks
(Damoiseaux et al., 2006), morphological covariance, commonly based
on cortical thickness correlations, has been used to reveal areas with
synchronised maturational development (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2014).
Previous studies have shown that signal intensity variations across the
cortex, particularly based on T2-weighted imaging, may signify differences
in architectonic organisation (Hirai et al., 2000; Schneider and Vergesslich,
2007).
This study proposes covariance analysis of signal intensity to iden-
tify areas with similar architecture, thereby providing an alternative
methodology to probe grey matter tissue integrity and its relationship
to hippocampal pathology. To this end, first cortical T2-weighted signal
is mapped, based on fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), in a
consecutive cohort of adult TLE patients and healthy controls. Core
to this approach was a surface-based analysis framework that optimises
inter-subject correspondence, mitigates effects of partial voluming, and
provides an integrated anatomical sampling scheme across modalities. The
relation of whole-brain FLAIR signal to hippocampal networks derived
from morphological covariance, intra-cortical intensity covariance, and
resting-state functional MRI is then evaluated. Finally, the relationship
between FLAIR intensity and clinical variables is assessed.
4.2 Materials & Methods
4.2.1 Participants
A consecutive cohort of 61 adult patients with unilateral drug-resistant
TLE (31 LTLE, mean±SD age=34±9 years, range=18-53 years, 11 males;
30 RTLE, 34±9 years, 20-52 years, 15 males) and 38 age- and sex-matched
healthy controls (30±7 years, 20-53 years, 21 male) investigated at the
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Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital were studied. Demographic
and clinical data were obtained through interviews with patients and their
relatives (Table 4.1). TLE diagnosis and lateralisation of the seizure focus
were determined by a comprehensive evaluation; this involved a detailed
history and neurological examination, the review of medical records, scalp
video-EEG recordings, as well as MRI assessment in all patients. Clinical
MRI evaluation revealed hippocampal atrophy and increased T2 signal
intensity in 37/61 (61%). Quantitative analysis including volumetry and
shape modeling revealed variable degrees of ipsi-lesional atrophy in all
patients (Bernasconi, 2003; Bernhardt et al., 2013b). No patient had a
mass lesion (malformations of cortical development, tumours, or vascular
malformations), traumatic brain injury, or a history of encephalitis.
The comprehensive investigation recommended surgery as treatment
to all patients; among them, 43 have undergone a selective amygdalo-
hippocampectomy at the time of study. The surgeon’s procedure of
choice at the MNI is a selective amygdala-hippocampectomy, rather than
the classical anterior temporal lobectomy. Studies comparing these two
surgical options have been mixed with many individual studies showing
equivalence between the procedures (Mansouri et al., 2014; Tanriverdi
et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2016), whereas two meta-analyses indicate an
improvement in seizure freedom for ATL versus SAH (Hu et al., 2013;
Josephson et al., 2013) but concluded that a randomized control trial
would be necessary to validate their findings. Histological analysis of the
resected specimens (Blümcke et al., 2013) revealed neuronal cell loss and
gliosis in both CA1 and CA4 subfields in 17 patients (ILAE HS Type-1),
neuronal loss predominantly in CA1 in 6 (ILAE HS Type-2), neuronal
loss predominantly in CA4 in 5 (ILAE HS Type-3), and only gliosis
without detectable neuronal loss in 15. Post-operative seizure outcome
was determined according to Engel’s modified classification (Engel, 1993)
after a mean±SD follow-up time of 52±21 months (range: 14-88 months).
Among the 43 operated patients, 30 (70%) had Class-I outcome, 7 (16%)
Class-II, 5 (12%) Class-III, and 1 (2%) Class-IV. Comparable rates of
seizure-free patients were observed across ILAE HS subtypes: [Type-1:
14/16 (88%), Type-2: 4/6 (66%), Type-3: 5/5 (100%), chi-squared: P =
0.36], while rates were lower in patients with isolated gliosis [6/15 (40%),
chi-squared: P = 0.01]. Among the 18 non-operated patients, nine are
currently awaiting surgery and nine delayed it for personal reasons.
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The Ethics Committee of the Montreal Neurological Institute and
Hospital approved the study and written informed consent was obtained
from all participants.
Table 4.1 Adult TLE Demographic & Clinical Information
AGE MEN ONSET DURATION FC SURGERY HS ENGEL I
LTLE 35 ± 9 11 18 ± 10 16 ± 10 7 19 12 13 (68%)
(n=31) (18 - 53) (4 - 40) (2 - 45)
RTLE 34 ± 9 15 14 ± 9 20 ± 11 12 24 16 17 (71%)
(n=30) (20 - 52) (1 - 30) (3 - 41)
Controls 30 ± 7 21 NA NA NA NA NA NA
(n=38) (20 - 53)
Age, age at seizure onset, and duration of epilepsy are presented in mean±SD (year
range). FC = febrile convulsions; HS = hippocampal sclerosis on histopathology
(remaining patients had gliosis only); ENGEL I= seizure free, i.e. Class I postsurgical
outcome in Engel’s classification; NA = not applicable.
4.2.2 Imaging
Multimodal 3T MRI data were obtained on a Siemens TimTrio (Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), equipped with a 32-channel head coil.
The following scan sequences were acquired: 3D T1-weighted (T1w)
magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (TR=2300 ms, TE=2.98
ms, TI=900 ms, FA=9◦, FOV = 256x256mm2, matrix=256x256, 176
sagittal slices, voxel size=1x1x1 mm3), fluid-attenuated inversion recov-
ery images (FLAIR; TR=5000 ms, TE=389 ms, TI=1800 ms, FA=120◦,
FOC=207x207mm2, matrix=230x230, 173 sagittal slices, voxel size=
s0.9x0.9x0.9 mm3) and 2D echo-planar resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI,
TR=2020 ms, TE=30 ms, flip angle=90◦, matrix size=64x64, FOV=256x256
mm2, 34 slices, voxel resolution=4.0x4.0x4.0 mm3, 150 volumes). For the
latter, participants were instructed to keep their eyes closed while remain-
ing awake. To minimize signal loss and distortion affecting orbitofrontal
and mesiotemporal regions, slices were tilted in an oblique coronal orien-
tation. In a subset of participants (29 TLE/19 controls), T2 relaxometry
(T2R) (TSE; TR=12750ms, TE=14ms, 123ms, TI=2805.9ms, FA=130◦,
FOV=256x256mm2, 34 oblique slices tilted at a -29◦ from coronal ori-
entation, matrix=256x256, voxel size=1x1x3mm3) data were available,
acquired along the entire hippocampal long axis.
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4.2.3 Image Processing
T1w and FLAIR images underwent correction for intensity inhomogeneity
and intensity normalization (Sled et al., 1998). After T1w images were
linearly registered to the MNI152 symmetric template (Fonov et al., 2009),
FLAIR images were linearly co-registered to them. T1w data were classi-
fied into white matter (WM), grey matter (GM), and cerebro-spinal fluid
(CSF). Using the Constrained Laplacian Anatomic Segmentation using
Proximity (CLASP) algorithm, models of the inner (GM-WM) and outer
(GM-CSF) cortical surfaces were generated and cortical thickness was
measured across 81,924 corresponding surface points (henceforth, vertices)
(Kim et al., 2005). Surface extraction was visually verified and corrected
if necessary. The pial and GM-WM surfaces have the same number of
vertices and a straight line, the t-link, can connect corresponding vertices
on the two surfaces. Cortical thickness was calculated as the straight line
between corresponding points on the inner and outer surface and blurred
using a smoothing kernel of 20mm FWHM (Lerch and Evans, 2005).
To examine intracortical signal intensity, 3 equidistant surfaces were
positioned between the GM-CSF and GM-WM at 25%, 50%, and 75%
cortical thickness (Hong et al., 2015) guided by a straight line providing
vertex correspondence across these surfaces. Voxel-wise FLAIR intensity
measures were normalized by the mode of the FLAIR intensity histogram
and the intensity at the GM-WM boundary (Hong et al., 2015, 2014).
Normalized intensities were mapped to the nearest vertex of each intracor-
tical surface. Notably, intensities were not sampled on the outermost (i.e.,
GM-CSF) surface to avoid CSF contamination. At remaining surfaces,
intensities were corrected for residual CSF partial volume effects (PVECSF)
using a methodology used in a previous study by the Bernasconi group
(Hong et al., 2015; Shafee et al., 2015). This involves the estimation of
GM and CSF partial volume effects on T1w and FLAIR scans (Tohka
et al., 2004) and the interpolation of these values onto the 3 intra-cortical
surfaces. Then, the relative intensity (RI) of the GM is calculated by
solving the following equation:
RI = PVEGM x IGM(vi) + PVECSF(vi) x ICSF(vi)
where IGM and ICSF are the relative intensities of the GM and CSF.
ICSF(vi) was computed by averaging neighbouring voxels (within a radius
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of 10mm of the voxel of interest) with PVECSF equal to 1. Data were
blurred with a surface-based Gaussian diffusion kernel, with a full-width-
at-half-maximum of 20mm. Finally, at each vertex, I averaged normalized
intensities across the 3 intra-cortical surfaces to create average cortical
T1w and FLAIR signal intensities per vertex.
The hippocampus was segmented automatically with a recently devel-
oped SurfPatch algorithm (Caldairou et al., 2016), combining a surface-
based processing with patch intensity similarity measures shown to achieve
excellent accuracy in healthy individuals and TLE patients. Mean nor-
malized FLAIR signal intensity was calculated within hippocampal labels.
For T2 relaxometry, a dual-echo method was used where two T2 im-
ages were acquired at two different echo times. This has been previously
deemed to be comparable to a 16-echo method (Duncan et al., 1996).
Single-exponential-decay equations were fitted to the T2 imaging data
obtained in each pixel, and then T2 relaxation times were calculated
for each pixel. A map was then constructed in which pixel intensity
corresponded to the calculated T2 relaxation time. T2 relaxation times
were calculated in microseconds. A threshold of 20 was applied to attenu-
ate background noise. T2 relaxometry (T2R) data processing involved
registration to native T1w data. Automated hippocampal segmentations
were eroded by two voxels and T2R signal intensity was sampled within
these eroded labels. This was to ensure that hippocampal T2R signal
was not contaminated by CSF. Average T2R signal was calculated within
hippocampal labels.
Preprocessing of resting-state fMRI was carried out in native functional
space using the DPARSF toolbox for Matlab (Chao-Gan and Yu-Feng,
2010). The first 5 volumes from each time-series were removed to ensure
magnetization equilibrium, and slice-timing and motion correction were
performed. Prior to connectivity analysis, the effects of head motion,
white matter signal, and CSF signal were corrected for and the time se-
ries was band-pass filtered to 0.01-0.08 Hz (Chao-Gan and Yu-Feng, 2010).
4.2.4 Statistical Analysis
Analyses were performed using SurfStat (http://www.math.mcgill.ca/
keith/surfstat/) for Matlab (Worsley et al., 2009). Patients were analysed
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relative to the epileptogenic hemisphere (i.e., ipsi- and contralateral to the
seizure focus). To control for hemispheric asymmetry, features (intensity,
cortical thickness) were z-normalized at each vertex with respect to the
corresponding distribution in controls (i.e., each patient’s right/left fea-
ture was expressed as a z-score with respect to right/left values in controls).
a) Relationship between T2R and FLAIR signal intensity. To ensure
that there is a tight coupling between T2R and FLAIR data, T2R in-
tensity asymmetry was correlated with FLAIR intensity asymmetry in
the hippocampi in 30 patients and 20 controls for which T2R data was
available. As FLAIR is not a quantitative scan, it was more appropriate to
compare asymmetry values between T2R and FLAIR than actual values.
Asymmetry was calculated as follows:
Asymmetry = (L−R)/(L+R)
b) Mapping FLAIR signal intensity. Cortical FLAIR signal intensity
was compared between patients and controls using vertex-wise Student’s
t-tests. In clusters of findings, average effect sizes were computed using
the Cohen’s d metric both over the average relative signal intensity across
the 3 intra-cortical surfaces (positioned at 25%, 50% and 75% cortical
depths) and also individually in each of the intra-cortical surfaces. Each
intra-cortical surface has point-to-point correspondence and has 4,0962
vertices per hemisphere. A one-way ANOVA with correction for multiple
comparisons was used to assess difference in effect sizes across the three
intra-cortical surfaces. For individual analysis, in clusters of findings,
we assessed the number of patients with FLAIR z-scores >1.5 relative
to controls, to provide an estimate of how prevalent neocortical FLAIR
abnormalities are within unilateral TLE patients. To rule out possible
effects of morphology, using linear regression, the effects of cortical thick-
ness were estimated at each vertex, and then the group-level FLAIR
comparisons were repeated after statistically controlling for vertex-wise
cortical thickness. This tested if FLAIR changes co-localised with atrophy
(cortical thickness changes). To test how generalisability of group-level
FLAIR findings, bootstrap reproducibility analyses were performed. Cor-
tical FLAIR signal intensity comparisons between TLE and controls were
repeated across 1000 comparisons of groups that were randomly resampled
with replacement. If one was to choose a random subset of 30 from the 61
patients, there would be 61!/(30!)*(31!) different sets of patients. This is
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equal to 2e+17. Thus, 1000 replications using random subsets of patients
and controls is supported by the data.
c) Relationship to hippocampal networks. Hippocampal networks were
generated in controls based on resting-state functional connectivity and
morphological covariance similar to previous studies by the Bernasconi
group (Bernhardt et al., 2016, 2009a, 2008).
Functional connectivity. In brief, we calculated Pearson’s correlation
coefficient between the average left hippocampal time-series and the
time-series of each neocortical vertex in each control. A Fisher r-to-z
transformation was applied to render the correlation coefficients more
normally distributed.
Morphological covariance. To calculate morphological covariance, we
correlated the volume of the left hippocampus with cortical thickness at
each vertex in the group of controls (Evans, 2013). Vertices that covary
with hippocampal morphology will have higher correlation values across
the group.
FLAIR intensity covariance. To also generate networks based on
intensity covariance (Eickhoff et al., 2005), mean normalized FLAIR in-
tensity of the left hippocampal labels was correlated with the neocortical
intensities at each vertex in the group of controls.
To establish whether the overall pattern of FLAIR between-group
difference can be predicted by the topography of hippocampal networks,
the t-statistic map of the analysis in a) was correlated with the three
different hippocampal network maps across all neocortical vertices. To
ensure findings were related to hippocampal networks rather than due
to anatomical proximity to the hippocampus, the network analysis was
repeated after regressing out geodesic distance (i.e., the shortest distance
across the surface) from the hippocampus to each neocortical vertex
(Dijkstra, 1959; Ecker et al., 2013). This was necessary as the ipsi-lateral
temporal lobe is strongly connected to the hippocampus. Yet, any FLAIR
signal anomalies in temporal neocortex could have arisen from tangential
spread across the cortex rather than due to functional, morphological or
FLAIR signal intensity covariance.
d) Relation to clinical variables. Using surface-wide linear models,
correlations between FLAIR intensity and the following clinical factors -
history of febrile convulsions, age at seizure onset, duration of epilepsy,
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and post-operative seizure outcome, were assessed.
e) Correction for multiple comparisons. Surface-based findings were
corrected using random field theory for non-isotropic images (Wors-
ley et al., 1999), controlling the family-wise error (FWE) to be below
PFWE<0.05.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Relationship between T2R and FLAIR signal
intensity
Hippocampal FLAIR and T2R signal intensity asymmetries were signifi-
cantly correlated (Figure 4.1; r=0.62, p<0.001) supporting the idea that
FLAIR and T2 relaxometry signals are sensitive to similar cytoarchitec-
tural properties.
Fig. 4.1 Relationship between hippocampal T2R and FLAIR signal inten-
sity
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4.3.2 Whole-brain mapping of FLAIR signal inten-
sity in TLE
Compared to controls, hippocampal FLAIR intensity increases in patients
were observed bilaterally (ipsi-lesional: t=3.99, p<0.001; contra-lesional:
t=2.25, p=0.027; Figure 4.2) with larger effect sizes ipsilateral to the
seizure focus (Cohen’s d=0.83 ipsi-lesional; d=0.47 contra-lesional). Neo-
cortical FLAIR hyperintensities in TLE were equally present on ipsi- and
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Fig. 4.2 Hippocampal FLAIR signal intensity
Comparison of FLAIR signal intensity in the ipsi- (A) and contra-lesional
(B) hippocampi between TLE patients and controls.
contra- lesional hemispheres. The bilateral topography involved limbic
and paralimbic neocortical regions (i.e., parahippocampal, insular, cin-
gulate, and orbitofrontal cortices), together with dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex and precuneus (Figure 4.3 (A); PFWE<0.05). In these regions
(Figure 4.4), based on average intensity over the 3 intra-cortical surfaces,
we observed moderate-to-large effect sizes (d=0.68-0.89). As assessed
using a one-way ANOVA with correction for multiple comparisons, effect
sizes were significantly higher at 50% (p < 0.001) and 75% (p < 0.001)
cortical depth surfaces than the surface at 25% cortical thickness. How-
ever, there was no significant difference in effect sizes between surfaces
at 50% and 75% cortical thickness (p = 0.14; Table 4.2). In significant
clusters, marked hyperintensity (z score > 1.5) was found in up to 23% of
patients. Separately assessing left and right TLE patients confirmed the
consistency of FLAIR increases across all significant clusters (PFWE<0.05).
Furthermore, bootstrap reproducibility analysis indicated that the topo-
graphic distribution of anomalies was reproducible in up to 70-100% of
simulations, suggesting generalizability (Figure 4.5).
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Fig. 4.3 Topography of neocortical FLAIR increases and cortical atrophy
in TLE relative to controls
A) Topography of neocortical FLAIR increases in TLE. B) Cortical thinning (in blue)
in TLE patients vs controls. C) FLAIR increases in TLE after correction of cortical
thickness measures at each surface point. Findings have been adjusted for multiple
comparisons using random field theory for non-isotropic images (Worsley et al., 1999).
In clusters significant at PFWE<0.05, the t-statistics is shown.
4.3.3 Relation to whole-brain topography of cortical
thickness
Areas of cortical thinning present in bilateral frontal, temporal, and centro-
parietal cortices (Figure 4.3 (B); PFWE<0.05) co-localised only minimally
with those displaying FLAIR hyperintensity (Dice overlap index = 9.1%).
In fact, repeating the between-group FLAIR comparisons after regressing
out vertex-wise cortical thickness revealed virtually identical results with
the exception of reduced effects in ipsi-lesional parahippocampus and
differences in the contra-lesional precuneus (Figure 4.3 (C); PFWE<0.05).
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Table 4.2 Effect sizes in clusters of findings
CLUSTER INTRA-CORTICAL INTRA-CORTICAL INTRA-CORTICAL AVERAGE OVER
SURFACE 1 (25%) SURFACE 2 (50%) SURFACE 3 (75%) SURFACES
1 0.76 0.92 0.76 0.81
2 0.61 0.82 0.82 0.75
3 0.40 0.80 0.72 0.64
4 0.55 0.78 0.67 0.67
5 0.67 0.83 0.66 0.72
6 0.52 0.81 0.71 0.68
7 0.57 0.76 0.64 0.66
8 0.44 0.71 0.82 0.66
9 0.44 0.67 0.75 0.62
10 0.53 0.83 0.62 0.66
Mean 0.55 0.79 0.72 0.69
SD 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.06
Anatomical location of clusters 1 - 10 visible in Fig. 4.4
Fig. 4.4 Regions of FLAIR hyperintensity in TLE
Clusters of significant FLAIR hyperintensity in TLE after correction for
multiple comparisons using random field theory. Clusters are numbered 1
to 10. These numbers correspond to cluster numbers in Table 4.2 where
effect sizes at the three intra-cortical surfaces are displayed.
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Fig. 4.5 Bootstrap reproducibility
BOOTSTRAP REPRODUCIBILITY ANALYSIS
IPSI-LESIONAL CONTRA-LESIONALREPRODUCIBILITY
100%
70%
Probability of observing FLAIR hyperintensity in TLE vs controls across 1000 com-
parisons of groups that were randomly resampled with replacement. Group differences
in each iteration were thresholded as in Figure 4.3.
4.3.4 Relation to hippocampal covariance networks
FLAIR intensity covariance networks in controls were remarkably similar
for left and right hippocampus, and outlined limbic and paralimbic re-
gions encompassing dorsolateral prefrontal as well as cingulate regions,
together with entorhinal, posterior parahippocampal, retrosplenial, and
insular cortices (Fig. 4.6 A). We observed a positive correlation between
hippocampal FLAIR intensity covariance networks in controls and the
topography of group-level FLAIR hyperintensity (Fig. 4.6 A; r=0.27,
P<0.001). This relationship remained unchanged after regressing out
geodesic distance from the ipsilateral hippocampus (Fig. 4.6 D), indicat-
ing that findings related to topological and not physical proximity (r=0.28,
P<0.0001). In contrast, there was no noteworthy relationship between
group differences in FLAIR signal intensity and control hippocampal
functional (r=-0.07) or morphological (r=0.06) networks (Fig. 4.6 B, C),
further suggesting that FLAIR alterations are most prominent in regions
sharing similar intensity characteristics as the hippocampus. Steiger’s test
for differences in dependent correlations (Steiger, 1980) indeed showed
a stronger association between the topography of FLAIR signal changes
in TLE and FLAIR intensity covariance networks compared to those
derived from resting-state functional connectivity (z=81.02, P<0.001)
and morphological covariance analysis (z=48.55, p<0.001).
An additional analysis confirmed that FLAIR increases seen in patients
specifically related to hippocampal intensity covariance networks. FLAIR
intensity covariance analysis in controls was repeated separately seeding
from each of the left AAL neocortical parcels, i.e. mean normalized FLAIR
intensity of each of the 39 left cortical AAL labels was correlated with the
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neocortical intensities at each vertex in the group of controls. Then the
t-statistical map of group-level differences in FLAIR between patients and
controls was correlated with each of the 39 different AAL network maps.
Consistently lower associations between neocortical FLAIR increases and
control FLAIR covariance were obtained using these seeds compared to a
hippocampal seed (Figure 4.7), supporting specificity for the hippocampus
rather than other nodes in the epileptogenic network.
Fig. 4.6 Relationship between FLAIR signal and hippocampal networks.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FLAIR SIGNAL AND HIPPOCAMPAL NETWORKS
Maps display hippocampal FLAIR signal intensity covariance networks to index
intracortical tissue similarity (A), resting-state signal correlations to index functional
connectivity (B), morphological covariance tapping into maturational coupling (C),
and geodesic distance in controls (D). The scatter plots show surface-wide correlation
between these networks and the t-statistic of the TLE vs. controls group difference in
FLAIR signal.
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Fig. 4.7 FLAIR covariance using AAL regions as seeds
IPSI-LESIONAL
CORRELATION STRENGTH FROM AAL REGIONS RELATIVE TO 
      CORRELATION USING HIPPOCAMPAL SEED
strength
0
1
correlation
Strength of correlation between t-statistic of the TLE-vs-control comparison in
cortical FLAIR and the FLAIR covariance map centred on each AAL region in the
left hemisphere. Correlation strength for each AAL seed is displayed as a proportion
of the (maximal) correlation coefficient that was obtained by relating TLE-vs-control
difference map to hippocampal covariance networks (see Figure 4.6 (B); r=0.27).
4.3.5 Relation to clinical variables
There were no significant associations between cortical FLAIR and age
at seizure onset, duration of epilepsy, or post-surgical seizure freedom
(PFWE>0.2). On the other hand, patients with a history of febrile con-
vulsions exhibited more marked FLAIR increases in ipsi-lesional parahip-
pocampal cortex compared to those without (PFWE<0.05, Figure 4.8). It is
noteworthy that the spatial distribution of uncorrected whole-brain effects
resembled the patient-control differences seen in Figure 4.3, with signal
hyperintensities distributed throughout limbic and paralimbic neocortices.
Indeed, assessing mean FLAIR signal in clusters of group differences be-
tween patients and controls confirmed more marked increases in patients
with a history of febrile convulsions (t=2.61, p=0.006).
4.4 Discussion
Using a surface-based paradigm that samples signal intensity within the
cortical mantle, the whole-brain distribution of FLAIR signal in TLE
patients was mapped relative to controls. Increased intensities were ob-
served bilaterally in limbic and paralimbic regions, including hippocampal,
parahippocampal, insular, cingulate and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices,
as well as the orbitofrontal cortex. The topography of FLAIR anomalies
was highly similar in left and right TLE patients, and replicable across
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Fig. 4.8 Relationship between neocortical FLAIR signal intensity and
febrile convulsions.
Map shows FLAIR signal intensity increases in patients with history of febrile convul-
sions relative to those without. Significant clusters, corrected for multiple comparisons
using random field theory at PFWE<0.05 are outlined in black.
thousands of bootstrap simulations, supporting consistency.
Contrary to FLAIR changes, atrophy was primarily observed in frontal
and lateral temporal cortices, as previously shown (Bernhardt et al., 2013a;
McDonald et al., 2008); moreover, group-level FLAIR findings remained
unchanged after correcting for cortical thickness. In agreement with our
observations, previous neuroimaging studies found little to no overlap
in either the mesiotemporal lobe or neocortex (Bernhardt et al., 2016;
Pell et al., 2008), supporting the notion that atrophy and changes in
T2-weighted MRI signal reflect different aspects of TLE pathology. While
cortical thinning may relate to atrophy, possibly secondary to excitotoxic
effects of seizure spread through thalamo-cortical pathways (Bernhardt
et al., 2012), FLAIR hypersignal within the cortical ribbon likely signifies
alterations in laminar architecture and cell composition. Notably, hip-
pocampal intensity covariance networks observed in controls predicted
between-group differences in FLAIR signal, suggesting increased vulnera-
bility of regions with similar intra-cortical tissue composition. In other
words, neocortical regions with intensity characteristics similar to the
hippocampus were also those displaying FLAIR hyperintensities when
comparing TLE patients to healthy controls. These findings, together
with the lack of a link between FLAIR anomalies and hippocampal resting-
state functional connectivity, morphological covariance, as well as geodesic
distance from the hippocampus, further support a shared susceptibility
model based on tissue architecture (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013; Eick-
hoff et al., 2005). Indeed, regions highlighted by FLAIR covariance and
group analyses, referred to as periallocortex, form a transition between
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three-layered allocortical limbic areas (such as the hippocampus) and the
six-layered isocortex (Zilles, 2004). In the healthy human brain, limbic and
paralimbic cortices may appear hypertintense compared to the isocortex
on T2-weighted imaging (Hirai et al., 2000). Notably, in monkeys, some
of these regions display high glial cell density (Collins et al., 2010), which
could contribute to the signal profile. It is thus plausible that differing
laminar architecture, as well as cellular composition, drive both FLAIR
signal covariance and susceptibility to FLAIR-detectable pathology.
As these TLE patients underwent a selective amygdalo-hippocampectomy,
we cannot provide a histopathological verification of our group-level find-
ings. T2-weighted FLAIR signal may be sensitive to several microstruc-
tural tissue properties, including iron (Zhou et al., 2001) and myelin
(Eriksson et al., 2007), as well as glial cell content. While there is limited
evidence for neocortical demyelination (Thom et al., 2000) and decreased
iron content in TLE (Zhang et al., 2014), several correlative studies have
shown a close association between hippocampal T2 hyperintensity and
gliosis (Briellmann et al., 2002; Goubran et al., 2015; Peixoto-Santos
et al., 2016). In light of histopathological evidence for neocortical gliosis
in similar areas (including the frontal pole and orbitofrontal regions)
(Blanc et al., 2011; Margerison and Corsellis, 1966), our findings may
thus be compatible with an extensive gliotic process. Long considered a
bystander of neuronal damage, evidence from animal models and clini-
cal studies suggest a link between astrogliosis, neuronal excitability and
seizure genesis (Devinsky et al., 2013; Vezzani, 2014; Vezzani et al., 2008;
Vezzani and Friedman, 2011; Wetherington et al., 2008), an association
supported by our results showing more marked FLAIR hyperintensity in
patients with a history of febrile convulsions. This is also in line with
recent prospective studies documenting visually appreciable hippocampal
T2 hyperintensity in a proportion of children following febrile seizures
(Lewis et al., 2014). All except one of the patients who developed HS
had one affected hippocampus, i.e. unilateral HS. However, interestingly,
most of the small subgroup who developed epilepsy did not have temporal
lobe epilepsy. Yet, animal models of status epilepticus indicate that
chronic glial cell activation extends beyond the hippocampus into the
entorhinal and fronto-parietal cortices (Ravizza et al., 2008). Importantly,
in pilocarpine-induced status epilepticus, glial alterations (reactive mi-
crogliosis and astroglial death) even preceded neuronal damage (Kang
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et al., 2006).
Future efforts should be aimed at combining novel MRI contrasts
that provide biomarkers of laminar architecture, such as quantitative
susceptibility imaging, with ex vivo MRI and immunohistochemistry to
precisely understand the cellular basis of signal alterations in epilepsy
(Reeves et al., 2015). See supplementary material for a review on the
potential of quantitative MR sequences.
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Chapter 5
Multimodal surface-based
imaging in paediatric temporal
lobe epilepsy
5.1 Introduction
Hippocampal sclerosis (HS) is an uncommon aetiology in paediatric
epilepsy surgery centres accounting for only 6.5% of surgical resections
(Harvey et al., 2008). On histopathology, HS is characterised by cell
loss and gliosis with the hippocampal formation (Blümcke et al., 2013;
Margerison and Corsellis, 1966), yet post-mortem studies indicate neu-
ronal loss and gliosis is also present in a proportion of patients in the
amygdala (Yilmazer-Hanke et al., 2000), entorhinal cortex (Du et al.,
1993), temporal neocortex (Thom, 2009) and extra-temporal neocortex
(Blanc et al., 2011; Margerison and Corsellis, 1966).
Neuroimaging proffers the possibility to map these cytoarchitectural
changes in vivo, whilst necessitating careful consideration of the sensitiv-
ity and specificity of the sequences and features analysed. Within the
hippocampus, volumetric (Bernasconi, 2003; Cendes et al., 1993; Farid
et al., 2012; Skirrow et al., 2015), T2 intensity (Briellmann et al., 2002;
Goubran et al., 2015; Kubota et al., 2015; Peixoto-Santos et al., 2016) ,
FLAIR intensity (Jafari-Khouzani et al., 2010; Woermann et al., 2001)
and advanced shape analyses (Kim et al., 2013) have robustly quantified
the pathological anomalies present in TLE. In fact, correlational studies
indicate the relationship of atrophy of the hippocampus with neuronal
cell loss (Briellmann et al., 2002; Bronen et al., 1991; Goubran et al.,
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2015) and T2 signal intensity with glial cell count (Briellmann et al., 2002;
Goubran et al., 2015; Peixoto-Santos et al., 2016).
Beyond the hippocampus, there is a body of neuroimaging literature
in adults, utilising both volumetric and surface-based methodologies, de-
scribing whole-brain changes in grey matter volume (Keller and Roberts,
2008), cortical thickness (Bernhardt et al., 2010; McDonald et al., 2008;
Mueller et al., 2009) and T2/FLAIR intensity (Pell et al., 2008)(Adler
et al., under review, Chapter 4). However, relative to the large num-
ber of studies mapping whole-brain morphology and the distribution of
T2 hyperintensity in adults with HS, relatively little is known about
extra-hippocampal brain changes in paediatric HS, with one previous
voxel-based study demonstrating reductions in grey matter density in
medial and lateral temporal as well as posterior cingulate neocortices
(Cormack et al., 2005).
In this study, using multimodal imaging to map whole-brain changes
both in the hippocampus and neocortex, we document epilepsy-related
brain pathology in paediatric HS. We then assess the relationship between
these in vivo metrics and clinical factors, such as age of epilepsy onset,
duration of epilepsy and history of febrile convulsions.
5.2 Materials & Methods
5.2.1 Participants
A retrospective cohort of patients with radiologically defined hippocampal
sclerosis who underwent 3D T1-weighted and FLAIR imaging on the 1.5T
MRI scanner at Great Ormond Street Hospital as part of their clinical
workup were studied, following permission by the hospital ethical review
board. Cases were identified by searching the radiology reports between
2008 and 2015 for a radiological diagnosis of hippocampal sclerosis. Ex-
clusion criteria were patients scanned using a different MRI scanner or
protocol. Of the 35 patients identified who met these criteria, 12 further
cases were excluded on the basis of poor MR scan quality. The following
clinical information from the medical notes was gathered for the 23 re-
maining patients included in this study: age at epilepsy onset, duration of
epilepsy, radiological report, current anticonvulsant medications, history
of febrile convulsions and, where applicable, post-surgical histology and
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Engel outcome. 21 out of 23 had seizure semiology characteristic of TLE.
The 2 remaining patients had non-lateralising and unclear seizure semiol-
ogy despite visible mesial temporal lobe sclerosis on MRI. A control group
of 30 term-born children with no history of any neurological diagnosis
were recruited by advertisement.
5.2.2 Neurodevelopment/Cognition
In patients, verbal (VIQ) and performance (PIQ) IQ data from previous
neuropsychological assessments performed at GOSH were collected. In
patients younger than or equal to seven years (n=3), assessments used the
Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI) which has
been validated for ages 2:6 to 7:7 years. Whereas, the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children (WISC), which has been validated for use between ages
6:0 and 16:11, was used in patients over 7 years old (n=15). Cognitive
data was available in 18 out of 23 patients. All control participants were
assessed using the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI)
(n=30).
5.2.3 MR Imaging
All participants were scanned on a 1.5T Avanto MRI scanner (Siemens,
Elangen, Germany). Three-dimensional data sets were acquired using a
T1-weighted 3D-FLASH sequence (TR = 11 ms, TE = 4.94 ms, FOV =
256x256 mm2, flip angle = 15◦, voxel size = 1x1x1 mm3) and T2-weighted
FLAIR sequence (TR = 6000 ms, TE = 353 ms, TI = 2200 ms, FOV =
256x256 mm2, flip angle = 15◦, voxel size = 1x1x1 mm3).
5.2.4 Hippocampal Segmentation
Hippocampal segmentations were created using FSL-FIRST (v.5.0.8; http:
//fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/). In brief, T1-weighted images are initially registered
to a standard template. FSL-FIRST uses a Bayesian probabilistic model
based on the shape and intensity information from a training set of 336 T1-
weighted MRI scans. FSL-FIRST searches through linear combinations
of shape modes of variation, from the training set, to find the most likely
hippocampal shape given the T1 signal intensities from the image to be
segmented (Patenaude et al., 2011). The segmentations were checked in
Freeview and manually corrected in cases of overestimation into areas
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such as the lateral ventricle or underlying parahippocampal white matter
(Figure 5.1 A-D).
Fig. 5.1 Hippocampal atrophy and FLAIR signal intensity
Hippocampal segmentations: coronal section of T1-weighted (A) and FLAIR (B)
images; and axial (C) and sagittal (D) T1-weighted sections. (E) Reduced ipsilateral
but not contralateral hippocampal volume in patients. Increased FLAIR signal of
ipsilateral and contralateral hippocampi in patients.
5.2.5 Cortical Reconstruction
Cortical reconstructions were generated using FreeSurfer software v5.3
(Dale et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale, 2000; Fischl et al., 1999). The data is
normalized for intensity and RF-bias field inhomogeneities are modeled
and removed. The skull and neck are then removed from all of the images
using a skull-stripping algorithm (Ségonne et al., 2004). Subsequently,
images are classified into grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal
fluid. The hemispheres are separated, tessellated and deformed to create
accurate smooth mesh representations of the grey-white matter interface
and pial surface, with approximately 150,000 vertices per hemisphere.
Within-subject registration of FLAIR scans to T1-weighted images was
performed using a boundary-based cost function; the white-matter bound-
ary is mapped to the FLAIR image and the FLAIR intensity is sampled
per-vertex either side of the boundary. The difference in intensity between
each pair of intensities is then used to calculate the cost function. All
of the reconstructions were checked and any inaccuracies were manually
corrected by M.B., a MSc student at the Institute of Neurology who was
trained on FreeSurfer quality control. I then verified the accuracy of all
FreeSurfer reconstructions.
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5.2.6 Neocortical Morphological/Intensity Features
Cortical thickness was defined as the mean minimum distance between
each vertex on the pial and white matter surfaces, generating a millimeter-
scale measure of the thickness of the cortex. Further details of these
methods are available in (Fischl and Dale, 2000). Grey-white matter
intensity contrast was calculated as the ratio of the grey matter signal
intensity to the white matter signal intensity (Salat et al., 2009). The
grey matter signal intensity was sampled at a distance of 30% of the
cortical thickness above the grey-white matter boundary. The white
matter signal intensity was sampled 1mm below the grey-white matter
boundary. As described in Chapter 2, these are FreeSurfer defaults for
calculation of the grey-white contrast. FLAIR signal intensity was
sampled at 50% of the cortical thickness, to minimise partial volume
effects, and normalised by the intensity at the GM/WM boundary. In
each participant, per-vertex, FLAIR intensity normalization followed the
equation:
RI(v) = (I(v)−GMpeak)/(GMpeak −B)
Where RI(v) is the relative FLAIR intensity of a vertex, I(v) is
the FLAIR signal intensity at this vertex, GMpeak is the mode of the
FLAIR intensity histogram at 50% of the cortical thickness, and B is
the mode of the intensity histogram at the grey-white matter boundary.
This normalization procedure is adapted from a voxel-wise method used
in previously studies (Hong et al., 2015, 2014) (Adler et al., under review).
Cortical thickness, grey-white matter intensity contrast and normalized
FLAIR intensity features were smoothed using a 10mm FWHM Gaussian
diffusion kernel. Finally, individual normalized features were registered
to an average space (fsaverage_sym) that has an identical number of
vertices for each hemisphere (Greve et al., 2013).
5.2.7 Statistical Analysis
Analyses were performed using SurfStat (http://www.math.mcgill.ca/
keith/surfstat/; (Worsley et al., 2009)) for Matlab (MATLAB 6.1, The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2000). Features were normalised using
a between-subject z-scoring, where each participants per vertex feature
was normalised by the mean and standard deviation in the population of
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healthy controls. This adjusts for inter-hemispheric differences. Patients
were analysed relative to the epileptogenic hemisphere (i.e. ipsi- and
contra-lesional to the seizure focus).
a) Hippocampal volumetry and FLAIR signal intensity analysis. Linear
models were used to assess between-group differences in hippocampal
volume and FLAIR signal intensity using age and intracranial volume
as covariates of no interest. Within patients, paired t-tests calculated
differences between the affected and unaffected hippocampi. Hippocampal
volume and FLAIR signal asymmetry were calculated as follows:
Asymmetry = (L−R)/(L+R)
where a negative hippocampal volume asymmetry index indicates
volume loss of the left hippocampus, whereas a positive hippocampal
volume asymmetry index is indicative of atrophy of the right hippocam-
pus. In contradistinction, a positive hippocampal FLAIR asymmetry
index indicates FLAIR hyperintensity of the left hippocampus and a
negative asymmetry index indicates FLAIR hyperintensity of the right
hippocampus.
b) Mapping whole-brain morphometric and intensity changes. Vertex-
wise Student’s t-tests were used to compare cortical thickness, grey-white
matter intensity contrast and normalized FLAIR signal intensity between
patients and controls. All analyses were controlled for age. Cohen’s d
effect sizes were calculated in clusters of findings. Surface-based findings
were corrected using random field theory for non-isotropic images (Wors-
ley et al., 1999), controlling the family-wise error (FWE) to be below
PFWE<0.05. This is necessary as when surface-based data is projected
onto a cortical surface, the different amounts of stretching of the surface
alter the original constant FWHM used in the smoothing, making it
non-isotropic.
c) Relation to clinical variables. Correlation analyses and t-tests
were used to assess the effects of age of epilepsy onset, history of febrile
convulsions and duration of epilepsy on MRI morphological and intensity
features within the ipsi-lesional hippocampus as well as within clusters of
findings established from analysis b.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Demographics
A total of 23 patients with a radiological diagnosis of HS (14 LTLE,
mean±SD age = 10.19±3.45, range = 4.71 - 15.09 years, 7 females;
9 RTLE, mean±SD age = 11.49±3.18, range = 4.55 - 15.08 years, 6
females) and 30 healthy controls (mean age = 14.33±3.01, range = 10.08
- 19.75 years, 13 females) were included. Demographic information for the
patients is available in Table 5.1, and for the controls in Table 5.2. The
sex of the control group was not significantly different to the TLE group
(X2 = 1.43, p = 0.23). However, the median age of the control group did
differ significantly from the TLE group (t = 4.15, p = 0.001). In terms
of cognition, both verbal (mean±SD 89.28±17.35 patients; 113.13±14.61
controls; t = 5.1, p < 0.001) and performance (mean±SD 91.89±19.09
patients; 115.73±13.65 controls; t = 5.04, p < 0.001) were significantly
lower in HS patients than controls. Within the patient cohort, mean
duration of epilepsy was 7.29±3.77 years and mean age of epilepsy onset
was 3.41±3.64 years. At the time of study, 7 out of 23 patients had
undergone an anterior temporal lobectomy.
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Table 5.2 Paediatric control demographics
AGE SEX VIQ PIQ
1 14.54 M 129 123
2 10.14 M 123 129
3 17.49 M 116 108
4 16.93 M 116 123
5 18.18 F 119 118
6 18.93 F 68 102
7 12.92 M 129 129
8 11.47 F 116 128
9 16.56 M 114 135
10 13.52 F 87 127
11 11.6 M 137 125
12 11.05 F 105 120
13 12.81 M 114 102
14 18.48 M 117 126
15 12.81 F 119 121
16 13.23 M 125 131
17 10.75 F 116 101
18 10.08 F 106 98
19 13.83 M 109 135
20 17.08 F 104 98
21 11.25 M 129 113
22 11.75 M 117 129
23 12.32 M 121 105
24 10.1 M 110 102
25 14.3 M 99 103
26 17.34 F 109 116
27 17.15 F 129 122
28 17.32 M 119 123
29 16.14 F 82 83
30 19.75 M 110 97
VIQ = verbal IQ; PIQ = performance IQ
5.3.2 Hippocampal Changes
Between-group quantitative analysis of hippocampal volume and nor-
malised FLAIR intensity, with intracranial volume and age as covariates
of no interest, revealed atrophy of the ipsi-lesional (t = 3.41, p < 0.001;
Fig. 5.1 E) but not contra-lesional (t = -0.45, p = 0.67; Fig. 5.1 E)
hippocampus and bilateral FLAIR hyperintensities (ipsi-lesional: t =
7.12, p < 0.001; Fig. 5.1 E; contra-lesional: t = 6.59, p < 0.001; Fig. 5.1
E) in HS patients. Within patients, paired t-tests indicated significantly
more ipsi- compared to contra-lesional hippocampal atrophy (t = 6.55, p
< 0.001) and FLAIR hyperintensity (t = 3.42, p = 0.002). Hippocampal
volume asymmetry indices (Fig. 5.2 A ) are able to accurately lateralise
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20 out of 23 (87%) patients. Whereas, hippocampal FLAIR signal asym-
metry (Fig. 5.2 B) indices are only able to correctly lateralise 17 out of
23 (79%) patients. All patients can be lateralised using either FLAIR
or hippocampal volume asymmetries, with 14 out of 23 (61%) patients
having both hippocampal volume and FLAIR signal asymmetries that
are concordant with the side of the seizure focus. This indicates that the
radiological diagnosis of HS bears a close association with quantitative
measures of changes on the structural MRI scan.
Fig. 5.2 Hippocampal Asymmetries
Hippocampal volume asymmetry (left) and FLAIR asymmetry (right) indices. L =
LTLE cases; R = RTLE cases. A negative hippocampal volume asymmetry index
indicates volume loss of the left hippocampus, whereas a positive hippocampal volume
asymmetry index is indicative of atrophy of the right hippocampus. In contradistinction,
a positive hippocampal FLAIR asymmetry index indicates FLAIR hyperintensity of
the left hippocampus and a negative asymmetry index indicates FLAIR hyperintensity
of the right hippocampus.
5.3.3 Topography of Neocortical Changes
Compared to controls, patients showed FLAIR signal hyperintensities
(Fig. 5.3 A), cortical atrophy (Fig. 5.3 B) and blurring of the grey-white
matter boundary (Fig. 5.3 C) in the ipsi-lesional temporal pole. FLAIR
signal hyperintensities and blurring of the grey-white matter boundary
were more extensive than cortical thinning. Cohen’s d effect sizes within
clusters of findings were large (Cohen’s d = 1.49 FLAIR; d = 1.09 cortical
atrophy; d = 2.06 grey-white matter blurring cluster). Visualisation of
the t-statistic of group differences in FLAIR signal intensity (Fig 5.4)
demonstrated a topographic distribution of FLAIR changes involving
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bilateral temporal and cingulate neocortices as well as the insula.
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Fig. 5.4 FLAIR hyperintensity in paediatric HS
T-statistic of group differences in FLAIR signal intensity
5.3.4 Relation to Clinical Variables
In patients, MRI morphological and intensity features within the ipsi-
lesional hippocampus or within clusters of neocortical findings were not
related to duration of epilepsy or age of epilepsy onset (p > 0.05). Al-
though, ipsi-lesional FLAIR signal intensity in the hippocampus was not
more pronounced in patients with a history of febrile convulsions; there
was increased FLAIR signal intensity in the cluster of neocortical FLAIR
signal hyperintensity in the ipsi-lesional temporal lobe (t =2.32 , p =
0.03; Fig. 5.3 D).
5.4 Discussion
Our quantitative, multimodal framework reveals unilateral hippocampal
atrophy and bilateral hippocampal FLAIR hyperintensity in paediatric
patients with HS. Hippocampal changes are lateralizing, with more pro-
nounced atrophy and FLAIR signal intensity ipsi- vs- contra-lesional. The
surface-based approach, to calculate per-vertex cortical thickness, nor-
malised FLAIR signal intensity and grey-white matter intensity contrast,
demonstrates that while paediatric TLE patients did not demonstrate
the widespread cortical thinning present in adult cohorts (Bernhardt
et al., 2010; Keller and Roberts, 2008; McDonald et al., 2008; Mueller
et al., 2009), they nevertheless had morphological and intensity changes in
ipsi-lesional temporopolar neocortex. Furthermore, temporopolar FLAIR
hyperintensities were more marked in patients with a history of febrile
convulsions.
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To the best of my knowledge, this is the first study to quantify tem-
poropolar abnormalities in children with HS. The extensive temporopolar
FLAIR changes and blurring of the grey-white matter boundary quan-
tified may be revealing subtle ipsi-lesional changes. In adults, HS and
temporopolar alterations are well known. A recent study in adults using
quantitative FLAIR signal analysis also found temporopolar FLAIR hy-
perintensity in their series of 5 TLE patients with histologically proven
HS (Cardinale et al., 2017). As FLAIR signal intensity in TLE has been
correlated with glial cell count (Briellmann et al., 2002; Goubran et al.,
2015; Peixoto-Santos et al., 2016) and gliosis has been documented in
post-mortem studies (Blanc et al., 2011; Margerison and Corsellis, 1966),
FLAIR changes in the temporal neocortex may reflect gliotic changes.
However, FLAIR signal is also sensitive to myelin and could reflect alter-
ations in intra-cortical myelin content.
Blurring of the grey-white matter boundary can be seen on visual
inspection of T1w MRI scans in 32-66% of adults with TLE and HS
(Garbelli et al., 2012) and in 57% of children (Mitchell et al., 2003). It
has been postulated to be caused by vasculometabolic changes (Ryvlin
et al., 1998), cortical dysplasia (Thom et al., 2001), inflammatory changes
(Meiners et al., 1999), increased perivascular spaces (Meiners et al., 1999),
abnormal water content (Concha et al., 2009), widespread gliosis (Meiners
et al., 1999) as well as myelin loss (Meiners et al., 1999). A seminal work
by Garbelli and colleagues relating histopathology to high-field imaging
carefully attempted to disentangle these factors and found that blurring
was associated with axonal degeneration and reduced axonal numbers
in the white matter (Garbelli et al., 2012). Interestingly, they found no
difference in blurring between patients with or without subtle cortical
dysplasias in the temporal pole. Furthermore, compared to controls,
their temporal neocortical specimens did have widespread gliosis. Thus,
blurring of the grey-white matter boundary in children with a radiological
diagnosis of HS may likely be driven by axonal changes in the underlying
subcortical white matter. However, it is also known that dual pathol-
ogy is exceptionally common in children with HS, with a report of mild
to moderate dysplasia being found in 79% of children and adolescents
(Mohamed et al., 2001). Of note, 50% of Mohamed et al.,’s cohort had
febrile convulsions raising an interesting question as to whether having
a malformation of cortical development predisposes to both febrile con-
vulsions and the later development of HS. Thus, the FLAIR changes and
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blurring of the grey-white matter boundary found in our cohort of children
with HS could be indicative of dual pathology, axonal damage and/or
gliotic changes. However, in this study of children with HS from Great
Ormond Street Hospital, when analyses were repeated after removing
any patients with histologically proven dual pathology or HS secondary
to another epilepsy syndrome, the results remained the same. Future
work correlating computational anatomy on MRI with histopathology
will be required to fully elucidate the underlying aetiology of these findings.
Previous studies in adults have documented widespread neocortical
atrophy in patients with TLE (Bernhardt et al., 2010; Keller and Roberts,
2008; McDonald et al., 2008; Mueller et al., 2009). Although, paediatric
HS patients do have a cluster of neocortical atrophy in the ipsi-lesional
temporal pole, it is much less extensive than the grey-white matter bound-
ary blurring or FLAIR hyperintensities. This dichotomy between adult
and paediatric findings may reflect the fact that paediatric HS patients
have shorter durations of epilepsy than adult cohorts. Cortical thinning
has previously been associated with duration of epilepsy (Bernhardt et al.,
2010) and may be related to generalized, seizure-related factors and reflect
consequences of the overall disease process. The adult TLE cohort studied
in Chapter 4 had a mean duration of epilepsy of 18 years. In contradis-
tinction, this paediatric cohort only has a mean duration of epilepsy of
7 years, and thus the effects of seizure-related excitotoxicity may not be
fully established. However, in this paediatric TLE cohort, there is no
correlation with duration of epilepsy. Alternatively it is possible that
cortical thinning is a relatively subtle change and requires more statistical
power to detect. The paediatric cohort was only around 1/3 of the adult
TLE sample size. Moreover, during development including adolescence
there are widespread changes in cortical composition and connectivity
(Whitaker et al., 2016) including in limbic networks (Seidlitz et al., 2017;
Vasa et al., 2017). As such, the distributed network of changes seen in
adults but not in children might depend on these late-emerging structural
connections.
My previous work in adult TLE (Chapter 4) showed a paralimbic
distribution of FLAIR hyperintensities and indicated a vulnerability of
cortex with similar intracortical tissue composition to FLAIR signal hyper-
intensities. Although, this paralimbic pattern does not survive correction
for multiple comparisons in the paediatric cohort; this bilateral paralim-
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bic topographic distribution involving parahippocampal and cingulate
cortices as well as the insula is evident (Fig 5.4) supporting the idea that
these neocortical areas have a shared vulnerability to pathological changes.
Patients with a history of febrile convulsions have more pronounced
FLAIR hyperintensity in the ipsi-lesional temporal pole. This is in line
with the results from a prospective imaging study in children that has
shown visible T2 hyperintensity in the adjacent ipsi-lesional temporal
neocortex following febrile status epilepticus (Shinnar et al., 2012) and
suggests a particular vulnerability of the ipsilateral temporal pole to
early insults. However, the relationship between febrile seizures and the
subsequent development of mesial temporal lobe epilepsy is still unclear
(Scott, 2014).
There are several limitations in this study. First, HS is an uncommon
aetiology in paediatric epilepsy and as such this study has a modest sam-
ple size. This may explain why after correction for multiple comparisons,
the paralimbic topography of FLAIR changes found in the adult study
(Fig A.1) is not present in the paediatric sample. Collaborations with
other paediatric epilepsy centres, so that patients across epilepsy centres
can be combined into large well-powered studies would improve this and
allow more subtle abnormalities to be captured. Second, as mentioned
earlier, it is not possible to disentangle which cytoarchitectural changes
(focal cortical dysplasia, gliotic changes, neuronal damage and/or axonal
damage) are driving the neuroimaging findings reported in this study.
Future work combining multimodal neuroimaging with histopathological
verification would be necessary to disentangle which cytoarchitectural
changes are driving the neuroimaging findings. Incorporating quantitative
MR measures such as T1 mapping, which is sensitive to myelin, iron,
calcium and free water, and T2 mapping, sensitive to myelin, iron and
gliosis, will also assist in this endeavour (see Supplementary Material 2).
Multimodal structural imaging provides a powerful tool to quantify
hippocampal and cortical anomalies in paediatric HS patients. Reduced
volume and FLAIR hyperintensity of the affected hippocampus demon-
strate the lateralizing capacity of quantitative measurements. However,
abnormalities are not limited to mesial temporal structures and extend
into the ipsi-lesional temporal pole. This cortex may be particularly
vulnerable to early insults such as febrile convulsions.
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Chapter 6
Overall Discussion
6.1 Introduction
Epilepsy affects 1% of the paediatric population (Russ et al., 2012) making
it one of the most common neurological diseases. For patients with focal
epilepsies (such as FCD and TLE), epilepsy surgery, involving the removal
of the epileptogenic tissue and disruption of the epileptogenic network,
provides a safe treatment. Seizure freedom rates are highly dependent
on accurate localisation of brain areas generating the seizures, with one
meta-analysis finding seizure freedom rates of 70% when lesions were
identified pre-surgically on MRI compared to 46% in MRI negative cases
(Téllez-Zenteno et al., 2010). Developing tools to improve the detection
of lesions on MRI and implementing these tools into the pre-surgical
evaluation of patients is therefore integral to improving seizure freedom
rates post-operatively.
In focal epilepsies, as well as structural abnormalities associated with
the seizure focus there are extra-lesional abnormalities both in adjacent
and in more distant neocortex. The most documented extra-lesional
pathology is the medial and lateral multi-lobar cortical thinning that
is characteristic of adult cohorts with TLE (Bonilha and Keller, 2015).
Understanding the topographies of extra-lesional pathology, their biolog-
ical underpinnings, how they relate to clinical factors, such as seizure
semiology, age of epilepsy onset, duration of epilepsy and history of febrile
convulsions, as well as whether this extra-lesional pathology affects post-
surgical freedom is critical to a more comprehensive understanding of
focal epilepsies. It marks a move away from simply considering the focal
lesion to an appreciation of the epileptogenic networks and the interplay
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between the focal lesion and the rest of the brain.
The body of work presented in this thesis attempts to progress un-
derstanding of both lesional and extra-lesional pathology in two forms
of focal epilepsy (FCD and TLE). This involved the application of vol-
umetric and surface-based structural MRI analyses as well as advanced
machine learning algorithms to clinically acquired data. The focus of the
work is on paediatric epilepsy. However, the work included in chapter 4
and supplementary material B is based on adult data from the Montreal
Neurological Institute and was completed whilst on a fellowship at the
NeuroImaging of Epilepsy Laboratory under the supervision of Professor
Andrea Bernasconi, Professor Neda Bernasconi and Professor Boris Bern-
hardt. Many of the techniques and analyses used in this adult epilepsy
work are then applied to paediatric TLE data in chapter 5.
6.2 Lesional pathology
6.2.1 Main Findings
1. The Doughnut Method was developed in this thesis as a surface-
based post-processing tool to identify local changes in cortical mor-
phology or signal intensity. When applied to paediatric FCD data
it was helpful in identifying areas of high variability in cortical
thickness, grey-white matter intensity contrast or FLAIR signal.
Although sensitive to small FCDs and the boundaries of larger
FCDs, many other areas of healthy cortex will also be identified
and thus feature maps derived from the Doughnut method must be
used in conjunction with other features for lesion identification.
2. Local Cortical Deformation is a new measure of cortical folding
based on intrinsic curvature that was specifically designed to help
identify the subtle focal folding abnormalities associates with FCD
lesions. Application of this method to the paediatric FCD data
identified folding abnormalities in 41% of this cohort.
3. Two-stage normalisation of cortical morphological data can
help account for developmental trajectories. Intra-subject z-
scoring can account for differences in age between participants.
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Subsequent per-vertex z-scoring by the population of matched con-
trol subjects can account for regional differences in a feature across
the cortical surface.
4. Automated quantification of lesion characteristics of paedi-
atric FCDs using surface-based morphometric and intensity analysis
revealed that all lesions could be differentiated from healthy cortex
(i.e. z score >±1.5) by at least one surface-based feature and many
by multiple features. These features included cortical thickness,
grey-white matter intensity contrast, sulcal depth, local cortical
deformation, Doughnut thickness and Doughnut FLAIR intensity.
5. Heterogeneity of paediatric FCDs. Kernel density plots of
individual FCDs as well as across the entire group demonstrated how
variable paediatric FCDs are. They can have low cortical thickness
or high values of cortical thickness. They can be hypointense or
hyperintense on FLAIR scans. They can be small and at the bottom
of sulci or larger and distributed across gyri and sulci. Even within
the same histopathological subtype (e.g. FCD Type IIB), some
lesions are characterised by abnormally thin cortex and others by
abnormally thick cortex.
6. Discriminatory value of individual surface-based features.
AUC analysis of neural networks trained using only one feature
indicated that all surface-based features except curvature have some
discriminatory power. This included novel features developed as part
of my PhD specifically to characterise radiological characteristics of
FCDs as well as established surface-based features that have been
used in previous adult FCD studies. The feature with the most
discriminatory power was per-vertex interhemispheric FLAIR signal
asymmetry.
7. Automated lesion classification using a neural network was
feasible in a cohort of paediatric FCD patients. 73% of
lesions were detected as the top cluster of the neural network output.
8. Paediatric TLE patients have unilateral hippocampal atro-
phy. Volumetric analysis of automated hippocampal segmentations
indicated that the hippocampal atrophy seen on conventional visual
analysis of MRI scans can be objectively quantified.
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9. Bilateral hippocampal FLAIR signal intensity was found in
paediatric HS compared to controls. However, signal intensity
was more elevated in the ipsi- than contra-lesional hippocampus.
10. Hippocampal volume asymmetry can accurately lateralise
87% of our cohort of paediatric HS patients. Hippocampal
FLAIR signal asymmetry can accurately lateralise 79% of
paediatric HS patients.
6.3 Extra-lesional pathology
6.3.1 Main Findings
1. FLAIR hyperintensity in adults with TLE extends beyond
the hippocampus. The topography of neocortical FLAIR hy-
perintensity in adults with TLE is bilateral and symmetrical. It
involves mainly paralimbic regions such as the parahippocampus,
insula and cingulate neocortices. This paralimbic pattern of FLAIR
hyperintensity is highly reproducible, as indicated by bootstrap
reproducibility analyses.
2. Cortical thinning in adults with TLE has a different to-
pographical distribution to FLAIR signal hyperintensity.
The topography of neocortical thinning involves medial and lateral
frontal and lateral temporal neocortices.
3. FLAIR signal covariance in healthy controls may provide
networks of similar intracortical tissue composition. Using
a hippocampal seed, FLAIR signal covariance analysis reveals a
network of paralimbic regions, such as the parahippocampus, insula
and cingulate neocortices. These are regions of transitional cor-
tex. As, FLAIR signal is sensitive to a number of microstructural
tissue properties including myelin (Eriksson et al., 2007), gliosis
(Briellmann et al., 2002), and iron (Zhou et al., 2001), FLAIR signal
intensity covariance from the hippocampus may be delineating a
network of regions with similar intracortical tissue composition to
the hippocampus. This covariance is likely driven by a combination
of histological factors that affect FLAIR signal intensity rather than
by one factor.
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4. Shared susceptibility model in TLE. As per-vertex FLAIR sig-
nal hyperintensity in patients with TLE significantly correlates with
per-vertex FLAIR signal covariance to the hippocampus in healthy
controls, areas with similar intracortical tissue composition to the
hippocampus are the regions that have FLAIR signal pathology
in TLE. This may indicate a shared susceptibility to TLE pathol-
ogy of regions with similar intra-cortical tissue composition to the
hippocampus.
5. Adult TLE patients with a history of febrile convulsions
have increased FLAIR signal hyperintensity in the ipsi-
lesional parahippocampus. The ipsi-lesional parahippocampus
and other transitional cortical regions may be particularly vulnerable
to early insults such as febrile convulsions.
6. Surgical outcome is not affected by this extra-lesional pathol-
ogy. Neocortical atrophy and FLAIR signal hyperintensity in TLE
is not associated with surgical outcome, i.e. the extent of extra-
hippocampal abnormalities does not affect chances of seizure free-
dom after selective amygdalahippocampectomy.
7. Paediatric HS patients have FLAIR hyperintensities in the
ipsi-lesional temporal pole.
8. Cortical thinning in paediatric HS patients is limited to a
small area in the ipsi-lesional temporal pole.
9. There is blurring of the grey-white matter boundary in
the ipsi-lesional temporal pole in paediatric HS patients.
10. Paediatric HS patients with a history of febrile convulsions
have more pronounced FLAIR changes in the ipsi-lesional
temporal neocortex.
6.4 Neurobiological and Clinical Implications
6.4.1 Paediatric FCD
The studies presented in chapters 2 and 3 aimed to address the following
questions:
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1. Can characteristics of paediatric FCDs be quantified using surface-
based structural MRI analysis?
2. Is machine learning capable of automated detection of FCDs in
paediatric epilepsy?
This work demonstrates that surface-based analysis of multi-modal MRI
can effectively quantify radiological features of paediatric FCDs. Through
the development of novel post-processing methods the sensitivity to
characterise and delineate malformations of cortical development can be
augmented. Multi-modal MRI and the use of a variety of different features
capturing different aspects of cortical morphology and MR signal intensity
is crucial given the considerable heterogeneity between individual lesions.
This heterogeneity is even present within the same histopathological FCD
subtype. Moreover, the work presented in this thesis highlights the ability
of machine-learning algorithms to find complex patterns in multivariate
data, with a trained artificial neural network able to accurately detect
73% of paediatric FCDs as the first cluster and an additional lesion was
detected when the top 5 clusters were analysed.
This work supports the incorporation of automated structural MRI-
based techniques into the pre-surgical evaluation of children with drug-
resistant focal epilepsy. The crucial question is how to translate these
findings into a clinical tool that can be used prospectively in the pre-
surgical evaluation of children with epilepsy at Great Ormond Street
Hospital and in other epilepsy centres.
6.4.2 TLE in adults
The work presented in chapter 4 aimed to address the following questions:
1. Do T2-weighted signal abnormalities extend beyond the hippocam-
pus in adult epilepsy patients with TLE?
2. Is the topography of neocortical pathology related to hippocampal
networks?
3. Do any clinical factors influence the extent of neocortical pathology?
This work shows a temporo-limbic topography of FLAIR changes in
adults with TLE. The neocortical areas affected are those connected to
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the hippocampus in healthy networks of hippocampal FLAIR intensity co-
variance. As FLAIR signal is sensitive to intra-cortical tissue composition,
this indicates a susceptibility of neocortex with similar intra-cortical tissue
composition to the hippocampus to FLAIR signal abnormalities. Further-
more, the finding that FLAIR hyperintensities in these temporo-limbic
neocortices are more pronounced in patients with a history of febrile
convulsions implies a particular susceptibility of these neocortices to early
insults. These findings led to the proposal of the shared susceptibility
model in TLE, where areas with similar intra-cortical tissue composition
to the hippocampus have a shared vulnerability to pathology. Given that
post-mortem histopathological studies have found evidence of grey-matter
gliosis in similar neocortical regions to those I report (Blanc et al., 2011;
Margerison and Corsellis, 1966) and that FLAIR signal is sensitive to
gliosis (Briellmann et al., 2002), it is likely that the increased FLAIR
signal intensity found in temporo-limbic regions is caused by an extensive
gliotic process. Furthermore, although FLAIR signal is also sensitive to
iron and myelin, there is limited evidence for neocortical demyelination
(Thom et al., 2000) and decreased iron content (Zhang et al., 2014) in
TLE.
6.4.3 Paediatric TLE
The paediatric TLE work aimed to address the following questions:
1. Can quantitative analysis of hippocampal volume and FLAIR in-
tensity lateralise paediatric HS patients?
2. Do morphological or MR signal intensity changes extend beyond
the hippocampus?
3. Is there a relationship between any clinical factors and neocortical
pathology?
This work demonstrates that quantitative analysis of hippocampal
volume and FLAIR signal intensity analysis can help lateralise paedi-
atric HS patients. Furthermore, cortical morphological, FLAIR signal
intensity and blurring of the grey-white matter boundary are present in
the ipsi-lesional temporal lobe. This may stem from dual pathology (i.e.
subtle malformations of cortical development in the ipsi-lesional temporal
pole) or be due to gliotic or myelin alterations. Further work correlating
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temporal neocortical imaging with histopathological findings after tem-
poral resections will be required to disentangle these factors. Moreover,
surgical outcome data after paediatric temporal lobe resections is required
to determine whether the extent of T2 / FLAIR abnormalities is related
to seizure outcome. However, this work putatively lends support for the
anterior temporal lobectomy surgical approach rather than a selective
amygdalahippocampectomy given the extensive ipsi-lesional temporal
neocortical abnormalities.
6.5 Limitations
6.5.1 Clinically acquired paediatric data
All paediatric scans were acquired for clinical purposes. Although this has
advantages in terms of the fact that any post-processing tools and analysis
can easily be applied in a clinical setting, it also has limitations. Motion
artefacts were prevalent in the data and patients had to be excluded if
their scans were too affected by head motion to analyse. Furthermore, in
order to have relatively homogeneous groups of patients, I had strict inclu-
sion criteria, e.g. patients with a radiological diagnosis of FCD with 3D
1.5T T1 and FLAIR preoperative MRI scans obtained on the same clinical
scanner. This resulted in relatively small sample sizes (22 patients in the
paediatric FCD cohort and 23 patients in the paediatric TLE cohort).
Therefore, findings will need to be validated in large cohorts of patients.
To assist in this endeavour all code for the published paediatric FCD
study is freely available at https://github.com/sophieadler/FCDdetection.
6.5.2 Histopathology
To train a supervised classifier one must first correctly define whether
vertices are lesional or not. Establishing the ground-truth upon which this
is defined is difficult in the context of FCD. In this thesis, all aetiological
diagnoses were based on radiological and clinical findings rather than
histopathological diagnoses. However, histopathological verification was
available in 50% of paediatric FCD patients. Future efforts should focus
on validation of the classifier in histopathologically confirmed cohorts
and classifier output should be correlated with Engel outcomes. This will
help establish the accuracy of the classifier and the relationship between
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classifier defined "lesion" and post-surgical seizure freedom rates, which
is integral prior to translating the classifier into clinical practice.
6.5.3 Technical limitations
Another limitation that must be acknowledged is hardware imperfections
and biases that increase variance in the intensities of weighted magnetic
resonance images. This introduces a lot of non-biological variance. Fur-
thermore, the T1w and FLAIR MR data analysed in this thesis do not
provide quantitative maps, they are measured in arbitrary units, which
are not comparable across individuals and scanners. As such, the work
presented in this thesis is therefore an example of computational anatomy,
the automated extraction of morphological features and statistical anal-
ysis of grey and white matter maps from MRI images. Normalisation,
via intra- and inter-subject z-score transformations, has been utilised in
efforts to make the data more comparable across individuals/ However,
quantitative MRI, which provides an estimate of the parameters governing
the conventional image intensity (Weiskopf et al., 2015), is now available
in a clinical setting due to advances in image acquisition.
6.5.4 Accounting for cortical morphometry
When defining cortical thickness it is important to account for curvature
given that gyri are thinner than sulci (Wagstyl et al., 2016) and laminar
architecture is also affected. For example, layer IV is deeper in sulci that
in gyri (Wagstyl et al., under review). To attempt to account for these
morphological confounds, in chapter 2, cortical thickness values in lesion
were compared to the homotopic region, which should have a similar
folding pattern. In chapter 3, mean curvature was included as a feature
in the multivariate framework, in order to differentiate gyral and sulcal
vertices. However, efforts should be made to account for curvature in
future studies in TLE.
6.6 Future perspectives
In conclusion, I have shown that surface-based structural analysis of
multi-modal MRI is a powerful technique to study lesional and extra-
lesional pathology in drug-resistant epilepsy. It can be used to further
neurobiological understanding of the underlying aetiologies and develop
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clinical tools to assist in the pre-surgical evaluation of patients.
6.6.1 FCD
One of the aims of future work in the context of malformations of cortical
development is the replication of the automated FCD detection work
in an independent cohort of patients. Creating freely available, well-
documented open-access tools is critical to this. To date, a number of
large epilepsy centres worldwide have downloaded our freely available
code and are running replication studies on their FCD data. I am in a
collaboration with the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio who have run our code on
over 60 MRI scans with histopathologically confirmed FCD type IIA and
IIB. These include adult and paediatric patients scanned on 3 different
scanners in different countries. They are reporting the FCD method I
developed to be sensitive to around 80% of lesions. Furthermore, Great
Ormond Street Hospital obtained a new 3T MRI scanner during my PhD.
Currently around 30 pre-surgical patients with suspected FCDs have
been scanned. Future work will involve replication using the 3T data.
The development of a clinically useful classifier with high sensitivity and
specificity and the ability to generalise over different scanners, different
ages, and different FCD subtypes is likely to benefit from multi-centre
collaborations pooling MRI scans and sharing ideas and techniques. This
will allow machine learning algorithms to be trained and tested on many
more subjects improving both the accuracy and generalisability of the
classifier.
Another avenue of future work in terms of improving automated detec-
tion of FCDs is the continued development of surface-based features and
classifiers. The surface-based framework presented in this thesis could
easily incorporate features from new quantitative MR maps and data
from ultra high-field MRI. Standard structural MRI data, such as T1w
and T2w, are able to delineate the brain anatomy but are not specific to
tissue property variations. A change in image intensity can be caused by a
range of underlying neurobiological processes. Quantitative MRI (qMRI)
parameters are specific to tissue structure and biophysical properties at
the micrometre scale. These parameters are neuroimaging biomarkers
for myelin, water and iron content (Bilgic et al., 2012; Deoni et al., 2015;
Schweser et al., 2011), and provide the MRI "fingerprints" (Ma et al.,
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2013) of brain tissue microstructure (Weiskopf et al., 2013). By linking
brain tissue property changes with image intensity, qMRI may assist
understanding of the neurobiological mechanisms underlying a change
in morphometry. Future work using qMRI in the context of paediatric
epilepsy may assist in both the automated detection of subtle malforma-
tions of cortical development as well as for improved understanding of
the neurobiological underpinnings of paediatric epilepsies.
In terms of lesion detection, diffusion tensor imaging shows decreased
subcortical fiber connectivity in and around the region affected by FCD
(Lee et al., 2004) and reduced intra-cellular volume fraction (ICVF) in the
lesion area (Winston et al., 2014). These findings are in agreement with
altered diffusion measures performed on histology samples (Vargova et al.,
2011). FA and MD are altered in the subcortical white matter subjacent
to the FCD as well as beyond the MR-visible abnormality (Widjaja et al.,
2009). However, alterations in FA and MD distant from the FCD have
also been reported (de la Roque et al., 2005; Eriksson et al., 2001) and
thus the general consensus is these features are not specific enough for
lesion classification. However, they may still be useful in the context of
a multivariate framework. ROI studies have estimated the correlation
between histology measures and MRI parameters (Reeves et al., 2015).
MT, T1, T2 and T2* values are correlated with myelin alteration in the
lesion/perilesional areas. FCD type IIA shows decreased T2 and T2* val-
ues with respect to the mean values for normal cortex (Reeves et al., 2015).
Cumulatively these studies indicate that qMRI maps are sensitive to
histological characteristics of FCDs and provide support for the idea that
intra-cortical and subcortical sampling of these maps be useful additional
features to include in the multi-modal surface-based classifier.
It is also important to acknowledge the impact that ultra-high field
(UHF) strength data may have in the characterization of MRI negative
patients. A preliminary study of 7T MR imaging in 21 MRI-negative
patients with focal epilepsy, found structural lesions in 29% of patients
(De Ciantis et al., 2016). However, there are many technical challenges in
acquiring UHF data in a clinical setting, such as signal drop-out. This has
implications in terms of applying surface-based post-processing pipelines
as the surface reconstructions will be affected by the signal drop-out. One
possible solution will be to create the surface reconstructions based on 3T
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T1 data and to then co-register UHF data to these surface reconstructions.
This may allow delineation and characterization of epileptogenic lesions
at a higher spatial resolution.
The ultimate aim is to provide a clinical tool to assist radiologists
in the pre-surgical planning of patients with drug-resistant epilepsy due
to FCD. However, this surface-based machine learning framework could
be applied to other problems both in epilepsy (e.g. the detection of
polymicrogyria (PMG) or in vivo histopathological subtyping of FCDs
(Adler et al., 2017)) or in other neurological disorders (e.g. the detection
of grey matter lesions in multiple sclerosis).
6.6.2 TLE
This thesis finds extra-hippocampal FLAIR hyperintensities in both pae-
diatric and adult patients with hippocampal sclerosis. In paediatric HS,
correlational studies between FLAIR or T2-weighted signal and quantified
histopathological characteristics from the neocortical temporal pole in
paediatric HS patients following an anterior temporolobectomy would
help disentangle the cytoarchitectural basis of temporal pole pathology.
It would also be interesting to determine whether there is a relationship
between the extent of T2 changes pre-operatively, the proportion of these
abnormalities resected and post-operative seizure freedom. Relating T2
changes to surgical outcome is not restricted to TLE, and could also be
used to investigate peri-lesional changes in FCD, DNETs and other focal
epilepsies.
To understand the histological basis of the paralimbic FLAIR findings
in adults, it would be interesting to conduct a study on post-mortem
TLE brains linking MRI with histopathology. This would be able to
confirm whether gliosis underpins the FLAIR hyperintensities found. It
would also help clarify whether T2 / FLAIR intensity is a biomarker
of extra-hippocampal network involvement. The use of quantitative T2
maps would benefit these future studies as T2 mapping has been shown to
significantly outperform FLAIR in differentiating sclerotic from healthy
hippocampi (Rodionov et al., 2015). Furthermore, histological analysis on
resected brain regions has shown that multiple linear regression models
using T1 and T2 mapping can accurately predict neuronal loss in hip-
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pocampal subfields (Goubran et al., 2015).
Lastly, it would be interesting to understand the impact of extra-
lesional pathology on cognition. This would require studies linking specific
cognitive functions, such as language, memory and executive function,
with structural MR features. This may help improve understanding of
the histopathological basis of subtle cognitive deficits.
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Supplementary Material A
Towards In Vivo Focal Cortical
Dysplasia Phenotyping Using
Quantitative MRI
A.1 Abstract
Focal cortical dysplasias (FCDs)1 are a range of malformations of cortical
development each with specific histopathological features. Conventional
radiological assessment of standard structural MRI is useful for the locali-
sation of lesions but is unable to accurately predict the histopathological
features. Quantitative MRI offers the possibility to probe tissue bio-
physical properties in vivo and may bridge the gap between radiological
assessment and ex-vivo histology. This review will cover histological,
genetic and radiological features of FCD following the ILAE classification
and will explain how quantitative voxel- and surface-based techniques
can characterise these features. We will provide an overview of the quan-
titative MRI measures available, their link with biophysical properties
and finally the potential application of quantitative MRI to the problem
of FCD subtyping. Future research linking quantitative MRI to FCD
histological properties should improve clinical protocols, allow better
characterisation of lesions in vivo and tailored surgical planning to the
individual.
1published in Adler, Lorio et al., (2017) NeuroImage: Clinical
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Introduction
Cortical dysplasias are malformations of brain development that are
highly epileptogenic. They are a common cause of drug-resistant focal
epilepsy in adults and the most common cause in children, the underlying
aetiology in 42% of paediatric epilepsy surgery cases (Harvey et al., 2008).
Resective surgery is the most effective treatment to eliminate seizures in
drug-resistant focal epilepsy population (Fauser et al., 2004), provided
there is a well-characterised epileptic focus.
Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) encompasses a broad spectrum of
histopathological and genetic abnormalities. There have been a number
of different classification systems but in 2011 the International League
Against Epilepsy (ILAE) developed a three-tiered classification system.
According to the ILAE, FCD type I has abnormal radial and/or tangen-
tial lamination, FCD type II is also associated with aberrant cytology,
specifically dysmorphic neurons, and FCD type III occurs alongside an-
other lesion, e.g. hippocampal sclerosis (Blümcke et al., 2010). From
the genetic perspective FCD subtypes are characterised by a complex
interplay between many signalling molecules involved mostly, but not
exclusively, in the mTOR pathway.
Non-invasive subtype classification is crucial for several clinical reasons.
First, the epileptogenicity of FCD is related to the histopathological fea-
tures (Boonyapisit et al., 2003). Second, surgical planning is significantly
improved when lesions are identified on pre-operative MRI (Téllez-Zenteno
et al., 2010) and variability in outcome is seen according to FCD subtypes,
with Type I and type IIA having poorer post-surgical outcomes than type
IIB (Hong et al., 2015; Mühlebner et al., 2011). This may be explained by
the fact that those subtypes often present more diffuse or subtle lesions,
with poorly defined boundaries (Blümcke et al., 2010; Hong et al., 2015).
The ability to characterise FCD subtypes in vivo is therefore clinically
relevant as it is informative of post-surgical seizure freedom as well as
providing a mechanism for exploring aetiological risk factors and research
into cognitive trajectories within specific aetiological subtypes.
Radiological assessments carried out on conventional structural MRI
indicate that subtypes may have differentiating MRI features, i.e. they can
be distinguished by combinations of morphological and image intensity
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features (Blümcke et al., 2010). However, visual definition of histological
features on pre-surgical MRI is challenging and often inconclusive (Kim
et al., 2012). Two converging areas of imaging research offer the possibility
for more specific quantitative measurements of brain structure. The first
is computational anatomy, which we define as the automated extraction
of morphological features and statistical analysis of grey and white matter
maps from MRI images such as T1- and T2- weighted (respectively T1w
and T2w), or FLAIR. These morphological features can then be correlated
with histopathological and genetic characteristics. The second area is
quantitative MRI, which provides an estimate of the parameters governing
the conventional image intensity. Standard structural MRI data, such
as T1w and T2w, are able to delineate the brain anatomy but are not
specific to tissue property variations. A change in image intensity can be
caused by a range of underlying neurobiological processes. Quantitative
MRI (qMRI) parameters are specific to tissue structure and biophysical
properties at the micrometre scale. These parameters are neuroimaging
biomarkers for myelin, water and iron content (Bilgic et al., 2012; Deoni
et al., 2015; Schweser et al., 2011), and provide the MRI "fingerprints"
(Ma et al., 2013) of brain tissue microstructure (Weiskopf et al., 2013).
By linking brain tissue property changes with image intensity, qMRI
may assist understanding of the neurobiological mechanisms underlying a
change in morphometry.
Until recently, qMRI has not been available in a clinical setting due
to scan duration and greater complexity in image reconstruction. How-
ever, advances in image acquisition now offer the possibility to probe
the in vivo tissue microstructure in a clinical setting (Deoni et al., 2015;
Weiskopf et al., 2013) with high signal to noise ratio. Furthermore, the
increased availability of high field strength (7 Tesla) MRI will enable MRI
to be performed at higher resolution and using new contrast mechanisms
(Kozlov and Turner, 2010).
Temporal lobe epilepsy is one of the few conditions where qMRI has
been routinely used in a clinical setting to differentiate healthy from
sclerotic hippocampi as well as to infer histological and connectivity
changes in brain areas. T2 mapping has been shown to significantly
outperform FLAIR in differentiating sclerotic from healthy hippocampi
(Rodionov et al., 2015). Furthermore, histological analysis on resected
brain regions has shown that multiple linear regression models using T1
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and T2 mapping can accurately predict neuronal loss in hippocampal
subfields (Goubran et al., 2015).
The first goal of this review is to report current understanding of
histological, genetic and radiological features of FCD lesions. We then
investigate the link between those characteristics and the computational
anatomy measures reported in the literature. Finally we consider the
benefit of using qMRI estimates in the context of FCD subtyping (Figure
A.1). Finally, we discuss the need for combinations of computational
anatomical features with "in vivo histology" provided by qMRI for non-
invasive lesion characterisation.
Fig. A.1 Relationship between histological features, biophysical properties,
MR images and quantitative neuroimaging.
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Overview of relationship between histological features, biophysical properties, MR
images and quantitative neuroimaging. Green arrow indicates current link between
MR images and ex vivo histology. Orange arrows indicate areas of current research
using computational anatomy based on MR-weighted images for FCD subtyping. Blue
arrows indicate future directions to characterise biophysical tissue properties of FCDs
using qMRI. qMRI images are sensitive to myelin, iron, calcium and free water content.
The qMRI profiles of different FCD subtypes are currently unknown but may offer a
technique to probe histology in vivo.
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A.2 Histopathology of focal cortical dyspla-
sia
The first detailed descriptions of FCDs were provided by Taylor and
colleagues in 1971 (Taylor et al., 1971). The newest classification scheme,
provided by the ILAE, has improved inter-observer agreement among
expert neuropathologists (Coras et al., 2012). In this review we focus
mainly on FCD type I, IIA and IIB (see Table 1).
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FCD Type I
FCD type I is characterised by isolated lesions in the neocortex with radial
(type IA) or tangential (type IB) cortical dyslamination, or a mixture of
both (type IC).
In FCD type IA the radial cortical dyslamination manifests with
prominent microcolumns (Blümcke et al., 2010). A "microcolumn" is
defined as at least 8 neurons aligned in a vertical orientation within the
cortex (Rakic, 1988). During cortical development, radial units form
that consist of cells that originate from progenitor stem cells, share the
same birthplace, migrate along the same pathway and reside in the cortex
within the same ontogenetic column. The micro-columnar disorganization
in FCD type IA is most prominent within layer 3. These lesions are
characterised by a thinner neocortex and higher neuronal densities (Müh-
lebner et al., 2011). Furthermore, the grey- white matter boundary is
usually less easily defined due to increased numbers of heterotopic neurons.
In FCD type IB the normal 6-layered composition of the cortex is
disrupted. There may be no identifiable layers in the neocortex, or dis-
ruptions may be restricted to abnormal layering of layer 2, layer 4, or
both (Blümcke et al., 2010).
FCD Type II
In focal cortical dysplasia Type II, in addition to disrupted cortical lami-
nation, there are specific cytologic abnormalities. Both FCD Type IIA
and IIB have dysmorphic neurons characterised by increased size, abnor-
mal orientation and abnormal cytoarchitecture with an indistinct border
between the grey matter and white matter.
FCD Type IIB is defined by the presence of balloon cells (Blümcke
et al., 2010). These cells have large bodies, eosinophilic cytoplasm, which
lacks Nissl substance, and have eccentric, sometimes multiple nuclei
(Blümcke et al., 2010). They can be located in any layer of the cortex or
in the underlying white matter but are frequently found in the subcortical
white matter or in superficial cortical layers. The nature of balloon cells
is uncertain but a few studies suggest that they are related to progenitor
cells (reviewed by Yasin et al. (2010)). Furthermore, they show a defect
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in the cellular process of autophagy, which is dependent on overactivity
of the serine/threonine kinase, mTOR (Yasin et al., 2013). FCD type IIB
lesions also exhibit changes in myelination that are hypothesised to result
from aberrant oligodendroglial cell differentiation and reduced neuronal
cell densities (Mühlebner et al., 2011).
A.3 Genetics of the focal cortical dysplasias
In recent years, much evidence has cumulated for the common genetic
origin of focal epilepsy with FCD (Baulac et al., 2015), with causative
pathogenic variants present in the germ line of rare familial cases (see
Table 1). An interesting example is the DEPDC5 gene involved both in
pathogenesis of a typical genetic epilepsy syndrome (familial focal epilepsy
with variable foci - FFEVF) and of FCD (Baulac et al., 2015). DEPDC5
codes for a subunit of GATOR1 complex, an upstream regulator of the
mTORC1 protein. In addition, pathogenic variants in the DEPDC5 gene
have been identified in a case of hemimegalencephaly with the histological
pattern of FCD IIA (Mirzaa et al., 2016). Furthermore, a study of familial
cases of histologically confirmed FCD IIA identified germ line pathogenic
variants in NPRL3 gene, another mTOR regulator (Sim et al., 2016).
The mTOR pathway has generated great interest in the field of ge-
netic research of various malformations of cortical development, FCD
being among them. Indeed, the histological pattern of FCD IIB lesions is
identical or closely resembles that of cortical tubers in tuberous sclerosis
complex (TSC) and hemimegalencephaly (Majores et al., 2005). There-
fore, it has been hypothesised that, given their similarities, these lesions
might share a common genetic background. Since pathogenic variants in
TSC1 and TSC2 genes have long been known to cause TSC, they have
also been studied in FCD lesions, and pathogenic variants of TSC1 gene
discovered in FCD IIB brain tissue samples (Becker et al., 2002). Fur-
thermore, interesting allelic variants of TSC2 gene have been observed in
FCD IIA samples (Majores et al., 2005), contributing to the evidence for
involvement of TSC1 and TSC2 genes, both upstream inhibitors of mTOR
signalling. In contrast to these findings, no clear causative pathogenic
variants were found for either TSC1 or TSC2 genes in brain tissue samples
from a different cohort of FCD patients (Gumbinger et al., 2009). Somatic
mutations of mTOR gene itself were discovered in FCD IIA (Lim et al.,
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2015; Mirzaa et al., 2016) and FCD IIB (Lim et al., 2015) samples.
Located further upstream of the complex PI3K-AKT-MTOR pathway,
the AKT3 and PI3KCA genes contribute to mTOR signalling, and these
are primarily involved in severe cortical malformations associated with
complex megalencephaly and hemimegalencephaly syndromes (Rivière
et al., 2012). As previously mentioned, these malformations may share
similar histological features with FCD, and we might expect similar ge-
netic background underlying their formation; indeed, a somatic mutation
in PI3KCA was detected in an FCD IIA brain tissue sample (Jansen
et al., 2015). In addition, somatic missense variant in exon 8 of PTEN
was described in an FCD IIB sample (Schick et al., 2006). Furthermore,
a chromosomal rearrangement in the region encompassing the AKT3
gene was identified in the brain tissue sample of a dysplastic frontal lobe,
showing the histological pattern of FCD IB (Conti et al., 2015).
The aforementioned examples point to the complex interplay between
many signalling molecules involved mostly, but not exclusively, in the
mTOR pathway. Further study of these molecules and their interactions
is warranted if we aim to understand the complex genetic background of
formation of FCD. The intriguing possibility is that the interplay between
genetic background and the formation of the cortex may provide defining
features that can be measured in vivo using qMRI.
A.4 Radiological identifiers of focal cortical
dysplasias
On T1w, T2w and FLAIR MRI scans, FCDs of all types often demonstrate
abnormal cortical thickness, an indistinct grey-white matter junction,
signal abnormalities in the subcortical white matter and grey matter
and irregular cortical folding patterns (Bernasconi et al., 2011; Kabat
and Król, 2012). Lesion visibility can change with respect to developing
myelination in the brain, the so-called "disappearing" lesion, which may
be more obvious on a scan of an unmyelinated brain in infancy but become
less distinct later in childhood (Eltze et al., 2005).
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FCD Type I
MR features that can assist delineation of these often subtle and difficult
to discern lesions include cortical thinning, blurring of the grey-white
matter boundary and lobar or sublobar hypoplasia which may be accom-
panied by atrophy of the white matter (Blümcke et al., 2010; Kabat and
Król, 2012; Kim et al., 2012; Krsek et al., 2008; Téllez-Zenteno et al.,
2010). The cortical thinning may be linked to altered neuronal density in
FCD type I (Blümcke et al., 2010). The white matter changes may be
visualised by hypointensities on T1w and hyperintensities on T2w imaging.
There are no visually identifiable differences between the MR features of
type IA and IB. However, the distribution of these two subtypes across
the cortex may be different, with type IA more frequently located in the
temporal lobe and IB more frequently located in extra-temporal cortex
(Kabat and Król, 2012).
FCD Type II
Radiological MRI features include grey-white matter blurring, cortical
thickening, white matter hypointensities on T1w and increased signal
intensity on T2w, FLAIR images as well as abnormal gyrification patterns,
often visible as an asymmetric folding pattern (Blümcke et al., 2010).
Radiological features of FCD type IIB are the same as IIA (Kabat
and Król, 2012; Krsek et al., 2008). However, FCD type IIB can also
demonstrate the distinguishing transmantle sign, a T2w hyperintense
signal extending from the subcortical white matter to the lateral ventricle,
best seen on FLAIR and proton density images (Barkovich et al., 1997).
This is the only MRI feature able to accurately differentiate FCD type
IIB (Kim et al., 2012; Mühlebner et al., 2011).
Increased T2w signal intensity present in the white matter of FCD
IIB has been related to the demyelination found histologically, which is
associated with severe fibre loss and altered myelin sheaths, abnormal
cells and sometimes edema (Garbelli et al., 2011; Mühlebner et al., 2011;
Zucca et al., 2016).
In light of the above, many radiological features are shared by different
FCD subtypes (as shown in Table:1), therefore we are currently not able to
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reliably distinguish subtypes on the basis of conventional visual analysis.
The remainder of this review will focus on quantitative MRI features, and
their incorporation into automated classification algorithms.
A.5 Computational Anatomy
Computerised algorithms can automatically estimate different brain fea-
tures, such as volume, thickness and shape, relying on the image intensity
and tissue contrast to determine anatomical boundaries. Both voxel-
and surface- based techniques can be used to extract morphometry and
intensity measures from T1w, T2w and FLAIR images to quantify FCD
lesion attributes (Guerrini et al., 2015). Voxel- based measures include
grey matter and white matter density, also referred to as volume (House
et al., 2013; Huppertz et al., 2005) while surface-based features include
cortical thickness, sulcal depth, curvature, local gyrification index and
intensity sampling (Adler et al., 2016; Ahmed et al., 2015; Hong et al.,
2015). These techniques quantify whole-brain structural abnormalities
and, with statistical analysis, can assess the clinical utility of group-level
patterns to classify the FCD subtype. Using a surface-based technique,
the cortical thinning characteristic of FCD type I and cortical thickening
and decreased cortical folding complexity in FCD type II were quantified
(Hong et al., 2016). However, overall there is a dearth of computational
anatomy findings differentiating lesion sub-types. This may be explained
by the fact that current measures derived from T1w and T2w data are
affected by a mix of tissue properties that may have confounding effects on
tissue contrast and hence reduce the sensitivity of computational anatomy
measures.
A.6 Quantitative MRI (qMRI)
Anatomical variations detected from structural MRI data (e.g. T1w, T2w,
FLAIR) might be due to true morphological alterations or can be the
results of changes in MRI contrast due to biophysical processes taking
place on the microstructural scale (Lorio et al., 2016; Weiskopf et al.,
2013). Quantitative MRI provides measures of parameters that can be
used as biomarkers of specific tissue properties (Tofts, 2005).
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Here we briefly describe the current range of MRI parameters that
can be measured in a clinically relevant timescale (see Table 2). This is
limited to MRI features available at mm resolution and therefore excludes
MR spectroscopy, which can measure brain metabolites directly typically
at a cm scale in the human brain.
T1 relaxation time
T1 relaxation time is mainly affected by myelin and water content (Rooney
et al., 2007; Stüber et al., 2014; Waehnert et al., 2016). For this reason
many studies have used T1 relaxometry to map the in vivo myeloarchitec-
ture of the cerebral cortex at 3T and 7T, highlighting densely myelinated
primary and extra-striate visual areas (Lutti et al., 2014). Previous stud-
ies showed high similarity between T1 value changes across cortical layers
and myelin histological staining in those brain regions (Lutti et al., 2014;
Waehnert et al., 2016). This underlies the sensitivity of qMRI to subtle
variations in tissue properties, particularly at high field strength, and
highlights the possibility to perform the parcellation of the cerebral cortex
from in vivo MRI data (Lutti et al., 2014; Waehnert et al., 2016). This is
particularly relevant for FCD where normal cortical layering is perturbed.
In addition, FCD provides an opportunity to evaluate the correspondence
between MRI derived cortical structure measurements with histological
data in surgical patients.
Magnetization transfer (MT)
Another MRI parameter relevant for FCD lesion characterisation is mag-
netization transfer (MT) imaging. MT specifically targets the exchange
of magnetization between protons bound to macromolecules and water
protons and is thought to be the MRI biomarker most specific to myelin
content (Graham and Henkelman, 1999).
Proton density (PD)
Altered amount of tissue water can be measured using proton density
(PD), a parameter sensitive to the density of MRI-visible protons, which
are mainly present in tissue water (Tofts, 2005). The non-aqueous protons,
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such as the ones bound to macromolecules, are MRI invisible and do not
contribute to the PD signal (Neeb et al., 2008).
Transverse relaxation time
T2 (=1/R2) is the transverse relaxation time, which is related to is related
to water mobility, iron deposition, myelin and glial cell count (Briellmann
et al., 2002). The effective transverse relaxation parameter that describes
the signal decay including main magnetic field inhomogeneities is known
as T2*. T2 and T2* are related by the following equation:
1
T2∗
=
1
T2′
+
1
T2
where T2’ is the additional relaxation related to the presence of inho-
mogeneities.
T2* is sensitive to local magnetic field perturbations caused by the
presence of paramagnetic substances such as iron. Previous studies demon-
strated high correlation of the effective transverse relaxation rate R2*
(=1/T2*) with iron concentration measured in ferritin-rich structures
(Langkammer et al., 2010; Yao et al., 2009). However R2* is also sensitive
to global sources of field perturbations, such as those from air-water
interfaces. Those perturbations cause strong signal changes unrelated to
microstructure in basal temporal and frontal brain regions.
Phase-based susceptibility MRI
Phase-based susceptibility MRI provides images sensitive to the local
microscopic magnetic agents while removing global sources of magnetic
field perturbations increasing their potential specificity to microstructural
tissue properties. These techniques can distinguish between paramagnetic
haemorrhage and diamagnetic calcification (Gupta et al., 2001). Molecu-
lar magnetic dipoles (e.g. ferritin core) aligning to the static magnetic
field, increase the local susceptibility depending on dipole strength and
concentration, while highly myelinated fibres exhibits the lowest suscepti-
bilities in brain (Langkammer et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2009).
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Diffusion MRI
The MRI signal can be sensitised to the microscopic movement of water
self-diffusion, that is the random translational motion of water molecules
(Johansen-Berg and Behrens, 2013). In tissue, diffusion is hindered by
the semipermeable cell membranes, which couple the diffusivity in extra-
and intracellular sub-spaces. Over the last 20 years diffusion has been
based on a tensor model of unhindered diffusion allowing for the esti-
mation of diffusion parameters such as fractional anisotropy (FA) and
mean diffusivity (MD). FA characterises the directional preference (most
preferred / least preferred) of water diffusion in tissue. The presence of
highly organised fibres and cell proliferation increase FA, as the water
molecules move along the fibre direction (Beppu et al., 2003; Johansen-
Berg and Behrens, 2013). Whereas axonal directional dispersion, cellular
inflammation and demyelination decrease FA, as water molecules tend
to move in all directions (Basser and Pierpaoli, 2011; Johansen-Berg and
Behrens, 2013; Werring et al., 1999).
MD reflects the average magnitude of molecular displacement by diffu-
sion. It can be seen as an inverse measure of the membrane density. Brain
oedema and demyelination increase MD values, whereas cell proliferation
and white matter maturation reduce MD (Alexander et al., 2012; Feldman
et al., 2010).
Both FA and MD values are affected by fibre crossings and orientation
dispersion, ubiquitous brain features, which confound the relation with
other patho-physiological phenomena. This hampers the neurobiological
interpretation of signal abnormalities, as they can be due to microsctruc-
tural changes or can be caused by neural circuitry variations resulting in
a modified distribution of the neurite orientation.
Recent improvements in data acquisition and new modelling devel-
opments enable to disentangle the effects of fibre crossings and orienta-
tion dispersion allowing more specific estimation of diffusion parameters
(Zhang et al., 2012). Techniques such as neurite orientation dispersion
and density Imaging (NODDI) model different microstructural compart-
ments such as intra-cellular, extra-cellular, and CSF environments (Zhang
et al., 2012). The intra-cellular volume fraction represents the space
within the membrane of neurites. The signal relative to this environment
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is further characterised by neurite orientation, a feature distinguishing
highly coherently oriented white matter structures, white matter areas
with bending and fanning axons, cortical and subcortical grey matter
structures composed by sprawling dendritic processes in all directions
(Sotiropoulos et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012). The extra-cellular volume
fraction represents the space around neurites, where glial cells and cell
bodies, in grey matter, are present (Zhang et al., 2012). In this space, the
signal is characterised with anisotropic Gaussian diffusion model, as the
presence of neurites hinders water molecules diffusion (Zhang et al., 2012).
The CSF compartment, referring to the space occupied by cerebrospinal
fluid, allows to minimize the confounding effect of CSF- contamination,
especially in the periventricular white matter regions (Zhang et al., 2012).
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A.7 Quantitative MRI in focal cortical dysplasia detection
Conclusion on qMRI
qMRI parameters are more specific than standard MRI to biophysical
tissue properties changes. However multiple microstructural properties
can elicit changes in each parameter’s values, limiting its specificity. The
combination of multiple quantitative parameters offers an approach to
investigate and disentangle the contribution of different tissue properties
to the MRI signal, allowing a more detailed characterisation of the whole
brain using non-invasive techniques ("in vivo histology") (Dinse et al.,
2015; Stüber et al., 2014). For this goal to be realised, determining the
multivariate relationship between tissue properties and qMRI parameters
is an essential step (Mohammadi et al., 2015). FCD offers a unique
opportunity for validation by performing these MRI measurements in the
human brain with the subsequent analysis of surgically resected tissue
(Figure A.1).
A.7 Quantitative MRI in focal cortical dys-
plasia detection
In FCD, qMRI has been used in lesion detection as well as region of
interest (ROI) studies to histologically characterise and subtype lesions.
In terms of lesion detection, diffusion tensor imaging shows decreased
subcortical fiber connectivity in and around the region affected by FCD
(Lee et al., 2004) and reduced intra-cellular volume fraction (ICVF) in the
lesion area (Winston et al., 2014). These findings are in agreement with
altered diffusion measures performed on histology samples (Vargova et al.,
2011). FA and MD are altered in the subcortical white matter subjacent
to the FCD as well as beyond the MR-visible abnormality (Widjaja et al.,
2009). However, alterations in FA and MD distant from the FCD have also
been reported (de la Roque et al., 2005; Eriksson et al., 2001) and thus
the general consensus is these features are not specific enough for lesion
classification. Furthermore, changes in diffusion measures/markers have
been discovered in other malformations of cortical development as well as
in epilepsy patients with normal MRI (Eriksson et al., 2001; Rugg-Gunn
et al., 2001). However, future work will be required to evaluate whether
more specific diffusion measures such as ICVF provide a greater utility
for FCD lesion classification.
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A.8 Combinations of qMRI and morphometry measures in
FCD
ROI studies have estimated the correlation between histology measures
and MRI parameters (Reeves et al., 2015). MT, T1, T2 and T2* values
are correlated with myelin alteration in the lesion/perilesional areas. FCD
type IIA shows decreased T2 and T2* values with respect to the mean
values for normal cortex (Reeves et al., 2015). Overall however, the qMRI
signature of FCD subtypes is not yet well defined, mainly due to the lack
of quantitative histopathology information as well as incomplete knowl-
edge about the relationship between genetics, histopathology and qMRI
parameters (Mühlebner et al., 2011). The existing literature presents data
in small patient samples, often limited to a specific diagnosis (i.e. specific
subtypes), which increases the chance of bias and hampers generalisation.
A.8 Combinations of qMRI and morphome-
try measures in FCD
Individual qMRI parameters are unlikely to distinguish subtypes or even
detect all FCD lesions, as they are characterised by subtle and overlapping
features. As brain structure may be profoundly or subtly affected by the
interplay of genetic and histological factors, successful approaches are
likely to entail the design of integrated methods to model morphology,
intensity and quantitative signals in a multivariate framework.
Hong and colleagues combined quantitative MRI and morphological
features in a multivariate analysis using machine learning algorithms
(Hong et al., 2015) to classify lesion subtypes (Figure A.2). The study
used a surface-based analysis framework for anatomical, diffusion, and
functional MRI measures, benefitting from their covariance for improved
lesion profiling. Anomalies in type IIB were distributed throughout the
cortex and in the subcortical white matter, whereas those in type IIA clus-
tered at the cortico-subcortical interface (Hong et al., 2015). A supervised
classifier was reported to predict the FCD subtype with 91% accuracy,
exemplifying the ability of combinations of qMRI and computational
anatomical metrics to accurately subtype FCD lesions.
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Fig. A.2 Computational and quantitative MRI features used by Hong et
al.,
A C DB
A) Morphology features include cortical thickness, curvature and sulcal depth. B)
Features include normalized T1 and FLAIR signal intensity sampled at multiple intra-
and sub- cortical surfaces, as well as horizontal and vertical intensity gradients. C)
Diffusion tensor based features include fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity
(MD) sampled at 50% cortical depth. D) Resting-state fMRI features include amplitude
of local functional fluctuation (ALFF) and regional homogeneity (ReHo). Adapted
from "MRI-Based Lesion Profiling of Epileptogenic Cortical Malformations" by Hong
et al., 2015. Adapted with permission.
A.9 Conclusions and future directions
The radiological literature regarding FCD subtyping highlights the fact
that it is impossible to reliably subtype a lesion based on one MRI feature.
However, radiologists are often able to estimate the histopathological
subtype with greater than chance accuracy. This suggests that the combi-
nation of multiple features may improve accuracy of in vivo classification.
Technological advances have shown that it is increasingly possible to
map quantitative MRI parameters in clinically feasible scan times. At
the same time the correlation between qMRI parameters and tissue mi-
crostructure is the subject of intensive investigation. This combined with
computational approaches that allow for the comparison of a wide range
of imaging features at a local and global level bring the possibility of MRI
tissue classification closer to the clinical domain.
FCD is a unique pathology that offers a continuum of tissue organi-
zation and distinct changes to neuronal and glial cell types, as well as
access to histological classification close to the time point of imaging.
Moreover the highly complex structure of the brain is strongly shaped by
genetic influences, with several genetic variants underlying differences in
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lesion subtypes at the individual level (Conti et al., 2015; Jansen et al.,
2015; Mirzaa et al., 2016; Sim et al., 2016). On the one hand multivariate
analysis of qMRI and computational anatomy seems well placed to charac-
terise FCD lesion type non-invasively while on the other histopathological
and genetic analyses of the surgical resections offer the opportunity to
validate the sensitivity and specificity of qMRI to tissue properties. The
first studies using multivariate analysis for lesion subtyping are now be-
ing published. Future studies will need to include multiple quantitative
and morphological features in large datasets representative of the entire
ILAE classification system. The creation of open source databases of
different image modalities and FCD subtypes would facilitate the ability
to conduct large-scale studies, create new MR features and test machine
learning capabilities. This may open an avenue for new MRI methods
to be incorporated into clinical decision making; allowing non- invasive
characterisation of the lesion and more individualized surgical planning.
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Supplementary Material B
Morphology-corrected metabolic
pattern learning: Application to
drug-resistant epilepsy
B.1 Abstract
This work presents a fully automated clinical decision support approach
based on metabolic neuroimaging data, and evaluates its clinical util-
ity in the assessment of individual patients with drug-resistant focal
epilepsy. This framework employs a high-dimensional profiling of neocor-
tical 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET)
uptake data, sampled along neocortical surface models derived from co-
registered magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data. This approach allows
for the mapping of metabolic anomalies in a single patient compared
to a reference group, for statistical correction of FDG-PET data by
subject-specific variations in cortical morphological parameters, and for
the use of surface-based pattern learning for individualized diagnostics.
We evaluated our framework in 24 patients with drug-resistant tempo-
ral and frontal lobe epilepsy (14 TLE, 10 FLE). Comparing neocortical
FDG uptake between both cohorts indicated bilateral temporo-polar and
lateral temporal decreases in TLE, whereas FLE patients presented with
decreased metabolism in ipsilateral medial prefrontal regions. Findings
were reproducible when PET data underwent point-wise correction for
variations in morphology. Supervised statistical learning with stratified
cross-validation demonstrated high accuracy of FDG-PET data in dis-
criminating between TLE and FLE patients, with morphology-corrected
PET outperforming non-corrected PET markers (90% vs 88% accuracy).
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B.2 Introduction
This multimodal approach combining cortical metabolism with correction
of morphology adequately captures divergent profiles across two com-
mon drug-resistant focal epilepsy syndromes, both at the group- and
individual-patient level.
B.2 Introduction
Previous studies have suggested clinical utility of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose
positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) in drug-resistant focal epilepsy
to unveil metabolic anomalies related to the pathological substrate (Lee
and Salamon, 2009; Rathore et al., 2014) and to localize the seizure focus
in patients with unremarkable MRI (Carne et al., 2004; Chassoux et al.,
2010). Most studies so far have relied on the analysis of FDG-PET in a
voxel-based framework, sometimes after the mapping of data to a common
stereotaxic space. Recent studies have suggested benefits when data are
co-registered to corresponding structural MRI data to guide inter-subject
normalization procedures based on anatomical variations (Lerner et al.,
2009). Notably, surface-based registration based on patterns of cortical
folding improves inter-individual correspondence, while surface-based
feature sampling mitigates effects related to partial voluming and mor-
phological variations.
The diagnostic utility of FDG-PET has been mainly assessed visually
or via voxel-based analysis. So far, studies have not systematically
corrected for morphological confounds, despite the potential of partial
volume effects or PET/MRI co-registration errors to disproportionally
affect anomalous cortex and sulcal regions. Here, we present a fully
automated surface-based metabolic sampling and analysis procedure
offering the possibility to correct for cortical thickness. Our approach
informed a decision support system for the assessment of drug-resistant
epilepsy patients based on supervised pattern learning. We evaluated its
utility by assessing how well it would discriminate, at both the group and
individual patient level, between two of the most common drug-resistant
epilepsy syndromes.
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B.3 Materials & Methods
B.3.1 Surface-registration of PET
We linearly co-registered FDG-PET data to corresponding T1-weighted
MRI images (Figure B.1). Based on established MRI-based preprocess-
ing applying the Constrained Laplacian Anatomical Segmentation using
Proximity algorithm (Kim et al., 2005), we derived geometric models
representing the cortical ribbon. FDG-PET voxel values were mapped
to vertices of models running at mid-thickness along the cortical mantle
using a nearest neighbour interpolation. Data underwent surface-based
smoothing using a 20 mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian diffusion
kernel, followed by inter-subject registration that aligns individual mea-
surement points based on cortical folding to a hemispheric symmetric
surface template (Lyttelton et al., 2007), with folding estimated using
the Laplace-Beltrami operator quantifying point-wise deviations from the
sphere (Boucher et al., 2009).
B.3.2 Surface-based preprocessing
Surface-based PET data were organised as subject specific feature vectors
of the size 1×k, with k denoting the number of surface points (henceforth,
vertices). For a given patient, left/right hemispheric data were sorted
relative to the epileptogenic focus (i.e., into ipsi- and contralateral to
the focus). In every individual, FDG-PET and thickness data were then
normalized using within-subject z-scoring adjusting for overall differences
in the mean and standard deviation of cortical PET uptake. Using linear
regression, we estimated effects of morphological confounds and control
for non-specific markers of age and sex at each cortical measurement point
(henceforth, vertex ).
Ψ = Ψ′ + ϵ
with Ψ′ = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3
In the above formula, Ψ represents the vertex-wise PET uptake, β are
linear parameter estimates, X1 is age, X2 is sex, X3 is the corresponding
cortical thickness measurement and ϵ represents an error term. Normalized
PET data can then be estimated for a given subject using: Ψnorm = Ψ−Ψ′.
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Fig. B.1 Surface sampling of FDG-PET with MRI-informed morphology
correction
PET - Positron Emission Tomography; CT - Cortical thickness; PET CTx - Thickness
corrected PET.
B.3.3 Group-level statistical inference
Surface-based statistical group analysis was performed using vertex-wise
Student’s t-tests and Cohen’s d effect sizes were computed (Worsley et al.,
2009). Surface-based findings were corrected at a family-wise error level of
pFWE<0.05, using random field theory for non-isotropic images (Worsley
et al., 1999).
B.3.4 Individualised assessment based on supervised
learning
Between-group comparisons were complemented by a statistical learning
paradigm to automatically diagnose the epilepsy syndrome (i.e., TLE,
FLE) in single patients. For feature selection, a vertex-wise t-test between
FLE and TLE in the training datasets was performed; this procedure
provided a collection of clusters characterising spatial patterns of group-
level differences. This data was fed to a support vector machine (SVM)
(Cortes and Vapnik, 1995), a supervised statistical learner. In brief, SVM
automatically calculates decision boundaries in a high-dimensional feature
space based on training data with known label, and particularly considers
those training examples that are hard to classify (the so-called support
vectors). New data can then be placed into this space and a label is
predicted based on the location relative to the hyperplane. Classifier
training and performance evaluation was based on stratified 10-fold and
5-fold cross-validations, where the group is subsampled into k subgroups
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containing equal numbers of FLE and TLE patients, and one group
of patients is classified based on a learner trained on the other cases.
The classification was repeated with randomly chosen subgroups 100
times. Permutation testing determined whether classification performance
exceeded chance levels through repeated classification with randomly
shuffled group labels (TLE, FLE) 1000 times. The percentile position of
the actual classifier accuracy (i.e. using the true group labels) within this
permutation distribution determined the statistical significance.
B.4 Experiments and Results
B.4.1 Subjects
A consecutive sample of 14 drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE)
and 10 frontal lobe epilepsy (FLE) patients referred to the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) for presurgical evaluation were studied. All
underwent FDG-PET and research-dedicated high-resolution 3T MRI.
Demographic and clinical data were obtained through interviews with
patients and their relatives. Epilepsy syndrome diagnosis and lateralisa-
tion of the seizure focus was determined by a comprehensive evaluation
that involved medical history, neurological examination, review of medical
records, video-EEG recordings, and clinical MRI. Both patient groups
had comparable age, sex, age at seizure, duration of epilepsy, and seizure
focus laterality (P>0.2). Most (i.e., 10/14 TLE and 8/10 FLE) patients
had been operated at the time of study. Histopathological analysis in all
operated TLE patients confirmed the presence of hippocampal sclerosis;
all operated FLE patients presented with focal cortical dysplasia type
II. All patients showed at least worthwhile seizure outcome after surgery,
with 9/18 being completely seizure-free. The local ethics committee ap-
proved the study and written informed consent was obtained from all
participants.
B.4.2 PET acquisition
Acquisition of 18FDG scans followed a standard protocol. Subjects were
asked to fast for at least 4 hours. Forty-five minutes after injection of
370 MBq of 18FDG through an arm vein, the patient was placed in the
scanner (Siemens HR+, Siemens USA, Knoxville, TN) for a 10-minute
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emission acquisition (zoom: 2.5) followed by a 10-minute transmission
study using a Germanium-68 line source.
B.4.3 MRI acquisition
MR images were acquired on a 3T Siemens Magnetom TrioTim scanner
using a 32-channel head coil. T1-weighted images were acquired using
a 3D-MPRAGE sequence (TR=2300 ms, TE=2.98 ms, TI=900 ms, flip
angle=9◦, FOV=256x256 mm2, voxel size=1x1x1 mm3).
B.4.4 PET-MRI processing
a) PET reconstruction and processing. Reconstruction of PET data was
carried out based on a filtered back-projection with a Hahn filter with
a full-width-at-half-maximum, FWHM, of 6 mm), resulting in approxi-
mately 8 mm spatial resolution in the centre of the field of view.
b) MRI processing. Surface representations of the cortical mantle were
extracted using automated MRI processing tools developed at the MNI
(Kim et al., 2005). In brief, images underwent automated correction for
intensity non-uniformity (Sled et al., 1998), intensity standardisation, and
linear registration to stereotaxic space based on the hemisphere-symmetric
MNI152 template. Stereotaxic images were classified into white matter
(WM), grey matter (GM), and cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF). Moreover,
they underwent a parallel partial volume classification, which estimates
voxel-wise tissue probabilities (Kim et al., 2005; Tohka et al., 2004). The
CLASP algorithm (Kim et al., 2005) was applied to generate geometric
models of the inner (GM-WM) and outer (GM-CSF) cortical surfaces
with 41k vertices per hemisphere. CLASP iteratively warps a triangular
mesh to fit the WM-GM boundary. This boundary is expanded along
a Laplacian map to model the GM-CSF surface. Cortical thickness was
measured as the Euclidean distance between the GM-WM and GM-CSF
boundary and this data was smoothed on the tessellated surfaces using
a surface-based diffusion kernel with a full-width-at-half-maximum of
20mm. Surface registration (Robbins et al., 2004) aligned individuals
based on cortical folding patterns (Lyttelton et al., 2007).
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B.5 Results
B.5.1 Group-level results
Comparing cortical surface maps between both epilepsy syndromes demon-
strated bilateral temporo-polar and lateral temporal FDG uptake de-
creases in TLE relative to FLE (pFWE<0.05; d=2.10 ipsilateral, d=2.00
contralateral; Figure B.2 A). On the other hand, FLE patients showed
decreased metabolism in ipsilateral medial prefrontal regions extending
to paracentral areas relative to TLE (pFWE<0.05; d=1.79; Figure B.2
A). Comparing cortical thickness between both epilepsy cohorts revealed
medial frontal thinning in TLE relative to the FLE patients (pFWE<0.05;
d=1.87). Repeating surface-wide PET comparisons after vertex-wise
measures were corrected for corresponding cortical thickness measures
yielded virtually identical findings (pFWE<0.05; Figure B.2 B).
Fig. B.2 Metabolic divergence of epilepsy syndromes
FDG-PET differences (A), and cortical thickness corrected FDG-PET differences (B)
between TLE and FLE patients. Findings were corrected for multiple comparisons at
a family wise error level (FWE) of 0.05.
B.5.2 Individualised assessments.
The above between-group divergence in cortical metabolism was also seen
at the individual patient level (Figure B.3). Indeed, a surface-wide support
vector machine trained on cortical FDG-PET maps could discriminate
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TLE from FLE patients with high accuracy (mean±SD accuracy=88±6%
across 100 10-folds). Performance remained high when using a more conser-
vative cross-validation (84±5% across 100 5-folds). Classification accuracy
was better than chance, as indicated by permutation tests, which randomly
shuffled the original labels 1000 times and reclassified patients using these
’null’ labels (p=0.001, range of permutation-based accuracies=17-87%). A
classifier trained on cortical thickness corrected FDG-PET data achieved
slightly higher performance (mean±SD accuracy=90±5% across 100 10-
folds). Higher performance of morphology-corrected data was also seen
when FDG-PET data underwent a prior correction for CSF partial volume
effects. Notably, learners trained on PET data or thickness-corrected
PET data achieved higher performance than a learner predicting epilepsy
syndromes based on cortical thickness alone (mean±SD accuracy=78±6%
across 100 10-folds).
Fig. B.3 Individual Classification
A) Feature Selection: probability of vertices being included in SVM based on FDG-PET
across 100 permutations. B) Multidimensional scaling (MDS) of selected FDG-PET
features in over 90% of permutations, reduced to two components, visualises similari-
ties/dissimilarities between participants. Median accuracy for individual classification
is displayed: TLE cases correctly identified = diamond shape; FLE cases correctly
identified = circle and misclassified cases = cross.
B.6 Discussion and Conclusion
This work presents a surface-based framework to sample FDG-PET on
MRI-derived surfaces, which takes advantage of folding-based inter-subject
registration, increased specificity for grey matter signal during feature
sampling, and offers the possibility to adjust metabolic data for variations
in cortical thickness. This approach was validated in two of the most
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common drug-resistant epilepsy syndromes, TLE and FLE. The experi-
ments indicated divergent neocortical metabolic profiles in these patients,
with hypometabolism in anterior prefrontal and temporo-limbic areas in
TLE and reductions in medial frontal and paracentral areas in FLE.
A supervised classification algorithm based on cortical metabolic pro-
files achieved high accuracy in discriminating TLE and FLE patients,
suggesting that the between-syndome divergence in neocortical glucose
metabolism can also be seen at the level of individual patients. Although
accuracy was excellent for both 10- and 5-fold cross-validation schemes,
it is of note that the evaluations were based on only a modest patient
dataset. To further assess generalisability, future studies in larger cohorts
are recommended.
Notably, classifier performance was higher when PET data were used
than based on cortical thickness measures, suggesting potentially higher
specificity of metabolic patterns than of whole-brain structural alterations.
Structural alterations have previously been mapped across several focal
epilepsy syndromes, and may not necessarily have spatial correspondence
with the putative seizure focus (Bernhardt et al., 2010; Hong et al., 2016).
In light of previous studies also showing generally higher degrees of struc-
tural changes in patients with long-standing duration of epilepsy (Coan
et al., 2009), whole-brain cortical thickness alterations have sometimes
been interpreted as being largely reflective of the consequences of drug-
resistant epilepsy on whole-brain integrity. Interestingly, small increases
in classification performance were observed when correcting the PET data
for cortical thickness, possibly related to higher partial volume contami-
nation for thinner areas of cortex.
In sum, this work provides proof-of-concept support that surface-based
metabolic pattern learning may offer informative automated decision
support in patients with drug-resistant focal epilepsy. In future studies, it
will be of interest to evaluate this framework for emerging PET markers
as well, including translocator protein imaging that has been shown to
be sensitive to inflammatory processes occurring in the proximity of the
seizure onset region (Gershen et al., 2015).
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